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Kelowna Prepares For 
Victory Loan Drive
OetB, Things Into Shape Ready for 
the People at Horae to do Their 
“ Bit"
The 1918 Victory Loan drive in 
Kelowna is about to comincncc. Last 
Friday evening,at the close of the 
Hon. Martin Burrcirs address, an 
organization meeting was held, 
officers and committees were astpoint- 
cd, and the prclin^inary work neces­
sary to an active and strong organiza­
tion was act in motion. Mr, -W. T. 
Shatford, of Penticton, who has been 
appointed organizer for tlic Okanagan,
• was present at the meeting, and, in­
structed the Kelowna people in the 
steps Of organization as drawn up by 
the official bodies at Ottawa and 
Vancouver. This was proceeded with, 
and when tlic meeting came tO, an 
end on Friday evening little more was 
to be done bcyoiid that of direct 
action by committees.' The offices o f 
the Loan this year will be in Trenches 
old store, opposite the ' Post Office,
: where committees will meet and gen­
eral and secretarial work will be 
carried out. , — •
-Mayor Sutherland was unanimously 
voted as president, for the joint 
executive, hut as he was not present 
at the meeting the chair was taken 
by Aid. Mantle. Mr, Shatford briefly 
explained that the quota set aside to 
be raised by the Okanagan and Simil- 
kameen was $1,000,000, while individ- 
uaf districts were each- expected to 
raise the same as they-had raised in 
the 1917 Victory Loan, which would 
mean Kelowna subscribing $210,000. 
The actual drive or time for taking 
" the subscriptions w ill be from Octo­
ber 28 to November 16.
Voting for committees resulted in 
the follbwing being elected for the 
general executive: Messrs. W. G. Ben­
son, W . J. Mantle, T. S. Ruffell,' E. 
D. Braden, D. Ht Rattenbury; E. C. 
Weddell, P. B. WilHts and E. Mur- 
doch.
Mr. L. V. Rogers, was unanimously 
chosen as the secretary again this^  
yean Mr. Shatford stated, however, 
that his duties this time would not be 
so-'Strenuous, as the official body had 
made allowances for . a paid sten­
ographer to be employed at - each 
"Centre during the actual drive.
For a publicity committee, Messrs. 
J. Leathley, J. B. Knowles and Mrs. 
W. C  Duggan were elected.
The duties of the Tabulating and 
: Indexing Committee were to go over 
the names of every person in the 
district and apportion an amount o f 
subscription which they believed it 
possible for each person to subscribe. 
It was felt by the meeting that , this 
would be a rather impossible task, but 
in compliance with orders from head­
quarters the committee was elected, 
their • names being:- Messrs. , C. H.
• Jackson, K. Iwashita, J. W. Jones, 
M.L.A., D. H. Rattenbury, M. Her- 
eron, E. M. Garruthers and L.v V. 
Rogers.-
A  canvassers’ committee very simi­
lar to that o f last year was appointed, 
the members chiefly being the repre­
sentatives of all local financial houses, 
including Messrs. W . C. Duggan, G.
" A. Fisher, J. -M. Harvey, K. Iwashita, 
C. H. Jackson, Mantle & Wilsoit, N. 
McTavish,-E. Murdoch, D. H.. Ratten­
bury and The Qkanagan Loan and 
Investment Trust Co.
, A  Revising and Checking Commit­
tee was elected consisting of Messrs. 
,L . V. Rogers, Grote Stirling and W. 
G. Benson. : ' ;
Practically ; all these committees 
were , given power to add to their 
numbers, and the Canvassing Com­
mittee in particular will take advan­
tage o f this- opportunity. Outside
Continued on Page 8, Column 4.
T E L L S  ABOUT BRITAIN 
AND CANADA AT WAR
Stirring Address Given by the Hon. 
Martin Burrell Last Friday 
Evening
Surely no one heard the Hon. Mar­
tin Burrell speak in the Board of 
Trade Room, Kelowna; last Friday 
evening, but Went away feeling 
prouder than when he went in. Proud 
for two. reasons, one due to-the ^ct 
that he ,W*^ 9 British and the other 
because* he was a Canadian. The 
Secretary of State was tp sp.cak on 
the Victory Loan, it had been an­
nounced, but Mr. IBurrcll, like all big 
public , tnen, knows how best to 
handle an audience, and he rightly 
and . wisely knew that he could do 
better work for the 1918 Victory 
Loan, not by speaking of the loan it­
self, but by telling what Britain and 
Canada had done in the great' world 
struggle, '.and of the . hard-pressed 
position which they had gallantly and 
valiantly foughf out of, not only as 
soldiers but as a nation.
In the absence o f , Mayor Suther­
land, the chair for the cvc.nihg was 
taken by Mr. W. J. Mantle, who 
without any delay called upon the 
Hon. Martin Burrell to address the 
gathering. The visitor, who carries 
the responsibility of Secretary of 
State as well as of Minister of Mines, 
told in his customary clear, quiet 
voice, the tale of an Empire’s strug­
gle to free' itself and the world from 
the yoke of thd Hun,’ from its posi­
tion in the early days of the war 
down to the present occasion, when 
Canada, the nearest big colony to the 
Mother country, was about to raise 
what looked as thought it was going 
to' be th.e real “Victory” loan. 'Th^ 
speaker went back arid dwelt at some 
length upon the serious situation 
which confronted the Empire and her 
allies on March 21 o f this year, when 
the great German offensive had be­
gun. He told how Great Britain, 
realizing that she had her back 
against the wall, had made a stupend­
ous effort, arid had flung reserves and 
material into the conflict with such 
weight and power that it had turned 
the scale and, with the weight of the 
Ariierican army added, had started 
the present .German -defeat. I t  had 
been the need of this tremendous 
allied: pressure which had resulted in 
Canada promising' to keep her army 
up to full strength, which had in turn 
resulted in' the cancellation of the 
seventy - thousand Canadian exemp­
tions, a serious step, but a very neces­
sary one, as the minister conclusively 
proved. He regretted the trouble 
which,- had arisen in Alberta and 
Quebec, but oh the other hand he 
lauded the Canadian people as a 
whole for their splendid patriotism, 
courage and spirit of sacrifice. 'No 
less than 411,000 Canadians had gone 
overseas, a mighty army for -such a 
thinly populated country. One thing 
tlvat all Canadians could be proud of 
was the fact that 12^ ,000, Canadians 
had gained; , military decorations for 
gallantry. Thes.e'men had, his grati­
tude and*'respect, as' had also the 
brave men--who had not bee'ri awarded 
decorations, ,most o f  whom he felt 
sure, had merited them just the same. 
He gave many-figures, which brought 
forth round after round of apprause, 
givng . am idea of the might and 
'Strength o f the Motherland, and left 
li|is listeners feeling justly proud that 
if^was their privilege.to assist in such 
ari enormous undertaking. by sub­
scribing, or. investing, their, savings 
into the 1918 Victory. Loan.'
A t the close of the Minister’s ad
BosiDDss and Pleasure 
At Big W . I. Cenference
AddrcsBca of Hightist Order Feature 
in Long and Biiay Three Day 
Program
drtiss, the gathering enthusiastically 
)t<voiled him a ..hearty vote of thanks. 
Tiie meeting then drifted into one of 
organizatif^ for the Victory Loan in 
the Kelowna district, which the dis­
tinguished visitor listened-to with the 
greatest interest.
B E A N S
To properly prepare your Beans ■ for 
market put them through
T H E  A D V A N C E  B E A H C I E A N E B  a n l P O U S H E I
W e  h a v e  o n e  o f  t h e s e  m a c h in e s  o n  t h e  ■way fro iB " 
A k r o n ;  N .  Y .  S h o u ld  a r r i v e  a b o u t  O c t .  15 th , 1918.
O f f ic e  P h o n e  306. . W a r e h o u s e  P h o n e  308
The annual confcrfcncc of the 
Woincn’.s Institutes of the North 
Tlionipson and Okanagan districts 
coniincnced its session on Tuesday 
evening in the Tea Rooms, on Pen- 
dozi Street, and judging from the 
large gathering the conference this 
year will rank as one of the most 
successful yet held. Delegates from 
sixteen centfes in the two districts 
arc^  in attendance, making it a remark­
ably representative gathering.
Amongst the visitors arc M rs.' A. 
Blackwood-Wileman, acting chair­
man, of Duncan; Mrs. A. Trask, 
Oyama; Mrs. J. S. Chalmers, Thrums; 
Mrs. E. J. Fleming, Tappeti; Mrs. 
W. Spofford, Victoria; Mrs. Lock, 
Oyama; Mrs. V. S. McLachlan, Vic­
toria; Mrs. S. J. Ramfall, • Salmon 
Arm; Mrs, G. H. Wall, Silver Creek,' 
Miss A. M. Thompson, Salmon Riycr 
Valley; Miss A. Elliott, Peachland; 
Mrs. H. McGregor, Mrs. M. Camp­
bell and Mrs. C. Grier, Penticton; 
Mrs. W. H. Quant and Mrs. D. J. 
innes, Kcreineos; Mrs. M . M. Ail^n 
Mrs. Aldridge and Mrs. Davies, Nar- 
amata; Mrs. K. Bentley, Miss Aitch- 
ison and Mrs. G. W. Johnson, Sum- 
.mcrland; Mrs. Malcome, Vernon; 
Mrs. Duke, Okanagan .Centre; Dr. 
Helen Ryan, Victoria.
Practically the only disappointing 
feature about the affair so far has 
been the absence of the Hon. E* D. 
Barrow, minister o f agriculture, who 
was to have given an address on the 
opening day, but who was unable to 
be present. -
The session opened on Tuesday 
evening with the singing 'of the 
National Anthem, after which Mrs. 
Trask, the convener of the conference 
who occupied the chair, called upon 
Mrs. Faulkner to express, on behalf 
of the Kelowna Institute, a greeting 
to the visitors. A fter .acknowledging 
the honour o f welcoming the dele­
gates, Mrs. Faulkner expressed the 
hope that the welcome would not 
only show itself in her words, but 
in the action of the Kelowna mem­
bers. I t  was likewise no small hon- 
'our to entertain ia.Kelowna members 
of 'an organization whose motto was 
“For Home and Country,”  and whose 
aims and objects ; included the study 
of ..home • economics, child welfare,, 
prevention of disease, local neigh­
bouring needs, industrial and social 
conditions, and laws effecting women 
and their work. The speaker closed 
with the sincere hope that all would 
receive some inspiration from the 
conference. This was replied to by 
Mrs. Blackwood-Wileman, who Stated 
that it was a happy-privilege to ex­
tend thanks for such a kindly wel­
come as had been extended to them.
The - next item consisted o f the 
passing o f a resolution expressing 
sympathy at the illness and retire­
ment from duty of Mr. W. E. Scott, 
ex-deputy-minister of agriculture. The 
resolution mentioned the appreciation 
of the Women’s-'institutes for the 
work he had performed for them. 
Mrs. Trask then read -a letter from 
the'^  ^Hon. E. D; Barrow, ministei; of 
agriculture, expressing hiff regret at 
being unable to attend. This was 
foltowcd by. an interesting reading 
given by Mrs. H. McGregor. Mr. -J. 
W. Gibson, director of. elementary 
education for B. C. was the next to 
entertain. He gave a splendid address, 
illustrated by lantern slides, on “The 
Place of Agriculture in Public and 
High School.”  The pictures were his 
own taking and in many instances 
showed a progressive spirit along this 
class of education- The programme 
for the evening then closed with a 
vocal solo by Mrs . E*. D. Braden, 
after which the gathering broke off 
into social pleasantries .while refresh­
ments were served.
* On Wednesday morning, addresses 
were given by Mrs., A . Trask and 
Mrs; Campbell Browne, the latter 
speaking on “ Opportunities and 
Obligations o f  pur New Citizenship." 
There was also a discussion led by 
Mrs. E. J. Fleming,, and the a PP °M -  
ment of commitees. Later, there was 
a discussion of -Food Cjonservation by 
Mr. J. W . Gibson, and a demonstra­
tion on House Furnishings by Miss 
McFarlanc, of Kelowna, v. /
Wednesday -afternoon’s programme 
was a . lengthy one, and ran: Roll
Call; Suggestions for Institute Work; 
Reports o f "Secretaries; address, 
“.Common Sense in Conservation,”  by 
Mrs. Davies o f Naramata; a discus 
sion led ’ by ’Mrs. Jauet Maxwell; 
Continued on Page 8i Column 4.
M R . TBDM AS DUGGAN 
PASSES TD G R EA T BEYOND
Dies A fter Only Three Daya of 111- 
neaa at Bernard Ave. Residence
PTE. JAMES F A V E L L  
a native of the Kelowna district, who 
was killed in action on September 2. 
He was ,25 years of age and wciit 
overseas; with the 2nd C.M.R.
G A P L  E R N IE  HOY IS 
R EP O R T ED  AS MISSING
Was a Member of the Royal A ir 
Forces
Last Thursday’s casualty list pub-
Hsiied in the press pf: the following
day gives the name of ,Gapt. E. - C. 
Hoy, of the Royal Naval Air Force 
amorig the missing. It  docs'not seem 
long since Ernie was clerking in Law- 
son’s , store, where he 'Vvas an em­
ployee for some three or. four years 
previous to the outbreak of war. Be­
ing a member, of the 102nd Rocky 
Mountain-Rangers at that time, he 
was one o f the first local men: to join 
up,- and left here on a well-remem­
bered morning'in March, 1915, when 
the Fire Brigade, of which he was -a 
rhember, paid he and his party a sen­
sational farewell. Although he crossed 
to Europe with the 48th Batt. He 
later transferred to the Royal Air
The sudden death of Mr. Thpmas 
Duggan, brother .of Aid. W. C. Dug­
gan, on Sunday, night caused a feeling 
of profound regret* amongst the citi­
zens of Kelowna and district, for Mr. 
Duggan was not only a man who was 
liked and respected by all .vvho knevy 
hiip, but he leaves behind him a largq 
family to inourn his untiriiely tleatli. 
The deceased, who was'48 y i^ara of 
age, was a native of Builth Wells, 
Radnorshire, Wales, and canrjic to 
Canada about 14 years ago. Sonic 
seven ycar.s ago he settled in the Kel­
owna district and took up ranching 
in the Rutland district. About two 
years ago list winter he first became 
conscious that he Was suffering from 
diabetes, but the disease appeared to 
give him , very , little trouble. On 
Thursday, li<* returned from ri trip in 
the country where he had been on 
government business, and the follow-' 
ing day complained of sickness and 
took to his bed. , He rapidly passed 
into a scnii-stupor, from which, al­
though he had many, moments of 
consciousness, he never recovered. 
Although on Sunday morning he 
appeared to J(|)e mUch better, .his end 
came iri the evening about '10 o’clock, 
when in the pfesehee o.f his wife and 
brother he breathed his " l^ast. He 
leaves to mourn his loss a wife and 
ten children, one of whom is Mrs. 
Percy Harding. . -
G A P T .G .K .L . P Y M A N .D .S .0 . 
DIES G A LLA N T  D EA TH
Rushed Attack Home Before H it by 
Sniper’s Bullet
 ^ A letter received by Mr. : W. . G. 
Benson from Mr, F.-Pyman, brother 
to the late Mr. C. K. L. Pyman, of 
Kelowna, gives ?omc particulars of 
that gallant, soldier’s death upon the 
battlefield on the lOtli August, 
meagre details of .which reached hcic 
about the 20th of the same inontlu
The letter states that Colin Pyman 
"was in command of the 5th Canadian 
Infantry Battalion in the attack on 
the 9th August, and had set a;',splen­
did example by his dash aqd enprgy 
in pushing the attack home, moving 
about from one part of the field to 
the other under constant fire, ,quite 
regardless of his personal safety. 
About 5 o ’clock, when approaching 
the 'Vrely-Rouvroy, Road (west 'o f 
Chaulncs) he was hit in the groin by 
a sniper’s bullet. The advance had 
been so quick and' SQ . far thatthey 
had .outstripped the field ambul;»ricc, 
and it appears that He lay in an ex­
posed position iri; excellent spirits, but 
in great pain for soniq time, until the 
stretcher bcarefs caihe up and, carried 
Irim away. At this time he was con­
scious. . He reached the doctors too 
late for an operation to have ; any 
chance of saying his life and died on 
the 10th. Since hisrdcatli he has been 
awarded the, D.S.d. for a particularly 
gallant' raid which he organised and 
carried out near Arras, on July 26.^ V
i*ilpBTCTrM
m
The funeral took place on Wednes­
day o f , this week, and was attended 
by Mr. D. M. Duggan', of Edmonton, 
arid Mr. Hector Duggan, pf Medicine 
Hat, both brothers of the deceased 
who arrived by car from Vernon 
shortly before the funeral. •
SEED TH R E SH E R  COM ING
Those Req[uiring I t  Must Advise .Mr. 
DalgUsb
Forces. It is sincerely hoped by his
xemany friends her  that no worse fate 
has happened to him than . that he 
was forced to land behind the enemy's 
lines and has been taken prisoner, and 
that sooner or later we shall hear of 
and' see him again, as well; as 'fever.
The Methodist Church in Canada 
has raised during the past four years 
$24,624,518 for all purposes. In the 
same period, the membership of the 
church had increased from .368,592 to 
388,210. There was a decrease o f. 210, 
however, in the number o f ministers 
and probationers. - - :
The government seed threshing'arid 
cleaning machines will be in Kelowna 
in about a fortnight and Mr. H. O. 
English, chief soil and crop ittstructor, 
wishes those farmers who are in-need 
of these- machines to notify Mr. R. L. 
Dalglish at once, preferably by yyrit- 
irtg, of the aW unt that - they ‘wish 
treated so that he can arrange the 
work, in adv^uce. He will not-, guar­
antee that any work wilkbe* done for 
farmers who do. not advise^ their re­
quirements' beforehand. , -
LAW RENG E M A R S H A LL.
DIES FR O M  W OUNDS
Passed Away at Boulogne Hospital
Pte. Lawrence .Marshall has died 
from an illness following the effects 
of a wound received in action on 
Oct. 1. Such was the sad news, re­
ceived yesterday afternoon by Mr. 
and Mrs. W . J. Marshall, Pendozi St. 
A  few days prior t o , this they had 
received a telegram announcing that 
he was reported dangerously ill and 
lying- in ■ the S3rd General Hospital 
at Boulogne, follow ing! a gun-shot 
wound in the groin received Oct. 1. 
Lawrence is well-known to all citi­
zens through his service with Mr. D. 
D. Campbell, for whom he was both 
delivery man- and store clerk. He 
left on the 5th January last, under the 
Miliary Service Act and went over­
seas about Easter. He had only been 
in the trenches seven weeks when he 
received 'his .wounds and prior to this 
he had received a minor hit , in the 
thumb. - He was 22 years o f age, and 
,a favorite with all who knew him on 
account of his jovial disposition.
M A N Y  K E L O W N ^  M E N  .
ON C A S U A LT Y  LISTS
A  telegram received by Mrs. J. 
Fisher on Tuesday morning brought 
the unpleasant tidings that her son, 
Corp. W. E. Fisher, had received a 
gun-shot wound in thq right arm and 
thigh on the 29th September. Corp. 
Fisher enlisted in the 48th Battalion 
which went overseas in the early 
stage of the war and has seen some 
severe fighting, thife being the second 
time he has been wounded. ,
Mrs. T. Barrett was also the recip­
ient last week o f one.o f those un­
pleasant telegrams which bring bad 
news. The wire stated that her husr 
band had had “multiple fingers am­
putated;”  The number of fingers this 
refers to and on which hand was pot 
istated, nor was there any suggestion 
of how he became injured.
A . recent casualty list also ap- 
riounces that Horace Fraser'has been 
killed in action. H e’: was a former 
employee of the P. B. Willits & Co., 
but left Kelowna for Vancouver, with 
his parerits, some six or seven ycaw 
ago .. ^
Tor\es Hitherto Lost
«•
N o w  B r o u g h t  O u t  in  R i c h  C la r i t y  B y  
T h e i  B r u n s w ic k  M e t h o d  o f  R e p r o d u c t i o n
Think o f 'fte finest-torted phonograph you ever heard, Hie 
loveliest record-r-then think o f it played infinitely better. Such 
is no longer an ideal— it is* an-actual, buyable improvement
“Ugge von htai the iieW.’ Dliminvlck ''
tarily ^scard old conceptiorts,’~old stan8ardj(. Each record gains-:
Phohograph you’ll volunr
new significance! ...........
The siriiplest way-to know the addedUhaJm o f Brunswick tone, 
is to choose the ..most difficult records of/all and play thpm on ' 
the Brunswick, then on others, ‘ !
' Each record is played at its best, . 
according t6 'its own requirements. 
No other < [phonograph offers - the-. 
Ultona—the jnevr Brunswick all-record> 
reproducer,'(iVh cfi, by the mere turn .
of a hand,* is ; {adapted to play any 
 ^ make o f rqeordt: *
Then tli^re *|is the' all-wood ' tone- 
chamber <if tltc Brunswick—a con­
st ructionan featjire that eliminates all 
disagreCabm nabal tones and metallic 
harshness.| | .
In many; othdr yvays the Brunswick 
Method of \ Reproduction is far in 
advance of Iqll I others. So you " can’t 
afford everiitp {think o f a phonograph - 
without HemnWg. the - Brunswick first.
lyUCANAMr
new Brunswick fof 
in The Brunswick
L e ^ t
mfethod^of Reproductiori.
Your Ears Pronounce Judgment!
JA M E S  H. T R E N W IT H
“ T h e  E l e c t r i c  S h o p "  . K e l o w n a ,  B .  C
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THE KELOWNA COURIER
A N D
\ OkOnaganOrcliardlst.
GEO. C. ROSE, Owner.
T. S. RUEFELL, Editor.
SUHSCRIPTION RATES 
(Strictly in Advance)
To any address tn Canada and all 
parts of tile British Empire: $1.50 
pter year. Td the United States and 
oincr torcign , countries: $2,00 per 
ycar^
ADVERTISING RATES
Contract advertisers will please notice 
that all cliangCB of advartisenientfl• «l..r __
must ftc handed tOr the printer by 
Tuesday noon, otherwise they can­
not be inserted in the current 
weak’s iseuc.
. To ensure acceptance, all nianuserlpt 
should he legibly v;rillcn on _onc 
,, side of the paper only. Typewritten 
, copy is preferred.
. The COURIER does not necessarily 
‘ endorse the scntiincnts ot. any 
contributed .articlt
Tratisicnt and Contract Advcrtisc- 
, nicnts—R{itc.s ac):ording to sice o*
. spai:c taken. .
Classified Advcrtlsenicnts—Such as. 
For Sale, Lost, Found. Wanted,
, etc., under heading "Want Ads. 
First Insertion, 2 cents per word;
'  ^Minimum Cliargc, 25 cents. Each
. Additional Insertion, 1 cent per 
word; Minimum Cliargc, 15 ."znts.
Legal and Municipal AdvcrtlsIng-~- 
First Insertion, 12 cchts per line: 
each subscciucnt insertioU, 8 cents 
per lire.
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 9, 1918
Within a few days the Victory 
Loan campaign for 1918 will begin 
in, this district. Organization meet­
ings have already been held and the 
■ .initial preliminary work is being car- 
' ried out. Last year the Kelowna dis- 
• trict raised a sum amounting to the 
truly remarkable figure of $210,000.00, 
Wliilc Vernon went still higher by a 
few dollars. This ycar, Kelowna, like, 
all other places in the province, is 
. being asked to raise the same amount 
• as in 1917, and the. question that is 
constantly being asked by those on 
. the variouis local committees of the 
1918 loan, is "Can it be done?” Not 
only has Kelowna been given a 
definite sum to raise, but the Okana­
gan has been treated in a similar man­
lier, and is expected to sell bonds 
amounting in value to $1,000,000. 
British Columbia, as a whole, is be- 
' ing called upon to subscribe $25,000,- 
_ 000, so that the Okanagan is expected 
.; to put up one twenty-fifth of the 
whole province, no’mean undertaking, 
it must be confessed. Yet, we must 
not, for one instant, contemplate 
that the people of the Okanagan dis-_ 
trict; will fail to perform this first 
duty ,to their country and empire. 
The people are without a doubt fully 
conscious of the immense need of 
money to prosecute the war success­
fully. ^  They are likewise eager to 
banish the shadow of the Hun which 
has been .hanging over Europe and 
the world for so long. They are 
prosperous, and they have a true 
V British determination to win and to 
succeed. All that is neces$ary.is to 
bring these qualities into play by a 
well organised campaign. Quick and 
: . definite action is what is needed,' both 
..;-by the local cpramittfcs and by the 
people as investors. There is ,a lot 
of work before us all, we mu'st push 
early and push hard all the time if we 
arc . to make good. * '
GorrtspoDdence
a
To the Editor, Kelowna Courier:
Dear Sir,—U i.^  nice to sec -M 
Gordon defending the character < 
his boys. I have never beard of 
school wjicrc all the boys arc angels, 
and I do not think that Kelowna i" 
any exception in this respect. Th 
complaints of offences do not. come 
only from the two eases cited by him 
but from many other sources; and i 
would have been well if Mr. Gordon 
bad collected his data before making 
the statements about the. damage to 
tlic drum. ,ln the first place one docs 
not give three kicks at a *drnm ,by 
accident—thcrci is evidence of more 
tifan one blow.. In the second ease be 
states the damage was trifling. Per 
haps he does not know tliat a drum 
has to be tuned to pitch like every 
other instrument of music, and' this 
is impossible with a split or dan\aged 
drum-hcaxl, T think the recommenda­
tions of our city officials arc well 
founded.
Yours truly,
S. II. OLD,.
Box 576, P.O. See. KrC.B
Kelowna, B.C.,
October 7, 1918.
NEW  W OM EN’S AID
D EP A R TM EN T FORM ED
Members Will Serve in Military Hob 
pitals in Ganada, Ottawa States
, ■ ♦ *  ♦
> Now that the potato crops are har­
vested, many of the smaller ranchers, 
the town gardehers and eVen others, 
 ^ are learning the lesson of the Sum- 
^mcrland seed potatoes. -The proof of 
'' the'' pudding is in the eating, and, 
similarly, the proof of the potatoes 
is . in the digging,: When a man sees 
- ;^hbse three pounds of potatoes, which 
the Summerland Experimental Farm 
. sent him for seed, yielding from 80 
; lbs. to 12S pounds, of potatoes, all 
clean and of good shape apd size, and 
then compares them with the yields 
from his other seed, he cannot help 
but be promptly convinced that, as 
the ad. says, ‘There’s a reason,” and 
he iSy surely an unnatural type of in- 
' djvidual if the.following year he does 
r'not- plant Seed which he has care- 
' fully selected and disinfected. ' t
In. considering the proposal for a 
^peacc armistice, as put forward by 
the kaiser through his imperial chan- 
‘ ccllor, Prince Maximillian, the allies 
cannot do better .than take the words 
of the kaiser himself in his proclama- 
ti.on to the German people: “The eyes 
of those at home rest with pride and 
admiration on the deeds of the army 
and navy_......;... I will only extend my
hand for an honourable peace. We 
, owe that to the heroes who have laid 
down their lives and we make that 
our duty to our children.” 'Fhe only 
■honourable \vay in which the allies 
can extend their hand to tlic kaiser is 
to rcceive his sword, never to grip his 
habd, for the hand.of thc living 'Ger­
many is pioire putrid than the^rotting 
,flesh of the humblest .Canadian, who 
gaive his body to death that the world 
might live, to the glory of its Creator 
rather": than to the evils of Teutonic 
sbrdtdncss.' v
The Department of Militia and 
Defence, in co-operation with the St 
John Ambulance Brigade overseas, 
has authorized the establishment pf a 
Women’s Aid Department for service 
in the military hospitals throughout 
Canada. This action is taken, accord­
ing to a statement issued by the De­
partment, because of the realization 
of the necessity of manpower in the 
war period and the readinessof 
Canadian women to give their serv 
ices in any emergency;”
The Women’s Aid Department will 
be organized in three divisions. The 
first a volunteer section (V.A.D.’s), 
will include nursing members and 
function trainers; The second, called 
a special service section, wilL include 
masseuses. The third division, a gen­
eral service action, will comprise 
head clerks, clerks, stenographers, 
telephne operators, head cooks, assis­
tant cooks, housemaids, sewing 
women, char-women and any other 
employments that may seem advis­
able. Those wishing to join the 
nursing section must . hold a certifi­
cate from the St. John Ambulance 
Brigade, but this; is unnecessary for 
the general service section. Applica­
tions ^  should be made through the 
local representatives of the St. John 
Ambulance Brigade,_ or to Dr. J. C. 
Copp, Deputy Commissioner, 43 Vic­
toria Street, Toronto.
Members of Women’s Aid Depart­
ment will jyvear the regulation uni­
form of the St. John Ambulance Brig­
ade. Nursing members will sign on 
for six months and all other members 
for twelve months, following their 
period of probation in all instances. 
Accommodation will be providejl in 
hospitals' when possible, but if im­
possible members may live out . at 
their own homesrTeceiving subsis­
tence allowance. In the nursing 
service preference will be given, to 
members with hospital experience, 
but no trained nurses will be accepted.
The Military Department states 
that in the volunteer section do pay 
is granted, but allowances are made 
for uniform, food, quarters and laun­
dry. Members in the gene'i^ T service 
section and tUasseuses will receive 
salary. :
GET OUT THE LIZZIE!
HERE’S A  SUg FOR GAS
A substitute for gasoline, invented 
by Heftry Caulett, of Trenton, N. J., 
was tested* last week at New York, at 
the Automobile Club of America and 
will be given a road test within a few 
days. It was said that the test showed 
the substitute developed “a higher 
horsepowei:  ^ than gasoline.” Caulett 
said he could produce the substitute 
for 35 per cent, less than the cost of 
gasoline.. '
Over one thousand acres of grain 
arc said to have been raised in the 
Princeton district this year.
Two cars of hogs,'containing 152 
animals, were recently sold by Mr. 
Geo. -Aiidcrson, -of Swan Lake to P. 
Burns & Co., of: Vancouver, for
$6,057.48, the price being 1854 \ccnts
per lb. live weight, f.o.b. Vernon 
The residents of the Cowiclian 
Lake" .District hilve dccidedt bat as 
they can, get no assistance from the 
government they will build a school 
•,M I heir own witli their owumoncy.- 
<Thc: Indians, of the Cowichan dis­
trict have held an exhibition of their 
own, at which they exhibited not only 
fruit and < vegetables, ! but also gar­
ments made from homespun wool, 
vari-colorcd baskets and other handi­
craft. The display is said to have 
been dne of the most interesting 
events of the district and brought 
forth many expressions of admiration'
S
District
I HEREBY GIVE NOTICE that, on Thursday, the 24th day of Qeftober, 1918, at the hour of 2 p.irt., at the Court House, Vernon, I shall sell at 
public auction the lands on the list hereinafter set out of the persons in said list hereinafter,set out for delinquent taxes unpaid by said persons o"
31st day of December, 1917, and for interest, costs and expenses, including the costs for advertising said sale, if the total amount due for period ending
December 31st, 1915, is not sooner paid.
THE COLLECTOR will be pleased to receive any information respecting the following list, where the owner is a member of the Allied forces 
and entitled to the benefits of Section 29 of the Taxation Amendment Act, 1918.
Name of Person 1 Short Description of Property Taxes to 1915
School! Int^  
1915 I
1 ’faxes 
11916*17
Blurton, Henry J. Fr. N. l/j of N.W. i>ec. 4, and N. Yi of N.E. Sec. 4, '......  Tp. 20, R. 8........................ 1....;..................................$ 10.00
....................................... .. ..........  14.00$Bonguard, E. S.............. !............... y* ........................
Mom?: w .e . «  s e p « 20, « . « ......................................
w»n I'r. See. 9, Ip. 20. R. 8............................... ...................
Bcniiettc Eme;T:;;:::::;:~^^ N.W. >4 see. .10 and, S./. of S,W.D4 See. 15..........mi tt , rn st 
King, Win. J.
16.00
10.00
8.00
10.00
5.75
2.18
i G ............................of S.W. Sec. 15, I'p. 20, R. 8...................... ............ . S.OO
Hughes, J. l i:  s.w . ^  se^ 22, t p ^^ , r . 8 . . . . . . _  14.00
1.45
North Coast Land Co., Ltd. ............iVi h  nV’’Map 592; Block 1,; Lots 1 to 13, 15 to 27; Block 2, Lots
1 to 12; Block 2, Lots 1 to 4, 7 to 8; Block 4. Lots 1 to 
12; Block 5, Lots t to 12; Block 8, Lets 1 to 12; Block 9,
Lots 1 to 12; Block 12, Lots 1 to 12; Block 13, Lots 1
to 12; Block 15, Lots 1 to 6; Blocks 10, 11, 14, 25; Fr.
Lot 526, G.I., Map 593; Fr. Lot 526, G. 1., Map lOlO;
Lots 21, 22, 23, 24. 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37,
38, 41, 42, 45, 46, 48, SO, 51, 52, S3, 54, 55, 58, 59,
60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, 74 
75, 76, 77, 78, 79, 80,, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85. 86, 87, 88,
89, 90, 91............ .................................. ..................... 1111.75 150.55
Lucas, George ...............Fr. S. W. Sec. 2, Tp. 19. R. 9...
Hadock, F. C........................ ..........W. of W. Sec. 5, fp. 19, R. 9...... .... .............. ........
Biard, A. M...... ............................. N.E. Sec. 10, and 1-r. N.W. Y  Sec. II, Tp. 19, R. 9........
Metcalfe, J. C.  ...i........................Fr. S/a Lot 185, Tp. 19, R. 9.......... ...............................:
Clarke, F. S. ......
Graham, Helen E. 
Banton, W. E. ....
Kaiser, C........ .
Robinson,! Wm. .. 
Rogers, W. T. .. 
Woodbridge, C. 
Poison, Samuel 
Gilroy, J. A
E.
Horncll, John .................. .... ;........Fr. N. E. Sec. 14 and Fr. S. E. Sec. 23, Tp. 19, R. 9....
Anderson, Andrew .............. ...........E. Yt of N. W. Y  Sec. IS, Tp. 19, R. 9...........................
Smilly, J. K.............. ............ ........F. of N.E. >4 Sec. 20 and W. N.W. J4 See. 21.........
Robinson, James .......... ..................N.E. of N.E. Sec- 32, Tp. 19, R. 9...........................
Freelc, W. J. ....................... ......... S. ^  of N.W. Y^  iicc. 32, and W. Y» of N.W. Ya Ot N.W.
Sec. 32, fp. 19, 1^ . 9.....
1—* /4' 5^ec. 33, I IP• 1—^/ '1^. 9..................a . .......
......... .............Fr. S. Y  S.W. J4 Sec. 6, Tp. 19, R. 9...............................
b r. S. Sec. 31, ITp. 19, 1^ . 9 . . . . .....m
N.E. 34 Sec. 7, Ip. 18, R. 10...
...................... N.W. Y  Sec. 17, Tp. 18, R. 10....... ...... .........................
................. ....N.E. 34 Sec. 30, Tp. 18, R. 10.............. .......... :................
......... ............. Fr. N.E. 34 Sec. 31, Tp. 18, R. 8.......................................
......... ............ Fr. Lot 4, Sub. Lot 226, Map 151........................... .........
. . .  ..... ..... ...........Frs. Lots 6, 7, Sub. Lot 226, G.l, Map 151, Tp. 18, R. 9......
McMahon, George Ernest ...............Fr. Lot 226, G.l................. .... .............. ........................
Cameron, Captain ....... ......... ...... .....Lot 2, Sub. 226, G.l, Map 1293.;...........I..........................
Tolniie, F. S.......... ......... ............ ...Lots' 2 and 3, Sub. Lot 2|237, Map 1179 and Fr. S. 3^ ' Sec.
35, Lot 260 and Fr. N. 3^  Sec. 35, Lot 261, Tp. 18, R. 9....
Morgan, Wm, ........... ............. ........Lot 3, Blk. 4, Sub. Lot 237, Tp. 18, R. 9.................. .....
Flewelling, Hiram F. ........................Pt. N.W. 34 and Pt. N.E. 34 Sec. 16, Tp. 18, R, 9..............
Skeele, Chas............................... .... Fr. S.E.34 Sec. 21, Tp. 18, K. 9...... ........ ................... ....:.
punwoodie, M. C. ..... ......... ...... ....N.W. 34 Sec. 21, Tp. 18, R. 9.............................. .......... .
Miller, Alexander ....... ................... Fr. N.E: 34 Sec. 36, Tp. 18, R. 9..-... ;.... :............. ....... ...
Forsyth, Miss Elizabeth ................. Fr. N.E. 34 Sec. 36, Tp. 18, R. 9..  ..... ............ ...I.—
Ashton, I. C, ........ ............ .... .......N,W: 34 Sec. 25, Tp. 18, R. 8........ ..... ....... .............. .......
Haynes, Ed. B...................................N.E. 34 Sec. 28,-Tp. 18, R. 8........... ....... ................... ....
Smith, George ............ .................. Legal Sub.'of Lot 19, Tp. 17, R. 10....................... ..........
Stinson, Mrs. ................ ................ Fr. N.W. 34 Sec. 19, Tp. 17, R. 10......:......... ..................... .
Morgan, R. , E. ..............    Fr. S.E. 34 and S. 34 Sec. 30, L.S. 9, 10, Tp. 17, R. 10........
Hannaman, Mike ------     .....Fr. W. 34 Sec. 18, Lot 1, Tp. 6........... ............. ..............
Uttke, M. F. ...................................Fr. W. 34 Sec. 18, Lot 2... .................... ........
Popp, George ................ ....... ...... ..„S. 34 of N.E. 34 See. 18, Tp. 5.... ...... ......... .................
Dymond, E. W., Warrick V. and S.
.................... .......... ....... ^  y  Sec. 19, Tp. 5................ ............ .
Wilson, C. R. ............    ,.Fr Sec. 19 and 20, and S. W-34 of S.W. 34 Sec. 30, Tp. 5-..
Price, John D. Estate ...   Fr. S.E. 34 Sec. 19 and Fr. S.W. 34 of N.W. J4 Sec. 20,
Fleming, Mrs. Ethel .............. .............S. 34 of N.E. 34 and N.E. 34 of S,E. 34 Sec. 20, Tp. 5........
Todman, W. and Edwards, R. .......... Lot 2, Map 878, Tp. 5.... ............:..... .....................
Kerby, R G. ........... ............. ........ Lot 2, Map 878, Tp. 5.......................... .... ....................
- W. T. .................... Lot 6, Map 878, Tp.. 5..........___________ ___ ___________ ____ ______ ...
Wilson, C. R. ... .......... — ...... .........Lot 8, Map 878, Tp. 5.......:................... ........... ........ ............
Lechmere, Mary j ..... ..................... Lot 28, Map 351, B.X............ ........... ...................
Shatfordv S. A ....... ..........................Lot 40, Map 351 B.X...... .......................T........... ...............
Smith, John Henry ......................... Lot 60 and Fr. Lot 98, Map 350-------- ----------- ----------......
Johnston, L. E. ....... .............. ...... ..Lot 62, Sub. Sec. 7, Map 350|1, Tp. 15............................. .
20.00
40.00
10.00.
45.00 
19.50
1.50
24.00
7.50
21.30
11.76
8.61
2.10
17.28
50.00
35.50
7.00
8.00
5.00 
26.80 
79.25
5.00 
34.78
3.S0
2.00
S.OO
47.60
2.00
55.00
18.00
5.00 
18,00
7.50
5.00 
26.00 
30.50
3.10
9.00 
33.00 
14.00,
7.00
8.00
15.75
23.45
6.38
6.75
6.58
6.58
22.50
12.50
ia.65
1.50
32.00
7.00
2.50
5.00
13.50
52.50
10.00
4.00
20.00
.78
$ 1.684.97
3,52
1.99
1.56
1.65
1.07
.(kJf
286.31
3,90
14.00
4.00
10.26
6.39
.59
9.31
1.70
l t l2  
9.02 
. 1.39 
2.20 
.84 
6.53 
20.53 
.99 
8.64 
8.00 
.66 
.99
927
3.33
2.62
.99
7.48
2.32
1.96
6.04
7.42
,77
2.20
7.53
4.26
2.44)1
1.35
7.48
2.08
$ 30.00 
9.00
24.00 
13.50
12.00
30.00
10.00 
12.00
754.90
30.00
30.00
30.00
30.00
16.50 
4.50
24.00
37.50
37.50
22.50 
1().50 
12.00
15.00
19.50
37.50
7.50
18.00
20.00
1.50 
' 9.50
177.50
20,00
7.50
27.00
22.50
1^ .00
24.00
22.50
1.50 
9.00
22.00 
21.00 
'21.00 
24.001
School
1916’17
15.25
4v59
li;45
15.26
3.63
6.12
207.83
18.00
8.40
28.25
4.62
3.36
14.40
3.33
3:36
IF 5.00
13.13
8.75
2.66
2.66
3.04
22.501
37.501
lilt. Costs Total
2.98
.89
2.34
.91
.80
2.94
1.01
1.06
65.75
2.02
3.45
2.66
4.54
1.46 
.55
2.86
2.55
19.81
1.07
.51
1.85
2.54 
1.69 
1.64
1.54 
.09 
.62
I. 72 
1.62
J. 62 
1.87
2.85 1.75
2.54
3.31
1.30
2.35
25.50
4;00
7.S0
10.00
4.00
15.00
75.00 
.50
2.25
1.50
3.50 
.50
6.50 
,50
9.00
6.00
166.50
Swift, Rueben ................................jLot 79, Map 35011, Tp. IS................................. ....... ...
Widmer, Samuel ............................ Lot 108, Map 352, Tp. 5........... ..... ........ .......... .
-Hanke, John ....... .................. .....^ ......Lot 112, 119, Map 352, Tp. 5..............................
Okanagan & Spalluncheen 'Agricul­
tural Society .............................. Lot 1, 3, Map 9... .............. ....................................
Harris, Gordon ............. .......... ........Fr. Sec. 2, Tp. 8.............. ........... ................... .
m od , Mrs. E. B. ....... ................... Fr. Lot 6, Sub. E. Sec. 2, Tp.-5,___ _________
Mitchell, W. S. ..... .... ............. ..........Fr. Lot 28, Sub. E. Ya Sec. 2, Tp. 5......::::::^ .-... 
Orton, ^Irs.     ........Lots 2, 3, ,Blk. 7, ^lap 471.......
Cathcart, Miss M. ..........Lots 4, 5, Blk, 7, Map 471._____ ________ ...____________ ___
Elhs, Henry Albert Estate .I............. Lots 79 to 84, Blk. 9, Map 471.__ ............... ................. ......
McDpnald, Malcolm ................... .'...Lots 86, 88, Blk. 9 and Lots 5 to 9, Blk, 10, Map 471____ ...
Baynes, Guy and Wm. Smith ..... ....Lot 87, Blk. 9, Map 471...__ ____ ____________________ ______
Cooper, Mrs. Mary V. ......... ......... ...Lots 1 to 4, Blk. 10, Map 471.................... .... .......... .
Audet, Arthur.... ..... ............ .......... Lot 10, Blk. 10, Map 471 ....... ..... .......___ ;......................
Bethunc, Wm...... .......... ................ Lots I, 2, 3, Blk. 18, Map 543 ............. .
Dale, Thomas ............... ........... ........Fr. N. Ya S.E. Sec. 9, Tp. 8.......... ........... ................
Anderson, Geo........ ........... .......... ...Fr. N. Yi Sec. 11 and S.W. Sec. 14, Map BS60, Lots Kh
12, 13, 21 to 31, Sub. N. 10 and S.W. Sec. ^ *P« O....................................................
Po son, Sampel ............. ............... Lots 43, 44,' Map 474... ..... ............ .................. ..... .....
Poison, Samuel •.............. .......... .....Fr. N. Sec. 8, E. N.W. Ya Sac. 17, Tp. 5, and N.E. 54
^  Sec. 17, Tp. 5; Fr. Lots 84, 85, 86, Map 350 and Fr. Lots
 ^ 96, 97, 111, Map 351 ......------................................... 15.50
....................................^  ........ ......-............. —........... . ^L75
.................................... Fr. Lot 20, Map 20, Tp. 8~.......................      7.50
;■■■■■■....... ......................Lots 1, 10, Sub. Sec. 11, Map 939, Tp, 8.......U........ :............ 30.00
Love, M. and Murray ..................... Lot 8, Map 939, Tp. 8............         20.00
Speer, A. H. .........1...............   :...Lot 16, Map 939, Tp. 8................. ................,......     27.00
De Serclass, Albert Octave Baron —Lot 8, Fr. 21, Lots 33, 34, 34, 52, 53, Map 780, Tp. A......... 72,50
De Decker, L,  ...... .— ....— .— .......Lots 9, 10, H, 18, 19, 20, 47, 48, Map 780, Tia. 8.......... . 130.00
Wilson, Joseph L............:................Lot E, Sub. Sec. 13, Map 1362, Tp. 8...... ................... . 32.50
Bowdler, George ............................ Lot 15, Sub, Sec. 13, Map 1362, Tp. 8..~_____________........... 16.3&
Scotch Syndicate .....     .Lot 4, Blk. 5, Map 749, Tp. 8......     290.00
Spear, W. H.......---------------------------Lots 9, 10, Sub. Sec. IS, Map 336, 'Tp. 8......    27.50
Yarwood, E. M. ... ........... .—.........Lots 11, 12, Sub. Sec. 15, Map^ 336,- Tp. 8...... .................  27.50
Pow, F. G. ................— .... ...........Lots 36, 37, Sub. Sec. 22, Max^  336, Tp. 8...... .................. 25.00
Wilson, W. A ................  .......Lots 3, 10, Siib. Sec. 20, Map 192, Tp. 9.................»..___ ....__ 25.00
McLashlan, J. A------- ----------- Lots 4, 9, Sub. Sec. 20, Map 192, Tp. 9..._36.00
Mickleborougb, George ..................„Lots 5, 8, Sub, Sec. 20, Map 192, Tp. 9___ ...,..........v-l— :,...‘* ’20.00
Pearlman, H. V.  ....... ............... ..Lot la, Sub. S.E, J4 Sec. 20i, Tp. 9...... .......' 58.66
Griffen, Joseph  ............................ Fr. Lots 1, 3, 5, Blk. D, Fr, Lots 5,-9, Sub. M.E» "Sec.*
28, Map 199, Tp . 30.00i
Turner, Mrs. Mildred ---- ;..... ,........:...Fr. Lot 1 and Lot 2, Blk, EV, Lots 7, 8, and Fr. 3, 4, j?Uk. 2,
Douglas, H. W. B.  .......... ...... .—Lot 8, Sub, Sec. 20, and Lot S, Blk. 2, Sec. 2, 'fp. 9........v... -60.00]
Kerr, W. L. and F. J. Robinson .....Lots 1, 10, Blk, E, Sub, Sec. 28, Map 210, Tp. 9.....  20.00
Toombs, J. M..................'.... ............ Lot 2, Blk. E, Sub. Sec. 28, Map 210, Tp, 9....;....... ......... . v 5.00
Cameron, Wn\. and R. L. Haskell....Lots 3, 12, Blk. E, Sub. Sec. 28, Map 210, Tp. 9._________  >42.45
Sinclair, J. A. Estate ................ ........Lots 4, 5, Blk, E and Lot 1, Blk. Z, Map 210, Tp. 9............ ,10.00
Donovan, Geo. Estate .... ;    —Lot 21, Blk. E, Map 210, Tp. 9........ .... ..... ....:_______ ____ ' AO.OO
Lloyd, M. T. L. ............ .....................Lot 3, Blk. F, Sub. Sec. 28, Map 273, T. 9,....,..... . . 2,1.00
Denny, O. L ..---     .......„_.Lot 10, Blk. F, Sub. Sec. 28, Map 273, Tp. '9................... . 16. 50
Clement, H. S. and, Hayward .........Fr. N.W. Sec. 27, Tp. 9......... .................................. 12.;'0
Baxter, W. H. .;.......:....................:..J.„.Fr. Sec. 28, Tp. 9..... ........ ............I........ .............. ...;........ . ,7a’
Shannon, W. J.  ..........   ....Fr. Lot 62,- G.l, Tp. 9..............        100.00
Shannon Bros.  ............ ;.  ........ —Lot 1, Sub. Lot 62, G.l, Map 1103, Tp. 9................ .......  10.00
RoSs, \J. E. ________________ .... .......__Lot 11, .Sub.. Lot 66, G. 1, Map 509, Tp. 9........_______......... 25.00
Fulton, Clarence ... ............................Lots 1, 2, Sub. E. Sec. 35, Map 291, Tp. 9..........110.00
Rush, R. H. .....    ..Lot 3, Bik. 1, Sub. Lots ,9, lO, |291, ;Map 1294, Tp. 9.-_____ ' LOO
Hepner, W. J.  ...............Lot 5, Blk. 1, Sub. Lots 9, 10, |291, and Lots 1, 3, Blk. 2,
. , Map 1294, Tp. 9 .......... ..................................... .........  3.50
Fuller DeWitt --- -------—----- -----........Lots 7, 8, Blk. 1, Map 1294, Tp. 9........................ . 2.00
Ellwood, Frank Joseph ....,........  ...Lot 10^  Blk. 1, and Lot 24,. Blk. 2, Map 1294, Tp. 2.00
Eberle, Miss F. C..........'.----     Lot 18, Blk. 1, Map 1294, Tp. 9...._.... ........... ......... ......... . 1.00
Coleman, C. E: .................. ...Lot 22, Blk. 1, and Lot 15, Blk. 2, Mapr l294, Tp. 9L____ ...... 2.00
Leakey, Wm.  ..... .... .................. ......Lot 24, Blk. 1, Map 1294, Tp. 9_____ _ ________________ ;• LOO
French, Geo. E. —.............;..Lots 26, 27, Blk. 1, Map 1294^  Tp. 9......... ______*__—..._... 2.00
Thomas, Wi. H .______ _____ _________.^Lots 4, 5, Blk. 2,. Map 1294, Tp. 9..._____ i........._________  2.00
Stirling Security Co. ------------ ----- .....W. Lot 6, E..J4 11, Lots 20, 21, Blk. l,Xot 30, Blk. 1,
Lots 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17 and 18, 19, 20, 21, ,22, 23, 25,
26, 27, Blk. 2, Map 129'L Tp.
AndersPn, Mrs. E. V. Rodney...:....—Lot 12, Sub. E. 54 Sec. 35, Ma»/82.3 |
Hillicr
. 32.40 
25*50 
2.08
15.00
17.00 
1.88 
3.90
.35
6.36
2.25 
.63
1.43
2.25 
19.89
7.32 
1.00 
7.48 
10.03, 
1.13 
1.91
4.501
30.00]
■7.50]
7.50
7.50 
40.50]
52.50
22.50 
34.00
22.50
7.50
6.00
22.50
3.60
85.00
.60
1.80
3:45
1.80
4.80
7.20
1.98
.78
4.07
35.9811
.23
.53
.52
1.14
.07
1.90
.08
3.09
2,21
30.CO
; 6.00
151.00 
75:00
1.50
1.50
4.50 
S.2S
.73
4.50 
LOO 
9.00
18.00
328.29
847.97]
114.79
253.89]
186.00
83.00]
24.96
16.50 
3.04
13.50 
7.80
.76
D85
3.00
57.00
3.60
6.90
13.68
24.56
•9.54
4.50
162.54
79.90]
46.75
18.00
26.40 
37.50
53.40 
9.00
16.30
9.60
90.95
42.50
53.40
50.00
252.20
122.001 
l.(K)
24.92
14.23]
. 5.06
24
6.00
24.00
12.00
17.00
17.00 
41.60
. ■ Z , f Di ^% lp4 r ^ ‘^ 1
.nder p p ...:— p , 5f5 1 1 ’
[ , Stephen G. ................ .— f..E. FS Lot 17, Sub. ,E. J4^'i94]oo L Z Z
. Tp. 9 -------........i;^/75 33.37 IL 40.00
V20.002.00
46.85
6Z70
.90
3.00 
4.50 
2:70 
1.80 
4.20 
\ 1.80 
3.60 
3.601
42.85
5.72
8.15
13.86
2.10
.15
23.23
2.31
16.50
34.81
.31
17.15
2.97
18.30
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75 
'2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
15.50
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75 
2.75'
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75 
2.7^
2.75
2.75 
2.751
2.75 
.2.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75 
‘(2.75
2.79
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
_2.?5
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75 
2.75,
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75 
275
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
$ 62.6641.95
62.24
29.15
25.11
62.60
24.91
26.59
2592.59
58.67
129.36
69.57
120.80
59.83
15.35
94.60
52.00
104.91
71.30
25.85
32.85 
24.61 
,56.91 
142.57
16.75
65.40
79.32
8.01
18.85
367.33 
45.15 
21.13 
16.75 
80.53 
57.12 
41.80 
60.43 
64.71 
, 8.25 
23.57
67.00 
52.87 
44.05
41.01
70.48
57.37
10.79
75.25
24.32
16.19'
20.54
61.75
190.42
87.60
38.71
82.85
71.84
16.22
40.41
45.74
13.18
44.69
340.24
4.68
6.13
14.22 
22.49
3.11
16.76
3,40
28.25
52.22
2.75 985.75 
2.75] 138J.64
)j 64.5C 4.51 4.0d '2.75
) 12.0C1- 9.3d 1.53 2.75
1S.0C 8.7C 1.71 2.75
i 22.se> ,1.54[ 2.75
) 4S.0C 33.0e 5.Sd 2.75
3 30.0C)■ .■ 2.0i 2.75
7 30.0C 20.4C :.3.Sd 2.75
1 38.5C 26.4C 4.6C 2.75
H 187.5C 75.9e 18.5e> 2.75
» 180.0C 110.4C 20.62 2.75
J 37.50I 24.0C 4.3d> 2,75
J 18.0C 12.0C 2.43 2,75
) 300.0( 20.SSr 2.75
J 30.0C 18.0C 3.39 2.75
S2.5C 41.64 6.69 2.75
5 47.se 3.04 2.75
L 37.5C 27.6C 4.68 2,75
7 36.0C 27.90 4.63 2.75
60.00 ■ 4.11 , 2.75
30.00 24.00 3.85 2.75
> 90.00 ', ■ 6.16 2.75
60.00 60.00 9.62 2;7S
60.00] 48.00] 7.72J 2.75]
30.00 22.80 3.79 2.75
15.00 11.40 1.89 2:75
30.00 22.80 3.79 ' 2.75
30.00 2.05 2.75
15.00 11.40 1.89 2.75
17.50 11.40 2.16 2.75-
15.00 12.00 1.93 2.75
37.50 2.57 2.75
.75 .05 1.75
150.00 84.00 16.78 , 2.75
15.00 8.40 1.67 ' 2.75 ■
37.50 19,80 4.01 ■ 2.75,
130.00 55,20 13.33 2.75 “
3.00 1.80 .34 4.75
10.50 .72 .2.75
6.00 3.60 .64 2.75 :
"  13.51 .60 2.75
/1.71 .34 1.75
6.« ''3.96 .66 ‘ 1.75
. .3% 1.71 .34 1.75
6.00 3.42 .64 1.75
6.00 3.42 .64 1.75
1 ,
60.00 41.22 7.24 2.75
-22.50 ■1.S4 ’2.75. i
60.00 32.76 6.45' 2.75
124,07 
v51.4|2 
47.82 
35.55 
179.35 
46.48 
102.18 
136.09 
414.24 
532.99 
93.69 
89.94 
676.29 
98.92 
249.64 
83.22 
154.34 
182.55oa t90.23
197.21
133.97
574.71
342.47
112.98
42.87
140!90
60.46
63.75
.78.96
93.64
57.42
3.45
396.76
42.13
152.41
398.79
9.10
21.73
20.69
18.34
10.11
19.68
6.11
18.38
18.38
V
‘ 214.76 
I 44.76
103.11
iliJIiiiiilfiv§i|l":|S''■'■!'^ 1?!“'S|:7.V7«||:iP'€ato ■■|:r| ■; 'vl'i-f.; ?p? ,^.: ■ Pp;: P7;P:p' ' , -iP/.-p^," 7f|pPc^., Pf'i^P^ pPsPp,„'P■I’-P'Kp p..-PP P
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•Continued
Name of Person Short Description of Property
 ^ < Sub. Sub.
1.......
See. 6,
JLot
Lot
183, g :
183, G.
Map
Map
1341,
1341,
Stcpiictison, E.......... ............ .......... Dot 14, Map 411. Tp. 9.
Buchanan, and Charlcbois     ...Dot 20, MUp 411, 'Ip. 9
Simmons, Mrs.. Mabel ........ ............Pr* D> Dot 7, Map 550, Tp. 9.............
Ingram. A. Wells ...... ....................Dot 2, Map 1131, Tp. 9 .........................
Stritreli, Li ....... .... .................... .....Dots 4, 5, 6, 7, Sub. Dot 6, G. 1, Map 197
ROT?: T ames ........... ................... Pr. Lot 6, G. 1
Ollcrhcad. T. N......... ......... .............Pi*. Dot 6, G. 1
iackson, Walter ...,.'............ :............Dot 1, Bile. 1, Sub. Lot 183, G. 1, Map 6, Tp.lorand, E. LP Estate .................... Lot 2, Bile. 1, Sub, Lot 183, G. 1, Map 6, Tp.
Bessette, Napoleon ............... i.........Lots 1 to 5, Bile. 3, Map ,0, Tp. 3...............
Lister, Janies i................................Lot 8, Bile, 5, Map 729, 'I’p, .3....................
Maxmer, Morris ............................Dot 7, Bile. 7, Map 730, Tp. 3.................
gucsnell, Alphonse ..... ................... Lots 8, 9, Bile. 8, Map 1341, Tp, 3.......cad, J. S. ...................... :... .......... Lot 16, Bile. 8 ,.................. •
Reid, C. B, .....................................Lot 17, Bile. 8,
Christicn, Thornas ................. .'.,.,...i„.Pr. Lot 18, G.
Dolcjsi, Stanley, atid Rllipp, Besler.,..N. N.W.
Tp. 6 ...........
Piclecrinfj, James ....... .„....... ........... ^
Edjgar, Owen G......... .................. ...E- Portion S.E.
Schafer, Fred Walter ........ ...... .........P ,^
Mushowslei, J...... ........................... Syj S.E. ^  Se?."67Tp.'"4b7;^ ^
' ' Tp. 41; N, J<i of S.E.y & S.y, of N.E.y Sec. 32, Tp. 41,
& N/j of sw y  ik Sy, o lN W ‘A  Sec. 32, Tp, 41, Lot 404
Ramhicll, J. H............................. .....N. A of S. A  and S. A of N. A  Sec. 13, Tp. 41...............
Muchowislei, Amor .........................N. A  of N. A  See. 33, 'I’p. 41...................... ..................
Gcmmill, .Win........... .................... ..N. ^  of N.E. A, E. of N.W. and N.W. A of S.E,
A  See. 36, Tp. 41 ........................... ............ ....... ......
Fred Estate .....................W. Portion of N.W. A  Sec.o36............. ........................ 5,00
H. G........................ .... ...W. A  See, 26 and S.W. A  {”'cc. 35, Tp. 43 ......................  98.5
H......... ....................... ....N. A of N.Wii A  Sec. 13, Tp. 45 ..................................  6
........ . of
'Tp.'i and E. A  of N.E. A  See. 1,
40 and Wj^ of N.W.J4 See. 6,
Taxes Ischool 
to 1915 1915
lilt.
i
1 Taxc.s 
|1916'17
School! lilt. 
1916’171
Costa
. 12.5(J 7.50 3.321 37.50 15.00 3.68 2.75
H.0U 12.75 4.401 12.00 9.30 1.50 2.75
17.00 3.9*1 15.00 1.03 2.75
3.00 , 3.85 1.51 4.50 .31 2.75
4.00 3.40 1.22 18.001 6.80 1.73 2.75
S.OO 4.00 1.77 7.50 4.00 .81 2.75
28.75 14.87 10;45 22.501 12.60 2.51 2.75
80.00 13.50 190.001 13.441 2.75
70.00 13.90 55.001 5.021 2.75
25.00 13.00 6.39 75.001 16.50 6.38 2.75
3.50 1.48 .99 • 4.501 < .99 , .35 1.75
2.75 1.28 .74 4.50 .99 .36 1.75
4.00 1.84 1.01 21.00 4.62 1.76 1.75
• 2.00 1.22 .63 3.00 i06 .24 1.75
3.00 1.22 ' .91 3.00 ..66 .24 1.75
75.00 17.10 75.00 - 5.13 1.75
15.00 6.38 4.21 22.50 3.75 1.72 2.75
30.00 8.50 8.52 30.00 5.00 2.29 . 2.75
25.00 14.50 6.63 75.00 34.25 7.68 2:75
16.00 6.72 4.65 24.00 10.96 2.45 2.75
90.00 16.95 180.00 21.60 12.90 2.75
20.00 3.37 60.00 ,, 4.12 2.75
10.00
Schaffer, 
Nanglcs, 
Rice, W.
10.00
1.68
2.90
Morand, E, L. Estate .................. ...S. A  of N.W. i  ^ of N. A   S.W. A  Sec. 18, T. 45...... /.. 16.00
Salem, Albert M. ...........................N.E, A  See. 24, Tp. 45 ...................;.............................  19.00
Cocleey, Ralph Pcrcival ....... ........... N. N.W, A  See. 27 and N. A  N.E. «4 See. 28, T. 45...... 11.50
Sub. N.W. A  See. 7, Map
12.00
15.00
Rcar,/James ..................................N. Ax of N, A  See. 3, Tp
Gcmmill, Wm............................... ...Lots 1 to 3, 14 to 20, Fr
) 1425, Tp. 57 ................................................
Hansom, G.' L. ................... ...... .....Fr. 4, 13, Lots 5 to 12, 21 to 24, Sub. S.W. See. 18, Map
1425, Tp. 57, N.E. A  Sec. 8 and Fr. N.W. A  Sec, 19,
Tp. 57 .......................................................................  86.00
A See. 22, Tp. 57 ................... ................ ...........  19.50
“ ■ “  12.50
20.00 
4.00 
65.75
Blakcmorc, A. S... ............ .............S.W.  
Hollingsworth, W. H. ............. .......N.E. A See. 29, Tp. 57  
Thompson, W. S. and H, Flctchcr....Pr* N.E. A  Sec. 33, Tp, 57
Heckman, Frank ............ .........;........Lot 12, Map 663, Tp. 57 ...
‘Mchl, Geo, H. ................. ......... ;....Lots 55, 56, 57, 58, 126, 127, Map 663,
3.10
1.68
1.32
22,55
1.01
3.16
4,14
2.84
2.73
30.00
82.25 
50.70 
39.72 
15.92 
37.90 
25.83 
94.43 
299.69 
146.67 . 
144.02 
13.56 
12.37 
35.98 
9.50 
10.78 
173.98
37.50
15.00
94.50
18.00 
16.00
24.00
24.00
12.00
2.53 45.00
6.85
5.48
57..
Long, A, B. Rcynardson Vere... . Dots 65, 66, 153, Map 663, Tp. 57.;....................................  58.25
Henry Birch ............. ......................Lot 71, Map 663, Tp. 57
Scott, Fred C. ......... .............. Lots 88, 90, Map 663, Tp.
Webb Bros ..................'........... ......Lot 128, Map' 663, Tp. 57 .
Lovelady, Wm.............. ..................E._ A, Lot 130, Map 663,
Mary L  ........- - .............. -
:l
57
Noble, Jirs. r  . A  Lot 130 Map 663, Tp
Humphreys, Noe  ......... ........ Lot'147, Map 663, Tp. 57 ..
McQuarrie, John M. ,v................:......Dots 156,_ 15/, ,Map  ^663,_ Tp.
Tp. 57 
“ 57 .'
57
7.50 
18.00 
8.75
4.50
4.50 
16.00
4.50
White, C. O'. ........ .;...........;..........Dot 166, Map 663, Tp. 57 .............. ...................... ................ 12.00
Gosh, M. L ............ .... .... ............ .....Lot 167, Ma. ... i- 0/ p
Mosicr, Stanley and 'Thomas 'T. ........Lots 176, 17/,
Dodd, W. E................... ..........  ’ ■ “ ■
Allen, R. W. .................... ......
Wilson, James ..................... .
Anderson, J. R. ... .... ..... .........
Richlands Orchard Go., Ltd.... .
57
12.00
6.00
12.00
3.00
18.00
22.00
663, Tp. 57 
Map 663, Tp. 57 ..
.Lot 187, Map 663, Tp. 57 ........
.Lot 208, Map 663, Tp. 57 .........
.Lots 209, 210, 211, Map 663, Tp.
.Lots 279, 280,. Map 663, Tp. 57 .............................. .......
.Lots 1 to 10, 11, 13, 14 to 23, 24a, 25, to 44, Frs. 45, 46, 47,
48, 49, 50, 63, 64, 75 to 85, Lots 87, 91, 92, 94, 95 to 104,
108, 109 112, 113 to 118, 121 to 125, 131 to 133, E. A  
137, 138 to 146, 148, I48a, 148b, 151, 152, 154, 155, 158 
to 160, 162 to 165, 168, 169, 169a, 170 to 175, 178, 186,
196 to 202, 212, 213, 217, 218, 222, 225 to 232,
. • 235, 236, 238 to 253, 255 to 267, 269 to 277. 281 to 304,
Richlands Map 663, Tp. 57 ...... ........  . '  1650.50
................. .Fr  ^S.E. A  Sec. 17, Lots 2, 3,- Map 387, Tp. .14....40.00|
....................Lot A, Sub. N.E. A  Sec. 21 and S.E. A  Sec. 28, Map 129,
Tp. 14 ................ ............... .... ......!... .
............. ......Lot B, Sub. N.E. A  Sec. 21 and S.E. A  Sec. 28, Map 129,
, Tp. 14 .............. ........... ..................;....... .
........,.............,Lot G, Sub. N.E. A  Sec. 21,and S.E. Sec. 28, Map 129,
........... .— Sec. 27, Tp. T4 ......;...................................... .
Bailey, J. A. ... .......... ...................N .W . Sec.'lrTp. 20 ...... .......... .......... .......................
Willis, Harold A. ............1___ ______ Fr. N.E. A  Sec. 32, Tp.:20 ........... ...:..................
Mitchell, J. J. ___N.E. A  Sec. 19, Tp. 21; S.W. Sec. 29 and S.E. Sec. 30,
■ Tp. *21 .............. . .......... . ............... .......... .....
Megaw, W. R........ ................... Fr. Lot 29, Fr. Lot 1, Blk. 39, Map 712 ........ .................
Wilkinson, Mrs. Glys ................. .....Lot 26, Map 712 ... ........ ....... .... .
Teeze, Samuel Thomas ............— .......Lot 1, Blk. 1, Sub: N.W. A and S.W. Sec. 9, Map 1066,
Hughes, Raymond Parker and Jesse
Rice, B, Spring........ .
Bawtinheimer, J. F. ...
17.61
4.20
2.08
4.08
.78
15.91 
14.06
.81
4.11
1.67
.93
.93
3.69
2.75
2.91
2.91
1.01
2.91 
.50
3.56
5.34
389.62
7.94
135.00
24.00
27.50
30.00 
6.00
49.50
37.50 
7.50
18.00
13.50
4.50
4.50 
12.00
27.00
9.00
9.00
18.00
9.00
9.00
27.00
36.00
1173.75 
60.00 7.60
Megaw, W. R., Ltd. 
Megaw, W. R., Ltd.
30.00 5.94 45|00 -
7.50 L26 22.50 2.851
7.50
30.00
25.00
18.00
5.50
11.38
9.00
1.26
8.42
7.07
6.36
22.50 
30.00
37.50
13.50
2.85
3.80
9.75
6.30
14.00 
7.50
15.00
3.07
1.50
4.40
2.80
3.44
42.00
22.50
lO.OOj
3.30
6.55
1.40
8.00 1.58 ’8.00
Williard
Cecil, Albert ............
Taylor, W. _____ ........
Brundage, Ada Maud
14
/
........ ......„Lots 2, 3, Blk. 1, Map 1Q66, Tp.
........... ....Lot 4, Blk. 1, Map 1066, Tp. 14 .
...............Lot 8, Blk. 1, Map 1066 ............
—------Lots lO, 13, 14,: 15, 16, Blk. 1 and
1066, Tp* 14 ................... ........
Leopold
■ 18, Blk. 1, Map 1066. 
1 and Lots 1, 7,
10.00
4.00
3.75
Lots 10, l4, Blk. 2, Map
Glinn,. Walter L. and ___
V Reihsche ............. ....... .... ..7..... .„.Lots 17 and
Hawbolt, Arthur .............................Lot 19, Blk.
Erwin, Gharles E,    Lot
^^adell, ]^ ev* J. G. ....T^ ot
Hinde, Geo. and William ...... ..... ..^ ...Lot
Turner, Reuben ......     Lot
Blewitt, James ..........f...........;_______..Lots 23, 24,
Miller, Henry W ..... ;___.........___ .....__Lot 28, Blk.
Nelson, Garrie .... .— ______________Lots 2, 3, Blk.
DeBroder, Thos. John ....;.................Lots 18, 19, 20,
Anderson, Geo. Burford ..................Lot 21, Blk. 3,
5^aint, J.. ........M............................................ 1 .^ )t 2^2, lllie. 3,
Mclntyrejohn Westley......... ....... ...Lots 24, 25, Blk.
43.00
■7A Tmr ’1 A4' Blh. 2, Map 1066.....24, Blk. 1, Map 1066 ................ ...............
3, Blk. 2, Map 1066 ............
o’ o ' ........... ........................ .......9, Blk. ^  M ^  1066 ........................................... .
Blk. 2, Map 1066 .................. ....................
2, Map 1066/................
3, Map 1066 .........................
Blk. 3, Map 1066 .......... ...................... ....
1
1066
3, Map 1066 .......... ..............................
7.50
50.50
8.75 
2.25
3.00
2.50
15.00
3.75
17.50
10.00
5.00
3.75
7.50 
11.25
8.00 
6.00
10.00
40.00
17.50
26.00
25.00
15.00
.75
3.22
1.13
.38
1.50
Colonial Financial Corporation  .....Lot 26, Blk. .3, Map 1066
Gill, Arthur John  ............ ....:....Lot 28, Blk. 3, Map 1066
Phillips, Mrs. Alex    ..........:........Lots 3, 4, Map 428 .......
Fredericka Francis ................ .....„..Fr. Lot 9, Map 808 ......... ......... 7!!!.!”!!!™.!!™!'!.!™
. Jarvis, C. W ......—... .......... ............ .Lots l6, l8. Map 808 ...... ............  .........
Nelson, Wm. ........... ........ ........ ......Lot 52, Map 808; Sub. M. Lot 67, Map 975'77..!".'.77
'Snyder, M. E. .................................Sub. B, Lot 61, Map 973 ...... ............ ............. .;
Trudean, Mrs. F----- ------------------ -—E. A  Lot 65, Map 975 ........ .................... .......
-tPIiiIIips, Alex. ...........Sub. K,, Lot 66, ^4ap 975 ................................... . i;}.uu
Byers, E. ...........J........................... . ..East Sub. Lot 66, Map. 975 ............................ ...............  26.00
Ba'ebcke; Wolfgang ___...___________ Sub, N. Lot 67 ....... .... ..................... ...;... ....  . , 15 00
. Wood Lake Fruit Lands Co., Ltd.....Map, 808; Lots 1,^ 2, 3, 37, 38, 39, 40, E. A  41, 42, E. A  43,
W. A 43. 47, 48; Sub. A 61,. Sub. H 64, Sub. I 65, E. A 
67, E. Sub' 68, E. Sub. 69, E. Yx 70. Map 915: Lots 1 to 
20, 27 to 55, Sub. Lots 2, 7, 3]808. Map 1001: Lots 1,
-  2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 to 26, 30 to 45 aiid Fr. Sec. 25, 26,
. _Tp. 120 .................... ......... ............. ............. ............ 970.50
Bifirgar, .....'............•..............■...M....^ *^ t 39, ^^ a^ i 444- .......v..*..................................................................
- -  -  -- ■ --------- .Lot 27, Blk. D, Map 521 ................ .............................
.Lot 42, Map 444........ .......... ................... .......... ..........
.Lot 44, Map 444 ...................... .... ............... ..... .... .......
.Lot 4^ Map 444 .... .................. ....................... ....... .
___.Lot 8l, Map 444 ......... ........ ..... .............. .................... .
C_____________ ;___ ______Lot . 89, 89a, Map 444 ......... ........... .............................
W. ................................Lots 108 to 112, SSip 444 arid Lots 113 to 117, ISO to 156,
Map 454
3.00
12.40
5.25
10.78
7.75
8.06
4.65
' McBride, Sir Richard 
Lewthwaite, Wm. A. 
Boettger, Ed. N. —...
Bowker, W . .........
Perry, Wm. Warren . 
McNabb, Miss Katherine 
Maguire, F.
Groves,, F.
Estate
15.00
23.00
18.00
22.50 
18.00
10.50
15.00
30.00
400.27
10.00
7.80
17.05
15.03
42.00
4.52
9.76
40.87
1.98
.82
.60
15.00
3.75
3.75
9.24 30.00 3.80
1.26
10.60
1.92
.36
.50
.49
3.21
.67
3.88
1.68
.9l
.62
1.26
2.11
1.80
1.01
2.18
10.40
3.75
8.23
6.44
2.97
6.73
3.86
7.50 
26.00
3.75 
3.00
3.75
3.75
7.50
3.75
6.75
7.50
3.75
4.50
9.75
3.75
3.75 
18.00
30.00
60.00
52.50
27.00
37.50
22.50
39.00
22.50
10.80
21.60
18.90
9.72
13.50
14.04
8.10
318.46
5.66
7.19
8.28
8.53
6.83
3.29
4.68
17.40
925.00
15.00
18.00 
- 18.00
22.50 
18.00
10.50
22.50 
30.00
299.13
7.00 
4.68 
8.40
10.50 
8.4d 
2.73
10.50
14.00
Woodall,
8.00
.Lots 14, 15, 16, Blk. A, Map 454 ............ .........................  3.00
166Kitsilaflo-'D^yelopment Co. __......... Lots 1, 2, Blk. F, Map 454 and Lot
^^ 4artin, l^rank ' ...M.....;...M........M........M......l^ uts 17, 18, Blk. hlap. 454...
.^^addockt H. TE. .............................l^ ot 4, Blk. 1, ^4ap 454 .................................................................i
Garrison, J. ------ ------------................„...Lot 32, Blk. I, Map 454 ...... ................................ ........
Major, Max S................. ...__ _ _ .......Lots 1 to 4, Blk. K, Map 454 _____ _____ _________________ _
Strickland, G  ^A.  ...... J.. Lots 5 Jo 16^  ^Blk. O, Map-454 ........................... .........
1, Blk. P, Map 454
2, Blki P, Map 454 ......... :................... .
3, Blk. P, Map 454 ................. ........ :__
V108, ^lap 454 .............................................
183, Map 454 .................... .................
39, Blk. D, Map 521 ......----- ----- ------
Blk. D, Map 521 ....... .................
Humphreys, John M. ......_________.....Lot
'^ ^urlette, h*. li.^................................M.....H.l^ ot
'I^olkncs, ‘ l^ x - ...M........................M...M......l^ ot
McDougall, Mary .—.i.„___ ... ....:.....Lot
McMillan, Dan ............... ...... .... ....Lot
Nicoll,: J. T. and Wm. Lennox ........Lot
Major, Max S. -..................__ ________ Lot 40,
Batchelor, G. A. Estate .........._____ ...Lot 59, Blk. D, Map 521
Alexander, Allen --------- .........______ N. Lot 61, Map 521 B. 274 1.....1......
' 1^ )^ss, 1^ . ..................................................l^ ^^ t 1, ^la^i, 500
Quebec Bank ...__________ ___ _____ I..S. Fr. Lot 3, Map 500 ,
Church, Rhoda Frances.._.........____..N. Fr. .^t*3. Map'500
vl^ r^ e^^ r,' ^5. ................................................ Lot 9,,*Mdp 500  ....... ........... ................ 
Davison, John and A. Turner __.......Fr. Lot>B, Map 457 ......................................... ..........
Pixton, P. W. .......... ..... ........__...___Lot 56;r'Map 525 .................. ................____ .....____ ....
Mills, Wm N.E. Sec. 4, Tp. 24 .............. .......... ................. _...
—JFr. N. E. A  Sec. 20 arid Fr. S.E. A  Sec. 29, Tp. 23, S.E.
• Sec. 20 and Fr. S.W. A  Sec. 21. Tp. 23 ___...
.....Fr. N.E. K Sec. 21 and Fr. N.W. A  Sec. 22, T. 23.....;.....
-'^ots 3, 4, Map 475, Tp. 23 .............C...... .............. .........
^^5, Map 475, Tp. 23 ....... ........................................
J. i{0, 71i^ .T'p. 23, hlap 475
Fowler, Charles 
D. D
%
6.00
2.50
3.50 
2.00 
8.38
20.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
16.58
2.25
36.30
25.18
12.00
75.20
15.00
16.00 
16.00
24.50 
18.00
22.50
19.50
5.20
1.96
5.31
1.54
1.01
7.76
14.00 
:65;
1.30
.65
3.01
1.51
19.41
16.44
17.00 
37.72
Bower,
De Caqueray, Fred jnor 
I>,ang,- J. hA. i.........«*..«•
Doyle, J. J. ----------/u>'
Cunningham, C. GyG^ */
ill, F. W. tmd
oweroft, 
Bulman,
kint
Mrs.' )06
/:
ion..Lot 4043
.Lot 4067 .■••••••••••••••a* >••••••••••••••«
40.00
10.00 
52.50
27.00
45.00
15.00 
20.75
45.00 
7.00
2.75
“ ?.75
4.13
7.80 
15.01
2.80
20.23
3.15
13.88
14.48
8.61
45.45
2.20
.93
2.77 
.76
. .57 
.66 
4.22 
8.27 
.26 
.62 
.26 
2.45 
.87
13.74
12.75 
7.08
30.11
2.97
3.50
1.82
6.47
5.78
*B.52
4.65
24.00
4.50
4.50
3.75
10.50
1.50
3.75
15.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.25
2.25
22.50 
825
12.00
24.00
22.50
35.00
35.00
32.50
18.00 
•22.50 
24.00
11.20
2.10
2.10
1.75
.70
1.76
7.00
1.40
1.40
1.40 
1.06 
1.06
10.50
3.84
5.60
11.20
8.35
1.68
16.62
6.70
11.58
5.86
6.62
20.45
1.18
52.50
20.00
52.50
27.00
45.00
22.50
21.00
45.00
21.00
4.40
4.40 
7.75 
4.68
10.50
6.40
14.00 
7.20
18.00 
15.01
14.00
30.00
:V V .
m
__!L
56.31
87.06
165.81
67.53
2.051 2.751
85.64
1.57
1.57
1.86
2.33 
1.86
.88
2.33 
3.15
3.58
1.56
4.55
2.36
4.75
2.67
2.50
5.35
1.44
km
2.53 2.75
1.5;2 2.75
6.4.5 2.75
1.2.3 2.75
1.2*1 2.75
1.6.5 2.75
2.o:3 2.75
.8;2 2.75
3.0i>1 2.75J
•9.2C» ' 2.75
1.6*1 , 2.75
2.54 2.75
2.29 2.75
.4C 2.75
3.3/ 2.75
2.54 2.75
.36 2.75
1.23 2.75
.90 2.75
.27 2.75
.27 2.75
.82 2.75
1.84 2.75
.61 2.75
.61 2.75
1.23 2.75
.61 2.75
.61 2.75
1.84 2.75
2.46 2.75
78.17 2.75
4.66 2.75
3.07
1.741 2.751
1
1.74 2.75
2.40 2.75
3.30 2.75
1.39 2.75
6.48 2.75
.56 2.75
.86 2.75
.64) 2.75111
1.02 2.75
.25 2.75
.26 2.75
2.321 ,, 2.75] :
.57 2.75
2.31 2.75
.25 1.75
20 1.75
.25 1.75
.29 1.75
.56 1.75
.26 2.75
.51 2.75
.65 2.75
.23 2.75
.33 2.75
.73 2.75
.26 2.75 .
.26 2.75
1.23 2.75
2.83 2.75
5.37 2.75
4.91 2.75
2.51 275
3.49 2.75
1.54 2.75
3.64 2.75
2.10 2.75
■324.20
90.24
46.48
54.46
35.34
224.75
28.99
39.15
51.54
21.70
30.30
68.37
250.62
52.09 
57.37 
59.12 
13.93
137.28
115.10
18.92
44.09 
27.57
12.95
12.95
35.26 
38.36
27.27
27.27 
28.99
27.27 
15.86 
53.15 
68.55
3294.79
122.95
86.76
38.60
38.60
82.87
96.75
57.30
76.00
42.66
34.95
21.37
30.75
12.80
11.59
94.33
20.53
99.3Cf,
17.65
7.94
9.73
8.78
30.10
12.04
33.74 
24.02 
12.97 
12.52 
23.24 
20.60 
17.79
28.99
61.75 
152.52 
105.57
86.99 
96.43
44.76 
100.22
58.96
'2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
3001.75
56.98
64.99 
74.34
~ 84:14 
67.84 
35.17 
67.52 
.138.17
2.75 
L75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.75 
2.27
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
54.82
14.69
22.74
12.43
17.02
7.74
28.04
67.59
8.35 
10.36
8.35 
18.32 
10.93
107.53
70.12
56.67
183.44
44.76
67.00
65,94-
80.66
58.58
84.11
62.19
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
107.18
35.99
163.15
76.16
140.95
78.27
76.23
194.00
33.37
PAc£ i W f i
(t'Jtot
When you need Blan­
kets and Bed Things-
Pretty Spreads and Fleecy, 
W arm  Blankets for your bed' 
and other things you need for 
your bedrooms.
NICE  Q U A L IT Y  W H IT E  F L A N N E L E T T E  B L A N K ­
ETS, bound all around. Price, each ............... ..,...$1.75
Eleven and Tvirclve Quarter W H IT E  and G REY F LA N - ; 
N E L E T T E  BLA N K E TS , in good Fall weight, heavy 
fleece.
6- lb. U N IO N  GREY BLA N K E TS , 56x76, at $3.90 & $5.00
per pair.
7- lb. and 8-lb. GREY B LA N K E TS , 60x80, at $7.00 & $8.00
per pair.
W H IT E  “K U M F Y ” W O O L  B LA NK E TS, 60x80; at $9.00 
per pair. _
W H IT E  “K U M F Y ” W O O L  F IN ISH  BLA NK E TS, 
66x80, at, per pair..... ........................................  $7.50
BED COMFORTERS, in assorted colors. Nothing cheap 
about thetn but the price...................... $3.75 and $4.00
D O W N  F IL L E D  COMFORTERS, made in England, $9.50 i 
and .......... ;................................... .....................  $14.50 .
W H IT E  BED  Q U ILTS, in 10-4 size. “Spe.cial” at $2.75 '
W H IT E  BED  Q U ILTS , in 12-4 Size. “Special” at $3.50
W H IT E  M A R SE ILLE S  Q U ILTS, in 1L4 size, 
a t ...... $4.00, $4.50, $5.75 and $6.50.
'Tow els
GUEST t o w e l s , in fine linen, at per pair:..... ....$1.50
L IN E N  H U C K  T O W E LS , at per pair.. ...,60c, 7Sc, 85c 
TU R K ISH  B A T H  T O W E LS i in white and assorted
dark colors, per pair................. .....$li60 up to $2.50
BO YS’ A L L  W O O L  JERSEY SW EATERS, buttoned on 
shoulder (for early Fall wear), in White, Tan and: 
Navy; sizes 22 to 32..... .......................$1.75 up to $2^ 85 vi
BO YS’ U N IO N  SW E A TE R S— Good heavy jveight, in 
Tan or Grey. Sizes 24 to 32, at....... ...$1.00 up to $1.75
BO YS’ W O O L  SW EATER S, in Grey and Navy; sizes 24 
to 34 ............ ..................... . $2.25 up to $3.50
BO YS’ P U L L  OVERS, in Navy only; sizes 22 to 32, at 
$1.25 up to ....... ............$1.75'
BO YS’-F L E E C E  L IN E D  U N IO N  SUITS O F  U N D E R ­
W E A R , in full range of sizes, 22 to 32.
BO YS’ W O O L  U N IO N  SU ITS O F  U N D E R W E A R , in 
nice quality; sizes 22 to 32........  ..... $1.75 up to $2.50
BO YS’ L IN E D  G A U N T L E T  GLOVES, with fringe, at
,^ HjeiT. 1  -
BO YS’ K ID  L IN E D  G LO VES, with dome fastener, at 
BO YS’ L IN E D  M ITTS for ordinary wear, at pair...... 65c;
BO YS’ T W E E D  H ATS for Fall wear; assorted .patterns, 
lined, faiicy bands ; very serviceable, a t .....  .... $1.50
N ICE  R A N G E  O F  ASSO RTED  T W E E D  H A TS  for the 
Little Gents, a t .......................... ....... ..75c up to $1.75;
The Special Offer tor the 
D E S IG N E R  will be open for 
a few days yet—let us have your, 
Subscriptiori. Only 59 c for 
the 12 ^
Ji^e ve Got G ood Groceries
That is the only kind you can buy in our store. W e  
'keep up the quality. The price is what we keep down.
N E W  SO CK EYE  SA LM O N , this season’s pack, 
l*lb. tins, 40c; ^ -Ib . tins, 25c.
A N C H O V Y  PASTE* in tins'..................................... .'...20c
A U S T R A L IA N  CURRANTS, 3 crown, per package....35c• • s*
SPAN ISH  S H E LLE D  A LM O N D S , choice stock.
M A N C H U R IA n  S H E L L E D  W A L N U T S , choice stock.
G R O U N D  S W E E T  ALM ONDS,, in bottles, 8-dz. size, 30c. 
12-oz. si^e, 45c. , ' ;
IN D IA N  C H U TN E Y , per bottle....... ......... .............. ...3Sc ‘
IM P E R IA L  T A B L E  SYR UP, in quart bqttles.:..!...... ...65c
L Y L E ’S G O LD E N  SYR UP, in 2-lb. Tins..’.................;35c
J . F. FUMERTON & CO.
—  TH E  CASH S T O R E v  \
Grocery Phone 35. ' ... P iy  .Goods PhoffC; 58., .
j
M O B  PAUB
A  N  N  O  U  N  C  E  M  E  N  T
THE PRINTEKS ARB NO W  AT WORK ON
W H I G  L E V ' S
British Columbiai Directory
CompUcd and Printed in British Columbia—Kndorsed by B. C. 
Government, Boards of Trade, Manufacturers' Association and 
other bodies,
IN  F IV E  M A IN  S E C T IO N S
BRITISH COLUMBIA YEAR BOOK—One hundred pageo of 
official data, covering Agriculture, Lands, Timber, Mining,MllaVlilA Uti Uf avM«%wiaV| AaaaawvA. .
Fisheries Shipbuilding and Public Works, prepared by the 
various Departments. This section virill cover fully the devel­
opment in British Columbia.
GAZETTEER, describing over 1900 cities, towns, villages end set­
tlements within the Province, showing location, distance from 
larger points, how reached and by what lines, synopsis of 
local resources, population, etc.
ALPHABETICAL DIRECTORY of all business and professional 
men. Farmers, Stock RaisorS, Fruit Growers, etc., in all towns
and districts.
CLASSIFIED DIRECTORY of Manufacturers, Retailers, Pro­
ducers, Dealers and Consumers, listing all products from the 
raw material to the finished article.
TRADE NAMES AND TRADE MARKS—A list of popular
trade names alphabetically. . If you want to know the manur 
faemrer or selling agent of a trade-name article, look up this
azetteer information in the
section.
INCORPORATED CITIES—All g
Directory of the incorporated cities of the Province will bo 
prepareef by either the City Council or the Board.of 'Trade,. 
thereby official.
Pr
ADVERTISING BRITISH COLUMBIA—It is necessary to con­
tinue to advertise British Columbia outside of the F ovinco, 
in order that tourists and settlers will continue to come. ^With 
this aim in view, a copy , of the Directory will be placed in the 
leading'Librarios and Boards of Trade throughout the Canadian 
Prairies, Eastern Canada, the United States and abroad. The
Directory will be used ^  prospective tourists and settlers as 
an official guide of the Province. -
'The subscription price of the Directory is $10, express paid. 
Address your order to \
W R IG L E Y  D IR E C T O R IE S ,  L IM IT E D
210-212 METROPOLITAN BLDG. VANCOUVER.
A n  A d v e r tis e m e n t
On I
.y;:J
m m
/^H AR LE S DIGKENS is orie of the 
world’s great teachers. Here is what 
he has to say in one of his books:
, *'My other p i^  of advice, Copperfield.r said 
Mr. Micawber. **yoy know. Annual income £20, 
annual expemuture £19. lO.Or-result, happiness. 
Annual income £20, annual expenditure £20.0.6— 
result, misery. The blossom is blighted, the leaf is 
withered, the. God of Day goes down upon the- 
dreary scene, and—and in snort, you are forever 
doored. As I am."
The saving of a part of one’s income was always a 
good policy.
Prudent men arid women have always maintained A  
margin of saving.
But to-day we must go farther in our efforts to save 
than ever before. .
To-day it is a matter of the gravest importance that
md.ieach Canadian seek ways an  . means to economize 
by cutting down expenditures for unnecessary things, 
saving the._money he spends xin thin^ he could do 
without, so that when the Nation needs to borjrow 
money he will be in a position to dp his full duty.*
There is war-shortening work waiting for every dollar 
that can be saved.
I F Charles Dickens were writing to Cana­
dians to-day-he would probably give us 
advice to this effect. '
*'My other piece of advice, Canadians, you know. 
No matter what percentage of your annual income 
your have previously saved, your efforts to-day 
should be to save more. The advantage of so 
. doing is threefold; By the practice of economy 
you conserve the material and labor which must 
. devoted to the^ grim task before us; you cultivate 
the priceless.habit of thrift; you gather more and 
 ^more money to lend to the Nation for the prosecu- 
tipri' of the war to a quick and certain Victory."
, . Published under the authority of the 
■  ^ - Minister of Finance of Canada ^
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The ‘%burieri‘ Makes Rubber Stamps. 
Pads, Ink arid Daters in Stock
If
r
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Name of Person Short Description of Property
McGaffili, W. A,  ...... .....................Lot 35, Map 426
Houston, J. C; .................. ............ Lot 58, Map 426
Gibbons, Geo. S....... .......... i.............Lot IS, Map S46
Morrison, John ........... ........... .......Lot 19, Map 546
Cattanacli, John ...... .................. .....Lot 4, Map 1310
Christie, R. J...................................Lots 1, 2, Sub. Lots 7 to 201440, Map 1172 ..........!............  4.00
Mcl’hee, D....... ...................... ........Lots 5, 6, Map 1172 ........
McPIicc, George ............................Lots 7, 8, Map 1172 ..... .....
Schmidt, Kalman ... .......................Lot 10, Map 1172 .......!.... .
Munson, Samuel .I........................... Lot 13, Map 1172 ............
Blackwood, Mrs. Cal ...............    Lots 21 to 26, Map 1172 .....
Dymock, R. J. ..............Of....... ........Lots 33, 34, Map 1172 ...... :
Edwards, John ............................... Lot 5, Map 700 ...............
Rennie' W. H.............. ......... ........... Lot 10, Map 700 ..:... /........
Rctishaw, Mrs. Martin ................   .Lots 19, 20, 2l, Map 700 ....
Renshaw, Martin ...................   Lots 22, 23, 24, Map 700 .......
Duncan, Robert Estate ................... Lots 29, 30, Map 700... .....
Small, II. K............... .................... Lot 32, Map 700 ...............
Jamieson, Mrs. Jesse.................. ....Lot 33, Map 700 ...............
Harvey, Lynn ..... ....... ............ .....Lot-36, Map 700 ...............
Burke, A. L. .................. .............. ..Lots 42, 43, 44, Map 700 ....
Featherstonhaugh, Mrs. M............... Lot 49, Map 700 ......... ......
Whatelcy, Miss ................ ......... .... Lots 55, 56, Map 700 ......
Crbft, J. M. ............ :.......................Lot 60, Map 700 ...............
Mcikle, Mrs. A. & Miss Lena WilsoiiLots 68, 69, Map 700 ..... .
Blacicyvrood, C.......... .............. ...... ....Lots 74, 75, Map 700 ..........
Kern, Jesse ....................... ............ Lot .77, Map 700 .... ..........
Cox, C. A. .....................L..............Lot 78, Map 700 ..............
Morrison, J. A ............. .................. Lots 82, 83, 84, 85, Map 700
Hubbard, Charles T. and H. G. ' . «•
Bartholomew ........................... .....Lot 89, Map 700 ............... .
Hunstonc, Mrs. .......... ........... ;......Lot 90, Map 700 .......;....... i
Paisley, W. H. ............. ..................Lbt 93, Map 700 ................
Ayers, Mrs. Z. K. .... ...................... Lot 99, Map 700 .... ............
Challcnor, Geo. L ......................... ..Lot 103, Map 700 ........ ......
Copeland, R. A.......i.......................Fr. Lot 104, Map
MacLeay, H. H. ................. ..........Lots 1, 2, Block 1
• •••«•■ k • a •
E.Bcllcvcam J 
Biggar, J. A. . 
Ward, Geo. ..... 
Melville, G. A. 
Dawson, H. li. 
Cameron, ,A, J. 
Brown, E. H. 
Lovell, M. T. ..
S^ mith, S. C......
Cameron, W. J.
.Lot 
.Lot 
■Lot 
■Lot 
Lot 
Lot 
Lots 1, 
Lots 6, 
Lot 11, 
Lot 14,
700 ........
GlJininorc,
10, Block 1, kap 896 
2, Block 2, Map 896 .
7, Block 2. Map 896
8, Block 2, Map 896 .
9, Block 2, Map 896 .. 
18, Block 4, Map 896
2, 3, Block 5, Map »  
7, Block 5, Map 896 
Block 5, Map 896 ... 
Block 5, Map 896
Map 896
896
Cunningham, David "!;;!;.“ ""“"""";:;;;;;;:;Lots 30, 31, Block 5, Ma^ ‘^896
Cunningham, David ‘L Block 5, Map 8!_ _____  ^ 32
Dawfion AYbert”.” .T...".".""!.“l~^^^^ 3, Block 7, Map
w S ’k -¥ - ... ..........................
zzrzzzzzzrrtSStanley, G. M. T nt
Atkins, C. E. ....................... ... Lot
3,-Block 9, Map 896 
11, Block 9, Map 896
14, Block 9, Map 1068
15, Block 9, Map 1068
.Lots 25, 26, Block 10, Map 1068Wismer, John _  _
Mills, Joseph ..... ........ !A.'."ZZ.".'.".“Loril,’ Block 17, Map 1068 and Lot 14, Blk. 21, Map 1249
Canavan, H. W. E....... .......... ........ Lot S, Blk. 20, Map 1249, Lot 1, Blk. 23,‘Map 1249............
Banbury, Chas. S. J. ........ ... ...........Pr. Lot 40, Map 186
Gallia, A 
Hall, R. S. ... 
Marshall, W.
Fox, C. J.....
Wright, Alan 
Rowle
Mao 186
:y, Robert ...... ...... . .......
Priestley, Mrs. Anna ............. Z ~ F r .
Ann
Lot 48, p
Fr. Lot 3, Map 187 
S. ya Lot 8 and Lot 
Fr. Lot 18,
Fr. Lot 19,
Lot 20,
Lot 23,
............Lots
L.ots
9,
Map 187 ... 
Map 187 ... 
Map 18Z»»j:., 
Map 187 ... 
7, 8, Map 264 ......
15, l6,. ^4ap 264
Burtch,
Burtch,
Wilson,
Thompson, J. N.
Martin, Elizabeth
McArthur, A. E. . W  Vi T ot 17 Man 2fi4
IDs ^^ .ajp 264.'
Knowles, J. B. ..— ......... ..........Lot 23, Map 264 ...  ..... ..................................
 ^ f I..dt' 38, 4^ap 264
Mary Jane ...:... .............Fr. Lot 17 and Fr. Lot 142, G.L, Map 468..........___..........
Cilliard, Fred ....................................Lots 2,0 to 24, Block 3, Sub. Lot 130, G.l.....— ..........
Crichton, Alan H;  ........................:Lots 29, S. 30, W. 31, Map 415........ ......... .................
laylor, Lionel E. .— ....................Lot 1, Sub. Lot 42, Map 415, Map 840. 
Ger^ude ..... ........Lots 9, 10, Block 1, Map 427 ..i. ..................................
Allan ......... .—  ................:......Lofes 1 to 5 and W- Lot 6, Block 6, Map 427, “Ex. 3Tft.
_ — .of Lot 1 and W. H 6, Map 427’’.............___...____................
Bankhead _ Orchid Co.   ...............Fr. Lots 46 to 49; Fr. S.W. Sec. 29, Tp. 26...... ...............
Taylor, l^onel E. .......................... .^Fr. S.W.^^ Sec. 29, Tp. 26, Map 1381.... ...................r.........__
Swordy, Thomas ... ...............„„.....;Lots 1, 2, Fr. Lot 3, Lots 4, 5, Block 2, Lota 10, 11, Lot 1,
r.A I* y M  . Block 4, ^fap 515 i...........
Arsenault, J. J Estate .........-----— L^pts 6, 7, and Fr. Lot 9, Block 2,'Map 515_______
Js.eller, H. L. A ----- ---------------------- Lot 10, Block 3, Map 515 and Lots A. and B., Fr. Lot 12,
'T  V"™"-........Lot llV Block-lHVlap^515 ______ .............
McEachern, D. ..... ........ Fr. S.E. and Fr. S.W.J4 Sec. 8, Tp.
Hill, R. H. ...— ... ...—  ............Fr, E. H arid N.E. ~ * ~
Aitkin, Mrs. Louisa  ......’WJ4 Lot 5^ Map 355, T p '26
FJowers,,Reg. H.  „.Fr. S.W: % II, .........
Magee, K. A._.... ...--------     Fr. S.W. Y  oi S. Y  Sec. 19 and Fr, Lot i36, G.i.,*TD
Cosens, Mrs. E, G. ....... ......... .....—Fr. N.W. Sec, 20 and Fr. S.W. }k Sec. 29, Tp 26
p. .{ ’ ^ ............... ....... ..... ....... c" ----------------- —
..................... — •— Sec. 23, Map 702, Tp- 26.........«.
Scott, John S. ............... ...... ...............Lot L Sub. S..W.J4 Sec, 25 and S.E. Y  Sec. 26, Map 439,
* .......................................... _______ ________ __
Leathley, Chas. H. .............. ...........Lot Sub. S.W.
Beale, J, R------- ------- ----- --------- ------- .Lot Sub. S.W.
McGregor, Mr. ...................... ......... .Lot Sub. S.W.
.......Lot 3, Subl Fr.
........Lots 4, Block
Taxes
tp lg l
1 Schoo 
5 1915
1 lilt. Taxes
1916’1
Schoo 
7 1916’1
1 Int. 
7
Costs 1 Total P | H
15.0(D* 13.8;2 6.0i[) 22.51J 15.01 2.71 2.7,5 77.79
i5l7;5 10.9;t 7.0.2 22.51J 15.01 2.71 2.7.b 82.66
. iS.OiU 4.0,s 3.a2 22.51J 0.0'LI 1.9.b 2.7]b 50.65
7.5(J 1.2(5 7.51J .81 2.7;b 19.82
... L0<i) .u5 3,.01J .11 1.7:b 6.10
. (j .71i 6.01J .41 1.7:5 12.94
4.0(J .711 6.01J .41 1.7:5 12.94
... 4.(M) 1 .71i 6.01J .41 1.715 12.94 hJv  1... 2.(M) 1 .311 3.0(J .117 1.7J5 7.32
... 2.(X) 1 .381 3.0() .1!7 1.7:5 7.32
... 12.0(t 1 2.381 18.U() 1.2.3 1.7:5 25.30
... 4.0() 1 .781 6.0() .4() U ib 12.93
... 4.31f .9^ }| 4.5(} .31J 1.715 11.87
.. 3.(M) .55r 4.51) .31) U l3 10.12
... 13.R{ 2.9^ 1 13.51) i 1.7;) 32.24
... i3.L{ 2.9^ 1 13.511 : i.7‘) 32.24
... 3.0() .511 9.01) ,.61i 1.7;) 14.87
... 4.31f .9^1 ■ 4.5(J .31J 1.7;3 11.88
-1 .5 1 ) ,,4' 2() 4.51J .31) 1.7:3 8.31
... 3.01} .611 4.St1 .31) 1.7;3 10.10 H W uRt... 17:2(1 , . 4.1 ‘i l3.St1 .91i 1.7;i 37.58
.. 7.12; 1.741 4.Sli1 .311 1.7£i 15.42 Ik Ik s^.. 3.0t1 ' ■ .5t1 9.0(J1 .01 1.75; 14.86 m w  Sir.. l.S(j1 .25i 4.5(J1 .31 1.751 8.31
.. 3.0(11 .S(]1 9.0(J1 .01 1.7S 14.86 a
.. 8.75i ■' 1.9J' 9.0(]1 - .61i 1.75i 22.08
.. 4.301 ,91i> 4.SG1 .31 1.75; 11.93 IL.. 1.501 .251 4.SG1 .31 1.751 8.31 |MH glBL SA
.. 17.501 3.76I 18.001 1 1 1.23If 1.751 42.24i * 1 Ito jUj. *
.. 3.00 ■ .57 4.50 .30
1
1 1.75
1 ,
10.12 1.. 4.38 .94 4.50 .31 1.75 11,88
.. 9.00,, 2.04 . 9.00 .61 1.75 22.402.00 .33 6.00 .40 1.75 10.48
.. 10.00 1.98 15.00 1.02 1.75 29.7515.00 3.42 15.00 1.02 1.75 36.19■“ 35.00 . 7.35 8.10 52.50 15.23 4.81 2.75 125.80■ 22.00 18.92 8.38 37.50 10.88 3.45 2.75 103.88■ 9.00 . 7.95 3.44 15.00 4.35 1.37 2.75 43.86■; 12.00 2.26 22.50 1.54 2.7S 41.05■ 13.00 10.30 4.36 . 22.50] 6.53 2.08 2.75 61.79 Mb■ 9.50 2.10 . 2.19 15.00] 4.35 1.36 2.75 37.25‘ 22.00] 12.46, 7.58 24.00 6.97 2.21 2.75 77.97 H  ArwYTrSwil■ 77.38 44.72 27.17 78.00 22.62 7.23 2.75 ' 259,8725.00 10.50 5.96 75.00 21.75 6.97 2.75 147.9333.50 6.95 45.00 ■ 3.07 2.75 91.27
15.00 ,6.30 3.58 . 35.00 11.30 4.10 2.75 78.03. 35.00 7.35 8.13 52.50 15.23• 8.80 2.75 129.76. 16.001 3.36 3.70 24.00 6.97 2.20 2.75 58.9846.00 9.66 10.72 69.00 20.01 6.40 2.75 164.54* 16.00 13.76 6.04 24.00 6.97 2.20 2.7'5 . 71.72■ 35.50 21.50 12.46 37.50 10.88 3,41 , 2.75 124,00■ 14.00 5.88 3.34 42.00 12.18 3.89 2.75 84.0439.00 , 8.31 45.00 525 3,33 2.75 103.6424.00 4.82 36.00 4.20 2.77 2.75 74.5421.00 3.54 63.00 4.52 2.75 94.8134.00 6.74 51.00 S.9S 3.78 2.75 104.22 '15.00 3.52 15.00 1.75 1.10 2.75 39.12 b ^ B B I B22.00 10.34 ..6.33 33.00 11.23 3.13 2.75 88.78. 15.00 7.50 3.79 45.00 14.52 4.20 2.75 92.7635.00 • 5.90 105.00 7.20 2.75 155.8560.00 8.00 11.45 180.00 30.00 14.68 2.75 306.88
40.00 10.00 8.38 /120.00 20.00 9.88 2.75 211.01
43.00 11.90 13.91 67.50 11.26 5.48 2.75 155.80 lx w ■ * f i|y Wjl*j*8MW
5.00 .84 10.00 .78 2.75 19.37
50.00 10.79 11.97 75.00 12.50 6.54 2.75 169.51
11.00 9.35 3.40 33.00 22.00 3.90 2.75 85.40
105.00 104.70 45:40 120.00 80.00 14.42 2.75 472.27
30.00 30.30 13.83 • 30.00 20.00 3.58 • 2.75 130.46
17:50 2.95 52.50 3.60 2.75 79.30
52,50 12.41 45.00 30.00 5.36 _ 2.75 148,02
20.00 3.96 30.00 20.00 3.58 2.75 80.29
12.00 10.20 3.72 36.00 24.00 4.25 2.75 92.90
12.00 4.52 3.51 22.50 8.55 2.19 2.75 56.02
30.00 11.30 9.30 30.00 11.40 2.33 2.75 97.08
50.00 -8.43 150.00 48.50 13.96 2.75 273.64
15.00 2.53 45.00 3.08 1.75 67.36
25.00 4.21 75.00 5.14 1.75 111.10
6.00 1.01 18.00 1.23 1.75. 27.99
70.00 13.90 65.00 ■5.25 1.75 155.90
170,00 28.67 450.00 30.88 2.75 682.30
25.00 4.21 75.00 . 5.14 2.75 112.10 BH SK >2F®iK3ywTl 3ra
77.00 1L72 151.50 15.59 2.75 260.56 Hbk iwynvMwFWpjBi
15.00>••••••• .  ^w ■ -W W
26.......
10, Tp. 26
26...*
9.38
4.75
5.75 
4.88
20.00
90.00
80.00 
20.00
42.50
25.00
78.00
20.00 
'45.00
15.00
52.50
17.50
4.27
220
2.00
2.37
9.40
2.53 45.00
24.50
5.00
9.20
6.25
McCauley, George 
Dunman, John S. 
Carsley, M. H. ..
Baker, R. S .....__
Gaddes, Mrs, W. 
Burriss, R. A. .... 
Ashton, Arthur 
Stevenson, Tbos. . 
Gallagher, D, A. .
Y  Sec.
Y  See. 
Sec.
S.E. Y  
22, Map
25, p. 26 . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .I
25, Tp. 26 .......
25^  Tp. 26 .......
Sec. 26, Tp.' 26
1306 .
^^ lOClC 1306 - i I | r I ■!
. ......................—B—Lot Ilf Block 22p Alap 1306
**• ...........Lot 14f 13f. 16 and SBE. Fr* Lot 19, Map .362
,.B-.„.— Lot 11, 362  .................. .
.....a....;....— Nb E. ScCb 6 and SbW b See* 8, Tp» 27
a.....a.........a.,a.aMaBBaa.*«aB«aB.y^  jlnt* m  J^a £#« SCCa 6 and Sa^ ^^ # SCCa 8* 27 -
r» ..ri. Sec. 7 and S.E* }4 Sec. 8, To. 27 'Rowel ffe & Hunijford W. Sec 10 To 28 r r  - v*-—
Dave, Frank ..................... ...............N.W Sec. 13, Tp. 2^8 ..............___ ___ ____________ ...
..Fr, N.vv. ^  'Sec. 15, T.p. 28 ................i______________
.^................W. S, W. Y  Sec. 19, Tp. 29 .....
Lot 8, ap 477 ■
........._____Fr. S.E. Y  Sec. 25, Tp. 28 ______
.......... .......N. of N. Y  of W ._Y  of N.W. 34 Sec. 27, ^^29...—.....
60.00
10.00
50.00
7.00
35.00 
: 1.00 
.2.00
1.00
38.00
10.00 
. 16.00 
56.00
45.45
'4.25
53.03
14.88
25.50
2.931
1.46
1.43
1.53
5.79
20.55
25.31
4.21
11.67
5.25
17.09
3.37
20.87
4.12
2423
5.42
10.50 
5.25
12.00
6.00
30.00
99.00
75.00
75.00 
60.00]
75.00
60.00 
60.00
37.50 
15.00
52.50
52.50
14.52
3.39
1.70
3.87
1.94
7.68
42.50
5.95
27:55
Rose, Robert __
Sweny, Roy 
Sweny, Roy 
Barneby, E. A. . 
Batterham, J. .... 
Gagnon, Ernest
I a.•••••# A Bek.I
.W.V------ ........___.i..:S. Y  of W. Y  of N.W. Y  Sec. 2J  ^E.
28; S.W. Y  of N.E.-34 Sec. 28, Tp. 29 _____ _
N. E. Sec. 27 and^.E. 54 Sec. 34, Tp. 29 ...___
N,W^ ._ ^  Sec. 34, Tp. i29 ..............
^ -------------------------------------W. Y  Lot 1, Sub. Lois 357, 358|91, Map 388 ____—.
Simeon, Dorothy    .........................Fr. Lot 1, 2nd Sub. Lots 357, 358, G.L, Map 388
Gohghtly, John Henry and William'' "
 ^ Franms _____________________..........Lot 4, Sub. Lots 357, 358, G.L, Map 260 ....._______
Sweny Roy ........ ....................  Fr. Lot 6, Map 422
56.00
30.00
24.00
37.50
52.50
75.00
75.00 
12.50]
8.20
5.76
10.25
J4 SeCi
1.25
Pease, A. H. ... 
Keller, H. L. A. 
Walker. W. D.
t
Robinson, W. J. ....
Moore, T. E. ___ _
Law, F. 'W...........
Robinson, Florence 
Morch, Mrs. Mina 
Johnson, C. W.
35.00
60.00 
___ _ 57.50
20.00
.......V^0.0Q
......: 70.00
15.00
......................Lots 5, -6, Blk. 1, Lot 8, Blk. 6, Lot 210 ' " __  11.00
........ ............. .Lots 3, 4, Block 2, Lot 210 ___________ _______......_______ _ 5.00
... ............... ..Lot 9, Block 2, and Lot 13, Block 17, Map 210_______ 2.00
... ........... .....Lot 10, Block 2, Lot 210 ................ .......... ...................... 1.75
......- .......... ...Lots 11, 12, Blk. 2, and Lots 15, 1^ Blk. 14, I^t 210 ______  11.25
................... ..Lots'5, 6) 7, Block 3, Lots 1 to 5, Block 15, Lots 10, 11,
xxr.n. Block 56, Lot 210 --------- ....................... .— ~
Williams, Daniel ......— .— __________ Lots 8, ?, Block 3, Lot 210 ............ .......... L___ _ _________
Young, Mrs. Gertrude 
Ireland, Mrs. Hannah
Collas, H. Jervais ___
“arvis, C. W. and A. E 
cKechnie, Dr. W. C
35.00
15.00
....■•••...........l.ots 6, 7, 8, Block 4, I.ot 210 .........................H........................... 7.00
........ :...______Lots 9, 10, Blofck*4, Lot 210 4.501
............H.............I.ot 14, ^Hoclc .4, I.ot 210 ............................................................. 2.50
Ings......... ...Lots 15, 16, Block 4, Lot 210 ...............................5.00
TT ...................*2, Block 6, Lot 210, Block 134, Lot 210.........................  7.50
Hill, H. V. Estate ....... ....... ............Lot 12 and W. Y  Block 7, Lot 210 .. 5.13
-------------------------- ‘S. B'?: 7. Lot 2f0; Lota 4, S. 6, Blk. 54. Lot 210 ILW
3.50
13.001
18.75
14.651
1.68
15.57
2.18
14.46
.16
.33
.16
7.54
1.68
2.70
12.56
12,56
8.77
5.93
10.96
11.91
17.13
17.13 
227
70.00
27,50
130.00
21.00
35.00
3.00
6.00
3.00
57.00
30.00
48.00
60.00
12.50
12.50 
10.00
12.50
4.20i 2.751~-_84.00
25.01 
10.00
35.01
35.01
49.50
60.00
30.00
36.00
37.50
37.50
65.00
75.00
37.50
89.50]
14.001
22.63
.96
.47
1.14 
.54
2.56
6.15 
6.09 
6.08 
4.90 
6.11 
4.70 
4.11 
4.32 
1.77 
6.22 
6.22
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.60
8.39
5.25
2.00
2.04
27.13
J
M
36.75
13.50
7.35
4.73
2.63
5.25
4.65
6.49
14.69
18.63
3.37
2.51
15.39
2.55
4.50
1.89
.66
.93
8.87
Lockhart, Ross H. 
Block, J. W. A. ......
-Lots
l.••■•.Il.ots -1, 2,
Block 
Blk. 12,
15-00
4.50
XT ii txf -  ------------- Blk. 56, Blks. 85, 86, Lot 210-___ 8.75
Nuttall, WV T...... .......______________Lots 5, 6, 7, Blk. 12, Lot 210, Lot 9a, Lot 206, Map 576.__-  26.00
Eagel, A. Ed. .........---- ....._____ .^......__Lots 4, 5, Block 13, Lot 210________________ ............___.... 3.00
Pittman, S, M. _.,...,-..i.... ....:........:....:.....Lots 9 to 12,JBlqck 14, Lot 210.------------ --------- - ----------....
E. .....——.......Lots 13, 14, Block 14, Lot 210
Moreland* Alex. ................. .— ......-Lots 1, 2, 3. 5, 6, 10, 11, 12, 13, Sub. Lot 7, Blk. 17, apd
1  ^ X, xr X, Lots 10, 11, Block 17. Lot 210._________________________
More and, Mrs. M g a ^  Lot 8, Block 17, Lot 210
Moreland. A. L. & E. W* RaWson ..-Lot 9, Block 17, Lot 210 —  
ww. .................... -Lot-12, Block 17, Lot. 2l0 .........
14* Eloclf 17 T-ifSt 210 ^
b. . . . . . ....'— “Lot 11, Block 21, Lots 1 to 5, 12 to 16,' Block 125, Lot 210
.—V— Lots. 2, 3, Blk.: 54, 1 to 4, Blk. 68, Lots 1 to'4, 9 to; 12, Blfc
Wasserman, Mrs. 
Jacobson. Auton .. 
Langford, Mrs. L. 
Scott, David L. --..
23.80
3^ .64
9.00
5.00
3.00 
10.50
72, Lot 210
X,
5.40
13.75
3.15 
13.50
3.15
14.18
6.35
2.85
1.70
.89
2.01
1.26
2.03
4.01
2.48
3.73
6.31
1.17
6.45
1.50
105.00
90.00
45.00
60.00 
15.00
3.88
4.46
4.84
4.84
9.321-
2.22
16.50
2.49
3.95
.59
.40
.19
3.91
2.05
3.28
4.12
4.12
2.31
2.80
2.86
2,84
4.66
5.14
2.88
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
34.18 
17.58 
27.94 
19.01
77.18 
209.45 
226.15
125.54 
141.02 
132.86
162.54 
90.23
180.88
52.89
226.24
134.28
i l l i i
i X '
90.00
40.00 
8.25 
7,50 
6.00 
1.80
11.25
13.54
11.60
5.80
15.40
1.94
8.20
7.00
3.49
4.85
1.15
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75 
2.65
2.75
231.72
44.15
346.82
55.37
141.34
6.10
10.4$
6.10
10820
46.48
72.73
135.43
9.61
11.94
3.81
14.90 
10.27 
6.86 
6.75 
3.00
52.50
15.00
10.50
6.75
3.75 
7.50
22.50 
5.25
18.00
6.00
26.25
19.50
4.50 
15.00
4.50
5.78
5.25 
4.20
1.26 
7.88
36.75
10.50 
7.35 
4.73 
2.63 
525
7.50 
. 3.68
12.60
4.20
28.88
2.75
2.75
2.75 
-2.75
2.75
135.43
85.91
81.88
106.66
107.50
164.54
175.02
63.99
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
174.48
199.04
151.92
106.37
35.95
184.30
63.15
40.66
27.45
17.33
9.74
69.49
3.15 
10.50
3.15
12.00
4.50
a:7d
8.40
3.15
G A '
^ i o h t
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75 
♦ 1.75
1.75
183.41
63.95
38.08
24.94
14.55
27.64
42.40
23.11
56.33
26.54
88.19
55.89
17.25
6521
19.06
72.93 
65.75 
' 33.81 
29.29 
25.14 
57.57
116.20
\
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T H E  K E tO W N A  C O U R IE R  A  N D  O K A N A G A N  O R C H AR D IST RAOE RIVE
Name of Person Short Dcscriptioi? of Property Taxes
' Aiiucrflon* Oco» W. JLi. ■........... ......... i^ oia I, £>f x>iocic ................... ..................
PuBliiriun. J. H. ............................. Lots 6, 7, Blk. 55, Lot 210 and Lot 43, Lot 210, Lot 17,
' Lot 209, Map 576 ..... .......................,.......................  17.50
Thornher, I. Percy .........................Lots 11, 12. Block 55, Lot 210...... ......................... .......
Poe Bros....................................... ..Lots 6, 7, Block 56, Lots 9, 10, Block 57, Lots 9, 10, Block
' 57a, Lot 210 .......... ................................. ............... . 25.50
Moreland, Mrs. A. L. & J. M. Rob- ,
.>........... ...... ..........Lots 7, 8, Block 56, Lot 210 ...................... ..................Ill son
Roc, F............................................ Lqt 14, 15, Block 56j^  Lot 210^
Endacott  ^ II.
9.25,
8.00
Wellband, Mrs. 1. A. ................. .... Lots 18, 19, Blk. 57; Lots 1 to 4, 13 to 16, Blk. 63, 13-16,
Blk. 67; 1, 2, 13, Blk, 7l;'5uo.9, 14 to 19, Blk. 115; 18
Narainatd Development Co. 
English, James ............ ......
Johnston, John S.
.... ;..Lots 7, 8, Block 57a, Lot 210, Map 519.:^^:....................  U...,
......Lots 9 to 12, Block 64, Lot 210 ............... .................... . 9,001
...... Lots 4 to 10, Blk. 65, Lot 7, Blk. 70, Lot 14, Bik. 74, Lot 210 22.50
.........Lots 11, 12, Block .65, Lot 210 ,. ...  ...
.........Lot 13,' Block 65, Lot 210 ...v^ ..........
.... .... Lot 2^  Blk. 67, Lot 210; Lots 239, 240, Lot 211
i
(cDonuld/ Lochlan Estate
Ellis, Jbim ......................
Ireland, J. B. ... ..............
■Abell, Samuel D...........
Stinson, T. C......... .........................  . . , , . -------------------.........
" Fenner, Lawrence A.........................Lots 13, 14, Block 72, Lot 210...... .....
Dunning & Vibert ..... .......... ............Lots 11, 12, Block 73, Lot 210
Tj.00
4.00
62.00
Lots 7, 8, Block 68, Lot 210............. .'........ 7.50
. Lots 7, 8 Block 72, Lot 210 9.00
2.00 
2.00
Phinney; J. E. ......... ;......... ........ ...Lot 13; Block 73. Lot 210 ................ ........ ....................  4.90
'.' Scott, C. \V< ........................... .......Lots 17 to 20, Blk. 73, Lot 210 .......... ........................
128,
,Lo(fs 22, .23, jfilock 128^  Lot 210........ ....,
■ k 128, Lot 210............. .... ....... ......6.00
ad
63.00.
12.00
Crawford, Mrs, F. M .'.................... ..Lots 1, 4, 5, Blk. 128; Lots li, 12, 13, .19, .20, Blk
' . Lot 210
Simpson,. Mrs. Mary E.................... t  .2 
Merced, Miss Adeline ...............   Lot 25, Bloc
Daviei^ Mrs. ................  ...Lot 7, Block 135, Lot 210.................. .
Roe Mrs E, G.............    Lot 8, Block 135, Lot 210 ..'................................;...................
Cameron, Hugh R. Estate .............. Lot 6, Lot 20^ ............r-.........f...... ........ ..... .
Stevens^  Ai H......................... .*i..................................................................... . ......................
Jarvis, C. W. .............     ....Lot 8, 8a, Lot 207 nnd Lotv26, Lot 209.... .............:..........
XJCH| OCO«  .....*...... . a*aaa a  ^■'10^  ,LOt 20/p AlciP 5/0 a  ........a  ...... ............. .
Reid, Robert ...... .....................^Lot 24, Lot 207 ............ ...............................................
Robinson, Hector ..i......... i...............Lots 1, to 6, Block 1, Lot 209, Map 576, Lots 29, Lot 210,
5 7^i ..........................................................................................
......... ......... Lots 22, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35, 34, Lot 209, Map 576 ..... ... .... ,.
. ......... ....... ..Lot 39 in Lot 209, Lot 14a|20^  Map 576 .........................
................... Block 21 in Lot 210, Map 575 .:............... .................. .
...................Lot 1, 2, Block 24, Lot 210, Map 575 ....................... .......
............ .......Lot 1, Block 2S,'"L9t 210, Map 575 ...................... ...........
........... ....... Lot 1, 2, Block 26, Lot 210, Map 575 ..............................
Lots 1, 2. Block 27, Lot 210^  Map 575 ............. ........
4.00
.50 
.50 
00 
18.00
15.00 
35.80
10.00
- Aikens, C. C..... .
' Stanley, Charles ... 
Wade, Alfred H. 
■Lamb, Wm.
■ Moore, W. H. ......
McGann, W. B
Robinson, W. L. ............................V ’“ _  - ...... ............ .....Lot 9, Block 33, Lot 210, Map 575 ...Bagshaw, D. J.
60.00
13.00
37.00 
2.S0 
2.00 
2.00
18.00 
6.00 
2.00
-Robinson, Robert Campbeli-............Lots 1, 2, 3, Block 3, BldCk 34, Lot 210, Map 575............13.50
O’Callahan, J. L. ................ ............Block 42, Lot 210, Map 5^ 5 .................................. ......... 42.00
Bindley, Harold F. ........ .......... ........ J|o«k 87, Lot 21^ /J/ . . . ....... ................ ........ . 7-50
Simpson, Chas. M. ............... ■ ■ 230, Lot 211, Map 661.. 1^ .00
Empey, John M. ................. ......:......162 jLot 210, Map 575; Blk. 224, Lot 210, Map 661 30.00
Armour Wm M "*k. 161, Lot 156, Map 706-.................................................5.00
Hodson, Mrs. L. ... ..... ....... ;.......... ..g .Lot 156,; Map 706...„.........._......................... ;...  . 4.50
Muchowski, J. ................. Lot MO, ^ .1.^ .... ....................... ............... ........ ........... ....... . 6.00
Saunders, E. A....... ........ ...... .^..........Lots 236, DoC211,M 661 ................. ........... ........ . 7.50
Saunders, R. M..... ....... .........._____ ,L°1^37, Lot 211, Map 661 ......          5.00
Boon, W. E.....:...... .......... .......... ........Lots 1^, 187, 188, Lot 266, Map 706.,........... .......... . 12.50
Walker, W.. D. Eot 1^ 7 50.00
Bonnean, C.................. ......... .........Lot 182, JG.l. ...... ................ —....... ................... . 125.00
Schaffer, Fred Estate Lot 329 ..........— ..... ......................... ................ 6.00
Gellatly, D: E. .......  ............Lot 434, Lot 487 . . ..............      7.50
Lake View Irrigation Go. ...... ..........J;®H509, 510, 511, G.l, Lots 3492, 4069, and 4070....__ _____  150.00
Campbell, J. T. ........... ...........Lot 485^  Lot 521 .......           12.50
Connor, Henry .........— ... ..Lots 9, 10, Block 1, Map 761 and Lot 4, Map 761 .. ........   20.00
Love, Minor Wellington .......________Lots 1 to 10,_Block 2,:Map 761 ___ ......................  25.00
Knowles, Bernard & Stephen, L. ......Lots_l to 5, Block 4, Map 761 ....... ........ ....... 5.00
Lake, Edith ...........„...................„.Lot 8, Block 4, Map 761 ....................................  1.00
Taylor, John L„      .....Lot 2, Block 5, Map 761 .........        3.75
Meugens, A. L. ----- ---------------------- Lots 3, 4, Block 5, Map 761-------------      2.25
Warren, Charles .............;....r.----- ----- ..J4 Lots 9, 10, Block 6, Map 761 .1....... . ...... .......... : 4,00
Steele, G. McNeil ____.'....__j4^  Lots 9, 10, Block 6, Map 761 .................................. ... 5.00
Wolfenden, Francis C. Estate' ,..._.....Lot 5, Block 7. Map 761 .......... ....................... .50
Squelch, Wm. Thos. ...........................Lot 3, Block D, Map 761 ...._____________________ ......... ... 2.00
Potts, Mrs. A. M. ___________ .......__...Lot 30, Map 761 ___.................________ ______12.00
Scharf,' Margaret M. ....... ............:.....l..Lots '37, 38 .. ....................... r.......;...."*!!]!!!!!!.'!!!.'!™.*!]. 45.00
Norris, Martha  ..... ...............Lots 43, 44, 45, W. 46, Map 761  ______ ____...i"™".”.."." 100.00
Simpson, W. __E. Lot 46 ________....._____ _______________ _________12.00
Miller, J. A.  ..... .... .— ........Lots 3, A  5, 6, 17, Map 742, and Lot 16, Map 13^’Z " " .Z "  17.50
Murray, James and Joseph ...r....r.........Lot 532, G. 1. ........... ................................34.50
■^ 3aillic, J.'- H. .....I^ t^. 580a, '^ ^^ub~ I^ ot 1 *,7.50
, ^^ a'i^ ^^ ;'~C}has. J—. 'J. .....................................I—®t. ,.2. (^ 5ub*J-,.
Smith, B)d. I-^t 804, Sub I.ot, ^dap 1414
' Scribner, H..■ ...................................... 1^'r* I^ ot- 80^ ,^-
Straith, Dr, P. L. ........ ..................^r. LoL804, Map 1414 — ------------ ---------—......— ..............
Uglarid, Louis H. 127S| Sub. Loft to 4, 10 to 18,.21, 24, 27 and 38,
Millican, A. E. & W^ . J. Atkinson ...—Lbis S to 9, Map 617 ......................... .
Cornwall, W. A. Estate. ..................Eptb 1^ 20, 3^ 33, 41, 42,. 43, 44, Map 617 —,
. (JfOOkS, ^lap 617
*Pliompson, ^^ le 37, 24ap 617
7.50
18.00
6.00
18.00
83.00
5.50 
52.50
9.00
2.50
8.00
Cheeseman, J. R. & Vaughan EstateFr, Lot 12^ .— ---- ....—;— ..'.-^ .......1— ...___ ...  ..; 10.00
Legge, W. H. -Estate Lot 1292 ...---- -----------------------------------LOO
^^ HstieTy- Frank L*ot ,217^ ^
AA^ ar^ vick 8c Dymond /4- L..ot 2242
il^ olnies, vj. G. ....LfOt 2242^
Dawson, V. Jewett ..... ....................S* }4 Lot 2423 ..T..:............ ..................... ................
■ (xu^ r ■ *""***"*****“*"*****^ n^.****““***
^^ b^bott, ■' I r^cd >dc orest ^
Cossar, James Estate -------- "'"••'■‘'“E*"*’t 621 ..... ....................... ...........
. Sebarf. ■ jMargaret  ^  ^ •*
Darke, Silas K. ... Lot
Siimmerland Lumber Co. ...... .... .— —
Lechm^re, H. T. ... ......... .._...........Lot 2559
■ Dryden, Wm. —.............. ........ .... ..Lot 2oy2 ............
25.00
14.00
5.00
15.00
5.00
12.00 
20.00
1.10
7.50 
"6.00
3.50
38.00
30.00Xir cie w ... ... ... .... .. . .................. . . ............................................................. ....... ou uw
Penticton Lumber Co. .....................2800,. Map 1190, Lot 3198.... 733.50
l^olfe. .'Hb ...........b............^ ...— ^
MacGill, J. H.  ------ ----- .......— .—.— ...............------ ------ ......  ___...,
■ Taylor, F.^  D. 26, Alap 1190
.Cbaterj^ .E. AAT. ............•-..-•-..•Lot
Mansfield. Ellen Oliver ........— -.-.....Lot 2 R of W  Map a6. Map 647 .............................. .......
Ritchie,, Wm. ............................... "t Map 647 — ..... ...........................
Turner, R. M. H.  ....’929 ....—  ---------------------------------------- ......—      
Glover, John W^ . Estate ....
Robertson, Dr. R. D. 2, 3, ll,^Map 1256  --------- --------- ...—.............. .......
■.-Wallace, ,G. ■ D. ....................Lots JW, 15, i— "n............
Stcmachcr, Jqhn .................... ..Lot 22^  Map ,1256 -----
Hitchner Bros........... ............ .Lots 23, 24, 1256 ...
Gibbs, Joseph M, D. ..........................Lot II, Alap 777, ...........................................................
Last* H* E: __________:_____________ Lot 26. Map. 777
12.00
10.00
9.00
22.50
15.00
16.00
35.00 
53;oo
9.00
30.00
12.50
6.00 
6.00 
'4.50 
4.50 
3.00
15.64
10.44
Hitchqcr, W. Curtis 
Hitchner “Bros. ____
.Lots 33, 34, 35, 40, 41, 43, 45, Map 7 7 7 . _________ 1. 17.00l
Lot 63,'W.' j4l64, Lots 6^ 69, 70,74, 75,76, 77, 7S,
" 18aker, J, Jt.- ...............
■ O^ ume, ■ J. ',13. ......a........
Wallace, James M r' 
Mayne’ Bros. .... ,
Horton; Mary A 
Qkanagan Lun 
Attenborough\ '■ 
Holton, Hen'^f 
Imerson, ^
Highlanil/
79, 81, 82, 85, 86, 87, 90, 98, 99, 105, 107, 108, Map 777.... 51.55
,.;-...........,Sub. ^ o t  91, 777 —••
............—..Lot W, Map 777
-_______Lot 96, Map 777
2.50
6.00
12.50
2.50 
5.00
5.50
65.50
9.50
Last, V
KhowlesTic'*'
Chaplinl \
CampbeH.7#?^'^. 
Scales, H,
Mountain,
Wilson, A.£ C;
I—ot 97,. .Afap. 777 ......m.......
---------Lot 106* Map.777
I—ots .109, 110, 111...------ 3333 ____________________ ___ ...... ....... ......................
\----- I^ot 3510 ______________ _________________ _______ ....._____ 7.50
Lot 3588, Lots 3591, 3592, 3593 and Lot 3812 57.50
**^ **"*****************4“*"*x....*....a*...*...».»a*«»»*^ a**B ■»»*■■*»»»*»**»■««■«**»*»»**«•» 100.001
37^ Fr. L^or3749 ------ ___________________ ................ S6.G0
1706 iQOd ' •
Illingsworth, Cha'S^ r.
, Sullivan,, Robert Ddsmoiv. 7 
Patterson, James
Acland, Henry Viviapy*-----
Moore; W. R. Estal/'l 
Eaton, D. G.
PortCOUS, Alex,
Rear* Ethel —
s^t I,ot,,. 3869> —V * . . . . . . . . I
.a* a .....a  I
..Ots 4018 'and 4019 _________ _
I..... I—ot ............a........I
ion..Lot 4043 . ■a*aa^aa»aaaaaaaaa»aaaaa%4t.aaa».i 
,--.Lot 4067 •a»aa4aa»«»aa«4*— «a^aai
iBeeeaaehaae.aeeee*^.#eea*
'a«M««a.a«»B**aaa*ai
••M*****«a4«***««*i^ *..*a*M** -----
15.00
19.00
60.00 
6.00 
1.50
24.00
15.00
50.00 
27.75
37.50
11.50
Schoc
191S
>I Int. Taxc!
1916’!
} Schoc 
71916M
>1 Int: Costq
6.75 3.15 7.50 5.2S .93 1.75
9.72 5.17 9.75 6.83 1.16 1.75
18.37 7.07 26.25 18.38 3.26 2.75
6.10 4.75 6.00 4.20 72 1.75
24.15 10.69 S9.S0 36,6S 9.31 7 1.75 1
6.66 3.7
1
6 6,0
j
0 4.20 .72 1.75
5.40 3.06 0.0U 4.20 .72 1.75
2.25 .72 10.25 9.48 1.52 1.75
5.251, 2,0 
1
2 7.5(J 5,2b .92K 175
152.67 82.6'; 150.03 105.0131' 18.6'?i ' -1.751
•13.431 5.821 9.0(} 6.9(3 1.231 1.75
8.KJ 3.7;f 9.01} 0.3(J , l.OJ1 1.75
15.7!j H.2(i 22,5(1 15,7! 2.71i 1.75
4.51i 2.4 ■ 4.5() 3.1! .5:i 175■ .8.1 3.01) 2.K) .3^ [ 1.75
52.95 20.9Ji 49.5(J 34.6! 6.K) 2.75
5;2!) 3.0! 4.5(i 3.1!i .5; 1.75
6.8(» 3.6!f 6.7f 4.7; .8: 1.75
2'.0() .6() 6.01) 4.2t1 ai 1,75
2.01) .6() . 6.0t 4.21 .72 1.75
3,5; 2.0( • 3.0C 2.1C). 3; 1.75
4-.01 1.34 12.01 8.41 1.4? 1,75
46.0C 25.9C1 45.00 31.se 5.60 2.75
9.H > - 4.951 9.0C 6.301 l.Oi. 1.75
■ 4.5? 2.44 4.5C 3.1S .53 1.75
, .SC .Id 1.50 l.OS .1? 1.75
.50 .Id 1.50 1.05 .1? 1.75
13.83 7.48 14.50 9.95 1.72 2.75
13.73 .7.4d 13.se 9.45 1.65 1.75
l'S.7S 6.08 22.50 15.75 2.78 2.75
27.35 14.83 27.00 18.90 3.34 2,27
10.00 3.30 30.00 21.00 3.72 2.75
63.00 24.49 90.00 63.00 11.18 2.75
2.19 86.50 4.97 2.75
37.02 16.32 45.00 31.50 5.58 2.75
.43 3.75 2.63 .40 ■ 1.75 '
2.10 .78 3.00 2.10 .40 1.75
2.10 .78 3.00 2.10 .40 1.75
,l6.20| 7.64 18.00 12.60 2.23 1.75
5.401 2.50 6.00 4.20 .72 1.75
2.701 .95 3.00 2.10 .36 1.75
12.151 ,5.74 13.50 9.45 1.65 1.75
8.101 3.77 9.00 6.30 1.09 1.75
10,001., 5.64 30.00 21,00 3.75 2.75
32.851 ■■17.48 33.00 23.10 4.09 2.75
7.501 2.52 22.50 15.75 2.80 1.75
7.631 3.94 8.50 5.75 .99 1.7b
■27.001 12.76 30.00 21,00 3.72 2.75 •
34.201 , 18.79 30.00 21.00 3.72 2.75
.84 15.00 1.02 1.75
.75 14.50 S.OO 1.20 1.75
9.45 3.64 14.50 9.95 1.72 1.75
3.48 1.571 18.00 8.22 1.84 I I I10.00 3.36 35.00 23.50 4.08 2.75
• , 1 1.261 19.501 1.391 1.75
S.OOl • 1.68 17.00 11.50 2.01 H I12.50'.. 4.16 27.50 28.75  ^ 4.29 2.75
■ 8.431-150.00 15.40 11.041 2.75
21.071 375.00 48.601 28.08 2.75
1 1.981 15.00 ■1 1.02 2.75
9.261 1.56 18:00 23.29 2.99 2.75
13.051 232.50 103.05 20.93 2.75
25:29 450.00 ■ ' 1 30.90 2.75
2.10 37.50 1 2.56 2.75
10.551 7.39 17.00 9.151 1.77 2.75
i 6.31 , 14.00 7.80 1.57 2.75
1 1.06 3.00 1.651 ■ ,28 1.75
• .521 ' .25 1.50 .831 .13 1.75
1 .86 2.25 .68 .15 1.75
1.141 .68 2.75 1.47 .25 1.75
4.541 1,55 15.00 8.25 1.91 1.75
5.551 1.98 15.00 8.25 1.63 1.75
.281 .09 1.50 .83 .13 1.75
i:iil .59 3.00 1,67 - .30 1.75
8.661 "4.24 18.00 9.90 1.97 2.75
■ 11.36 27.00 8.10 2.23 2.75
>25.25 60.00 33.00 6.61 2:75
6.66 3.65 18.00 9.90 1.96 1.75
2.93 52.50 3.58 1.75
12.79 10.50 27.00 1076 2.63 2.75
1.26 22.50 1.65 1.62 2.75
1.26 22.50 1.54 1.75
9.90 4.69 54.00 29.70 5.93 2.75
3.30 1.54 18.00 9.90 1.96 2.75
9.90 4.58 54.00 29.70 5.94 2.75
4.21 75.00 . 5.14 2.75
6.91 ■ 3.45 41.25 13.01 3.81 2.75
■ 1- 20.35 60.00 4.12 2.75 .
.95 16.50 1.15 2.75
11.91 52.50 '3.75 2.75
1.77 13.50 L94 2.75
.42 7.50 .51 2.75■ ' ' • 1.93 6.00 .40 2.75
1.68 30.00 2.05 2:75
.16 3.00 .19 1.75
4.93 37.50 2.56 '2.75
6.62 4.50 15.00 1.90 US 2.75
.84 15.00 1.02 2,75
2.97 22.50 1.54 2,75
.84 15.00 1.02 2,75*' 2.38 18.00 1.23 2.75
3.37 60.00 4.12 2.75
.22 1.50 .10 1.75
2.75 1.72 22.50 12.37 2.46 2.75
2.70 1.41 18.00 9.18 1.79 2.75
.59 25.50 1.74 2.75
15.15 11.28 45.00 - 14.20 4.19 2.75
■ 6.84 30.00 2.05 2.75
140.491133.75 82.36 2.75
2.38 18.00 1.23 2.75
_ 1.68 30.00 2.05 2.75
2.04 6.00 .46 2.75
5:13 22.50 1.54 2.75
6.75 3.65 45.00 14.20 471 2.75
7.86 4.42 30.00 . 9.46 2.78 2.75
15.75 - 8.55 105.00 33.14 9.76 ■2.75
15.75 14.21 60.00 18.94 5.57 2.75
1.77 13.50 .91 2.75
5.96 45.00 3.08 2.75
5.63 , 3.03 37.50 8.19 3.27 2,75
1.01 12.00 .94 2.75
2.70 1.46 18.00, 3.93 1.56 2.75
1.28 ■ 1.24 4.50 .99 .37 1.75
:  ^.93 •4.50 .27 1.75
1.35 ■ ;7o 9.00 1.97 ■ 78 2.75
2.25 4.10 15.00 378 1.31 2.75
.90 2.82 6.00 1.32 .51 2.75
6.75 3.95 47.00 10.41. 4.04 2.75
9.05 104.00 7.40 2.75
1.13 .59 7.50 1.64 .63 2.75
1.35 1.39 9.001 1.97 .76 . 2.75
1.58 3.20 10.50 2.29 .90 2.75
U5 .60 7.50 1.64 .65 2.75
1.13 1 16 7.50 1.64 .64 2.75# 1.20 6.00 .40 2.75
15.98 48.00 3.28 2.75
5.64 2.88 18.00 2.28 1.38 2.75
1.26 22.50 1.54 2.75
9.67 172.50 11.80 2.75
19.87 150.00 10.29 2.75
11.28 8.10 24.00 5.24 2.09 2.75
30.50 23.76 75.00 16.50 6.38 2.75
13.28 48.00 379 2.75
5.88 18.00 1.23 2.75
.6.75 3.65 45.00 9.52 3.94 2.75
9.93 6.17 22.50 • 12.37 2.45 2.75
28.40 20.08 60.00 7.60 4.69 ■ 2.75
3.12 1.51 18.00 278 1.39 2.75
. .24 ' 4.50 .29 2.75
- -5.76 24.00 1.68 2.75
3.42 15.00 S7S 1.27 2.759.92 75.00 5.14 2.75
7.50 7.50 . .51 2.75
'8.55 37.50 2.56 2.75
2.74 9.00 , .61 2.75
Total
32.83
46,98
93.58
31.52
167.61
32.34
29.13
34JJ2
27.69
708.30
50.13
39.00
89.29
22.92
11.02
234,95
25,73
33.61
17.33
17.33 
17.53 
32.96
219.87
44.24,
22.94
5.63
5.63 
68.23 
65.54 
80.61
129.97
80.82
314.42 
109.41 
175.17
11.46
12.13
12.13
76.42 
26.57 
12.86
57.74
29.01 
93.11
155.27 
60.32 
. 38.56 
127.23 
158.46
23.61 
27.70
50.01 
41.86 
88.69.
31.40 
43.94 
92.45
237.62
600.50
30.75 
63.85
449.78 
658.94 
/ 57.41
68.61
57.43 
12.74
5.98 
9.44 
. 10.28 
37.00 
39.15 
5v08
10.40 
57.52
96.44 
227.61
53.92 
78.26
100.43 
37.28 
'34.55 
124.97
43.45 
124.87 
112.10
84.93
170.22 
26.85
12323
28.96
13.68
19.08
46.48
6.10
72.74
45.92
24.61 
44.76
24.61 
3626
90.24 
.4.67, 
52.05 
41.83
34.08 
130.57
71.64
2092.85
36.36
46.48
20.25 
54.42 
91.56 
73.27
209.95
170.22
27.93 
86.79 
72.87 
22.70 
36.40 
14.63 
11.95 
19.55 
44.33
24.74 
91.90
174.75
16.74
23.22
33.72
16.79
19.82
15.85
135.51 
.42.43 
35.SS
25424
282.91
77.46
229,89
123.32
52.05 
86.61 
75.17
183.52
35.05 
9.28
58.19
42.69
142.81
46.01
88.86
.?6.60
<r -■—
C o n tro lled
H e a t
Tlio oven in the 
Kootenay Range is oniv 
rounded by an envelope 
of heat which is at every 
moment under your in­
stantaneous control; 
With the Kcmteday 
Range the heat contml 
is so easy onef oecurate 
you can use all the hcolt 
from your fuel, without 
waste.
FOR SALE BY
i-fflo m n iM
Lbndoq Toronto
St Jolin, N.B. Calgary
Montreal
Hamilton
Winnipeg
Edmonton
Vancouver 
Saskatbon '
PLUM BER & 
T I N S M I T H
W arm  Air H eating &  Ventilation ,.
NAIL STRlippERS,. TOILET BOXES AND TANKS MADE.,, 
AUTOMOiaiLE RADIATORS, MUD GUARDS AND LAMPS
r e p a ir e d ; , COILS m a d e  a N d  r a n g e s  c o n n e c t e d .
Shop: Lawrence Ave., next to Kelowna Garage.
Phones—•Business, 164; Residence, 91. , P.O. Box 22.
1
%
%  I P
CREAM  PR ICES from Aug. /
A T  K E LO W N A —No. 1, 50c per lb. butterfat "
No., 2,48 c per lb. butterfat. ;
KELOWNA CREAMERY, LIMITED
B & T A B U S H C D  O V E &  IS O  V E A B 9
RonittancestoSoldiers
Remittances to soldiers in 
England, Belgium, France 
or Eaftem Countries may 
be made through the Bank^ 
of Montreal either by 
if haste is essential; or-by 
Draft or Bank Money Order 3 ^ ^  
if to be sent by letter post
i W IN N IP C O  BRANCH
1^ . R. C L A R K E ,■ V ''1 
Sopt, British Columbia Branches. 
VANCOUVER.
T» D o M on lin , M anager, Kclow iia B ra s d t 
BRANCHES IN OKANAGAN DISTRICT 
Atsutreor. • Pcatkton.' • Saaswtlsa4
Eadarfc,. - Priaccloa, , •, \txnoi.
8‘w S'S'’5®'
I S ®
ihaiumcMi
Depen<iioh lCSp& rlcTPliil|9
Ford Cylinders Rebored
Dunlop T ires and Sundries, V eedol M otor G ils 
Osgood Lens, Storage Batteries Charged and Repaired 
Startinjg &  L ightirig W ork  a S g e e ia lty
G A S O L I N E
Accessories of all Kinds. Law n M owers Sharpened
Car for Hire Day fi‘„l i^gh|:
CkAaiNto Noswall R^oeaiastiaUOaxe
....
D A Y  P R p N i ^  2 5 2  N J f O H T  . P U p N E  '
......■■• •■ :■ .........................  ■ ■ , ........... . .
TH ®  K E LO W N A  COtlKIER A  Ni> OK ANAGAN ORCHARDIST
Short bcBcrJptipp of Property Taxes 
to 1915
School
1915
Taxes (School 
1910’1711916'17
PAG® PIV®
7.50
12.00
17.50
8.00
#;*«.««**»*»**-****-^ ^^ ® lilocic 55* Lot 210 ......................... .............. .
.... .... ,....„Lots 6, 7j Bile. S5, Lot 210 and Lot 43, Lot 210, Lot 17,
Lot 209, Map S76
.... ..........Lots 11, 12, Block 55, Lot 210 ............... ........................
.............. Lots 6, 7, Block 56, Lots 9, 10, Block 57, Lots 9, 10, Block
57», Lot 210
Moreland, Mrs. A, L. &: J, M. Rob- .
inson ,.,..i.......li...>............................. f***^ ®*?' ?'c “....................................Rqj; I? , ....... .......Lot 14, 15, Block 56, Lot 210.........................................
EndacotL ll" W } ' ..........v }g' SITK I?' {-‘'J ? }!!...
Wc/lbatid Mrs. J. A .................. ........Lots 18, 19, Blk. 57; Lota I jo  4, 13 to 16, Blk. 63, 13-16, i
■ ' Blk. 67; 1, 2, 13, Blk. 71; to 9, 14 to 19, Blk. 115; 18 1
to 23, Blk. 119; 1 to 6 & 7, Blk. 122; 6 to 11, 17 to 21, , 1
. Blk. 125; I to 19,Blk. J26, Lot 210. ...»:■.,..................:....
Narainatd Development Co........... 57a, Rot 210, Map Si9................................. ......................
Lna;liBh. fames ............ ...................Lots 9 to 12, Block 64, Lot 210 ....................................... . 9.00
Johnston,  ^Jolm S. .:;.........................1 to 10, Blk. 65, Lot 7, filk. 70, Lot 14, Blk. 74, Lot 210 22.50
McDonald/ Lochlan Estate ......... ... ^ots 11, 12, Block .65, Lot 210 ...... ................................  li OO
9.25 
8.00
2.25 
5.00i
6.75
9.72
18.37,
6,10
6.66
5.40
2.25
5.25
3.15
5.17
7.07
4.75
Ellis, John
Ireland, J. B. ........ .......... .
Abell, Samuel D..................
Stinson, C<
....Lot 13, Block 65, Lot 210 ...,i............;.............. .r!....
....Lot 2. Blk. 67, Lot 210; Lots 239, 240, Lot 211 .............;
....Lots 7, 8, Block 68, Lot 210...........................................
..Lots 7, 8, Block 72, Lot 210 ...T iA '70 I 4^, otn
J a p -
I'cnncr, Lawrence A ........................ Lots 13, 14, Block 7^ Lpt 210... .....................................
Dunning ,& Vibert .........................Cots 11, 12, BloCk_73, Lot 210........ ...'..................... ........*
4.00 
62,00
7.50
9.00
2.00 
2.00 
4.90 
4.00
Phiiincy, J. E....................... ............f>ot to; jiicmK /o, i-ot ^lo .a.............. ........... ..................
c \J\f a < • 20| Bik# /3|' Lot
Crawford, .............. Lots 1, 4, 5, Blk. 128; Lots 11, 12, 13. ,19. 20, Blk. 128,
Simpi^on,' Mrs, Mary E, ..................................................................................... ............. . .
Mcrccy, ‘Miss Adeline .....................Lot 25, Block 128, Lot 210................. ........................... .
Daviedf Mrs. ............... ................... Lot 7, Block 135, Lot 210 ............................,..... :.........
Rrtc Mrq F G ' . .Lot 8, Block 135, Lot 210 ......Koc, rs._L. ..... .......... ^  ^
......" “ Lot 7a, Lot 20^ , Map 576
.....Lot 8, 8a, Lot 207 and Lot,26, Lot 209... ..... ....... ;...........
. aaaaaaaaaLOt "'10|  ^LOt 207f k^f^ cip 576 aa a aa a», a aaaaaa a . aaa-B - a aa a a. a aa a«a a aaa    
' ........... aaa.Lot 24, Lot 207 aaaaaaaaaaaataaaaWaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa#BaaaaaBaaaaaaa#aaaaaaaaaaaaa#aaaBaaaaaaaaa
!....*."!!,.."".".»!!.!......Lots 1 to 6, Block j. Lot 209, Map 576, Lots 29, Lot 210,
’ ap 575 ...........................................................................................
.:....Lots 22, 29, 30, 31, 32, 35, 34, Lot 209, Map 576 ......................
;;;;;;:.„.Lot 39 in bot 209, Lot i4ai206. Map i76....... ............ .... . 37.00
............... ......Block 21 in Lot 210, Map 575 ...... .......... ...................... 2.50
.................... Lot 1, 2, Block 24, Lot 210, Map 575 .......................
.............  .Lot V  Block 25,-'Lot 210, Map 575 .
Q......................-....o, Di cK loa, 1..01 < iu ............ . ...........................................
Cameron, Hugh R'. Estate .............. Lot 6, Lo t^6 j Map 576 .................... ........................
Stevens, A. iL .....
Jarvis, C. W.
Bell, Mrs. Geo. .. 
Reid/ Robert ........
Robinson, Hector
63.00
12.00 
6.00
.50
.50
18.00
18.00
15.00 
35.80
10.00
Aikens, C. C. ......
Stanley, Charles .. 
Wade, Alfred H. . 
Lamb, Wm. ...........
Moore, W. H.
60.00
13.00
McGann, W. B. ................... ..Lot 1, 2, Block 26, Lot 210, Map 575 • aaaaaaaaaaaaliaat'RavaaBaai
Robinson, W. L. .... ........................ .......................................................... ............. .
---a,,...-- a^aa- a r a
..... Lots 4, 5, Block 34, Lot 210, Map 575 ........
K w Ju. .  : ^ «  T R  .............. ............Bagshaw, D. J. ...................... ....... 9, .Block. 33, Lot 210, Map 575 .......... .........................;...14 (VQ ll 'I ' II I ' a a V . al*'AW W aV ' w^a 4%/^ J**(h^ V# mt aaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
RoSLson, RobcrrCam^ ^^ ^^  . Lots 1, 2, 3 Block 3, Bldck 34, Loc210, Map 575..
T - _\%r . I.nts 4 h Hlnrla .4 . I n CVCLogie, Georgina W. .... ...........'r"’'r’"or/v' w“* ................... r....... .
Gillespie, J. S. ............................ -5?.^  ....................................................... :.............. i.........
O’Gallahan, J. L. ..................,....„........Block 42/ Lot 210, Map 575 ......
2.00
2.00
18.00
6,00
2.00
13.50 
9.00
20.00
42.00
7.50
10.00 
30.00
Bindley, Harold F. .......... ....... '........?7/ Lot 210, Map 575 ,...„..........„...l ......
Simpson, Chas. M. ......................... Lot 211, Map 661..
Empey, John M.  ........ .... .........- r—S } ^ ' ?? 4xu(i
Hodson Mrs. L.   ........ ....:.... - . - S  .^ot 156,; Map 7 0 6 . . . . . .   ....... .............. 4.30
Tovell, Mrs. F.-A. ........... ............?22a, ,n Lot .....
Muchowski, J. .................. ....... •••
Davies W  H. . . . Lots 231, 232, Lot 211, Map 661 ..
Saunders, E. A............. ....
Saunders, R. M. ............ ...... ........;.....Lot 237/Lot 211,. Map 66  ^..........
Boon, W. E. ... .......Lots  ^186, 187, 188, Lot 266, Map 706........................
9.00
6.00 
10.00
7.50
5.00
12.50
W^alker, AV. D. ............................ Lot 167 .................................. ............... ........... ;............ i9c'nn!
Bonnean, C, ........ ........-......!............ ............................ — ........................................... .....:.... t^ ^^ ooi
Schaffer, .Fred Estate ....:...... .......... .................................. ...........—■.............. ............ ...........  S cni
Gellatly, D. E, ...................... .........Lot dojj. Lot 487 ............................x"“...... .— .... ..........
Lake View Irrigation Co. ..................;...Lots 509, 510, 511,_G,1, Lots 3492, 4069, and 4070.............— -
■,.eaB«*ee.#eB."eee#Be,«aeaeee-#eaeeeaae*^ *^ .6^  ■ 485| ■ XtfOt 02 X aaaaa.a.aa.aa.la.aa a.a. 1....^ .-....__*_____!__________ l^ pjU
- Connor, Henry ..—   ---- .Lots 9, 10, ,Bl<^k 1, Map 761 and Lot 4, Map 761  ---- ....... 20.00
Love, Minor Wellington ... ....... ...:.__Lots 1 to 10, Block 2, Map 761 ....... 1.......... ............. . 25.00
4.00
5.00 
.50
2.00
12,00
Knowles, Bernard & Stephen, L. ....4j Map 761 .....— ................................................:........—... 5.00
Lake, Edith ..........____ ....................,...._.Lot 8, Block 4, Map 761 ..............— .... .— LOO
TT^ ylOTi John L# a.-aa......aa.aaaaaaaaaaaBaa>aaaaaa.a.aa~^ '^ BlOCk Of ftP ' 761 ' i a a a a a . . , . . , ,^'7
Warren, Charles i...~............::...^ _____...J4 Lots 9, 10, Block 6, Map 761 ......... ..... ......... ......!
Steele, G. McNeil .—J^/Lots 9, 10, Block 6, Map 761 ..... ....... .
Wolfenden, Francis C. Estate’ .~..,......Lot 5, Block 7, Map 761 ..................... _____________ ........
Squelch, Wm. Thos, ..Lot 3, Block D, Map 761  ............ ...... ......... ............
l^ )^tts, ]^ 4r3* .....................................I^ ^^ t 3^1^  ^^ 4at^  761 _ *■— ^
SchcLl*f| IMlSr^ cirCt a-aaaa»«aaBaa««aaaaaaa.aaaaaa-^ O^XS, ;3/| -38 ■^•a^>»**«aBaaaaaa-aBaaaaa.^ «aa*a*a>«aaaa*a*«*«,.'a.«*..Va.‘a»».»»..»*a.«a  ^ 4O»00
: Norris, Martha. ................ .........^ .......Lpts 43, 44/ 45, W. }4 46, Map 761 .................____100.00
/^Ve l^ a ■ eeeeeBeeeaeeaeeee*ee#aee«»ea#ee#e#ee(ie#e^^^a aaaaaaBaa*«aaaa»a*aaaaM>aaaaBaaaaapaaaaaaaaaaaaaaapa*«asH>aaaaBaaaa«*a«aaaaBaaaaaaa l^ BaOO
" Miller, J. A. ..-.a...,..,..___ a...a...........a...„.«Lots 3, 4, S, 6, 17, Map 742, and Lot 16, Map 1399.-....a..a-..„.
Allirra^, James and Joseph BaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaal40t.,532| CJa la .-aaaaaaaaBaaBaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaavaaaBaaaaapaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.** '
'^ a^illie, J*'. Ha a.aaaaaaaaaa.*aa.aaaaaaaaa«aaaaaaaaa'aaaaaaaa»^ ®^^ ' 3803, Suh IjOt 1 , •aaaaa*.„.a*aa*aaaaa«aaaa*aaaaaa.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa 7» 0
J^ at^ y, C^haSa Ea. J# aaa.BBaaa.aMaaaaaaaaaaMaaaaaaaaaaa^ O^t 2 . (Suba) - a^#1—#a^eaeeeeeeeeae«eeeeMe#^ae#ea4eBBaeeeeaeaaeeeeeeaeBeeeeaeeeeeBe-aaeaeaae-ae 7a50
Smith, !Eda •.aaaaaaaaaaaaBaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBBBaaaaBBaaaaBBaaal^Ot 804, StXb IrfOt, ^^ 3  ^ 1414 aBaaaBBaaaaaaaaaaaaB.aaaaaBaaaaaBaaaaaaM.aaaaaaaaa a aaa*
)^CribnCr, AA^a . Ha »»»a»»»»»«aaa»«»»««aaaaaaBaBaaaaaaaaaa^ r^* lrfOt> 804.-- ••e^wa^eaeeaBe«eeea*#e#eeeeaeaeeeeeeee»aeeeae*aeeeeBeeeeewea#aBeeeeeeeeeeaeeeeeaaeea 
IP . ' l^ r# X^ ot , 804, J^ a^p 1414 •aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa#aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8aaaaatJilAICII, J«^ ia * a.. Jatfa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  ^ C* a ^I rX XI/Om, aOUDa X^Ot mOOX aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa4iVXC(^ \JlliI, Ja ±A* afcaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  ^ ,» ^
I .1 I n ^  T A |4QT')r#^  > Xmv V aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa«BaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8aaaaaaaaX^ICM CllIRCa la 2fca •A-aOlrtCV /aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa .a^ ^^  aa. » v  ^ « .. ... -
Ugland, Louis H. 1275/ Sub. Lots 1 to 4, 10 to 18, .21, 24, 27 and 38,
XltJLCa&/ \fJLw '•aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa •••aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaa
Millican, A. E. & J. Atkinson ......Lbfs 5 to 9, Map 617 ......
18.00
6.00
18.00
25.00
13.75
Cornwall, W. A. Estate......— M&P 017 .— ...........————
Ammundsen, O .. J.................................LOts _25, ^ 26, Mag 617 >
T . . X^ Ot 3Xa ^laP 61r ' aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa#aaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa. V./1 V7L*iV9| »V a Ja aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaawaa * _ - _ ^
JT’hOnipSOn, Ole aaaa-aaaa.^ aaa'a.aaaaaaaa«aa-aaaaaaaaaaaA^Ot,0/, AlaP OX/ aaaaaaaaaaaaaa.aaaaaa.aaaaa.aaaaaaaaa.aa.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa-a.a.aaaaa
Gheesenian, J. R. & Vaughan EstateFr. Lot 12^
T. H. “  *Lcgge, W. . Estate —~—Ecfc L ^  1292
Bastier, Frank .......... .—.....------------Lot 2176 ...............
■a^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaai
8c Dymond aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa^la^Sa XaOt 2242 aMaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.cpsaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaavaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.
■ hi 6S, ' J* J^a ‘ aaaBaaBaaaaaaaaa»aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa#«u»aaaaaaa^Ia"V\^a laF^ t^ *^24^a^ ■kBaaaaaaBaBaBaaaaaaaaa^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBvaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasaaaai
Dawson, V. Jewett aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa Si J4 Lot 2423 _______ ________ _.. v.....:......
Williams, Guy ■ Lome ‘....••.L6t 2424 ........ ..........»...... .
Abbott, Fred ,de Forest ... .......Lot
Cossar, James Estate .......... ......^ ...............
Guthbert,' H. ..............F Lot 2 9 2 3 . ...
Scharf, Margaret M . ......... v ttSR—*9—0  ......
Darke, Silas' K. .................... ..-.f l  FjOt 2553 ...... ............ ............................. ....................
Summcrland Lumber Co. ......
L.echm r^e, XX. *T.
■ X)rydcn, ^^ 7m.'
Penticton Lumber Co. ..—
Lot 2692
83.00 
5.50
52.50
9.00
2.50
8.00
10.00 
1.00
25.00
14.00
5.00
15.00
5.00
12.00 
20.00
1.10
7.50
6.00
3.50
38.00
30.00
. . ..L9ts 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, IS, Sub. 2711, 2800, Map 1190, Lot 3198.... 733.50
Rolfe H --------— 7. Lot 11, Map 1190  ------- ----------_______________ ______...12.00
.MacGillV j7H:7;:.7=^^^^^ 12 and 22, Mag 1190 ...............................-------lO.W
■ Taylor, Fa Da ••....•..a.Lot o^, Alap il9u •—a a .a . . . * . . . . . . » „ . . . „ . , , . . . * ^ , „ .o o 'e n
Chatcr,v E. W.  ...... ...................... „..LOt 28, Map 1190 .••...«.a,-a.a.V....a..,'....-...a„.-.a.-.-a.-.„.,-.... . jgQQ
j^ OXVen,  ^^ Ja ’ 1-*T 8c I^ a IPe aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa%aa»aaaaaa“^ ®* ^08* • •^••••••••■•aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaMaaaBaaa  ^/i' f\f\
Mansfield. Ellen Oliver __ ....------^^ ..--Lot 2 R of W_Map a6. Map M7
Lots 4 to 13, 15 t^38. Map 647 ......
______ ,..;......^ Lots_ 289L and_ 3929— ....................
•aaaaaaaaaai
Ritchie, Wm.
. T'tirner, R# X^a *Ha aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa—— — _  _
Glover, John W. Estate.,...______ f
C7riJlf^ lltl ■ TT5lt*1*V 1/ aaaaaaaaaa.aaaMaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa'Baaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa#AX.C1I A jr V a aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa#aa.aaaaaaM« . ^ '44 %# '
. • Robertson, Dr. R, D.
XX ' T I laaOtS -*12, l^f JUaP 1236
^WallAlCe, Ga D.......,...i-...a«....-aa-.....-.....a«.a-^ ®*® U-«..i.t....-a.-:a......-----.............-----.T-a.----- -
Stemachcr  ^John .......a....— Map^i256 .^.«..-a-*aa..,...-a...........
TtprtQ l^^ ots^  23,- 24, . 1236 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa• XXIvV«*lllvl ••aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa— fP .A - C* • ' '' A. 4 % C—. 0*90-Y O TX - V* ''l^ OtS 3, 4, wUDa Ja.Ot la - JMlaP aaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaa«aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa8aaaaaaaaaaaaaa.JAaftACI A,'- JL Jl . . A^a aa»a.aaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa_ i ^ * 4 4T % # *9*9*9 ' ' ' * - '*' A/T I I XirfOk X Xa JM aiX -W w m aaaaa.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa aaaaaaaa a a aaaaaaaaaaaa a a aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*WIiXLISA, JViIOw|J11 ivXa X</. aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaa.aaa«aaaa*a**— . * ^ 0*90. TXv t, ’ X^Ok <ibOf JViaiX ##« •aaBaa^aaaaaVaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
HUchner w  'CurtVs----------- !'■ "‘".'ZLots 33, 34,^5, 40, 41, 43, 45, Majp 777...............................-
H tcimSr Bros --------- 77.. -W . ^  Lot 63, W. 64, Lots 65; 69, 70. 74, 75, 76. 77, 78,Hitchner tiros. ----------------- ^  86. 87, 90, 98, 99. lOS, 107, 108, Mao 777...
' ' T A Suba Lot 91, ^^ ^P 277 •a*.a*aaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.aaa.a' J^CAKVvA, 4 Ik. • a.aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBa*aaaa.a.aa«.a.«*aaaaaaaaaaa ^
#^ a.«ia.aA T- Tt '' '■ JLtfOk ' XMaD aaaaaaa*a.aaaaa»aaaa*aaaaa.aaaaaaaaa#aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa—aaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaa■ a«aaaaa*aaaaaa.a.aaaaaaaaaaa.yaaaBa#aaaaaaaaa— . ■. ^  ^  * '0*7^  ■XatfwW yOer'JROLaD . M 9 W. ■ f.aaaaaaaaaaa.aaaa.aaaaaa.aaaaaaaaa#aaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa#.aaaaa*iaaa.aa****.*a.*aa*«* .• ■X ^ W k .JDuiap> mww- aVa**aaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.aaaaaaaaaa'aaaaaaaaaa.aaa«aaaaaaaaaaaaa«aaaaaa 
l^ Ot -10^  ^ IkXal) VI 777 ' *#eae^"#eaaaaea#a*^a*#Baaeeee#.aa*eaeeeaaeeeaeaeeaae*aeaaaeea#eaeee«^eaaaae##a
— T“Lots 109/ 110, 111ia...BaaBaaa*aaaaa*aV AJU«Ok WvqJw .•aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa,
.......... j^ot 3421
35.00 
s3:oo
9.00
30.00 
12.50
6.00 
6.00
4.50
4.50 
3.00
15.64
10.44
17:00
*aaaaa4iia<B*aaaaaaaaai
>aaaaaa.aa.aa*aaaaaaaa<
yiMace, James McAlster 
^^ayne ]8ros.
, Horton; Mary Ann ______
Qkanagan Lumber Co, i-.,
Attenborough Thos.
. Holton, Henry CJecil 3510
i l i S d  Fa“rm »  »-<>«“ 3592. 3593 and Lot 3812 .
Wilfett. A. F..& E. H. Gouin  _____----------------------------— ?•----------- —..........-------------------- -—• T. ‘ YY' ' X^ y^k Wa X^  ^.\JI*X* . e*aeeaee#eeeeea#eaaaaaea#ee*aeea#ea#eeaBBeeeeeewBaaeaBBa*eee*ee*aaa*aaaaaaaaa#a.aaae M^a\/V- XafCASk, r XX* . Xa*a aaataaakaaaaaaaaaaa^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa'V- ' lA/ 'fr '' X^ndVk Or OU *aa*eaeeeea#aaeeeeaeaweeaaeaaaeeea#aeee.ee#eaa#eeeeeB#aeaee*aeeaaaaa#eBaaeee.aeee#eeeBee*ea. 0
riV-i^in ’Fr^d T  ................. ...... ^^ ~Lot 374iEL Fr. Lot 3749  ...... ..................... .............  56.00• .VrlKft^ AAll, A 1 VU - Ja .-aaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaa*a«*«*aaaaa*Y 5956 ?2M'% aXI ''T'*lt41AC' . Jt^OkS.. Or Ow * anO' VV no , aaaaaaaaafcaa.aaaa4aaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaa—aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa'V#<411|LI|jVlXt ' JcIAIICSI " XV* aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa.aaa«aaaa*aaa« . v- . ' " ' - * 1C A/1'Scales H *' ’ J-OtS o/yOa aiVlJ4 __:____*___ ________ ____ ______-____—___— lO.UU
sr.ss
2.50
6.00
12.50
2.50
s.oo
,5.50
65.50
9.50
7.50
57.50
ia*4aaaaaaa* aaaaaaiaaaaaaa.> Mountain W  E. " • **'T""“r^T‘*Lot ;:3804^ "^>^\ ; IVXkIkllllClllI, VV4 XZr* . •k4Wli*alX**<U«Ma*«a«aa*#**dMiaa*«aaV* , ' ' •'. ‘ A^llcon A G '' 0*.-’ Lot vt*44 . *a.aAaaaa ..
Illingsworth. Chas /S Lot 3846 ---------------- -
■aaaaaaqaaaaaaari
M« M«aaaaa>a*aBaBaaa.aaaaaaaaaaaaBaa<a*.aa*a4^aaa\a*a4*^aaw‘^.. J^ bOO■•■•'..7, 60.00aaaaa.aaa»aiaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa4a, _
6.00
1.50Sullivan, Robert D e S m o ^ ^ ^ .-- -__^  ---------------- ----------------— L ^10AXAAfa|«/aM ' - THPr . * . * X««Ok •' 07 vO ***aae**#*a*ae*aea«eaeaeaaaae«Baeeaaeee*a*eeeaaeee*eea#*«eea**aaeeeaeaweeeeaeeeeaeeaeeeaeeae ^^ a\Ar.(k MikCAdUAI* JaUIILS a......» A‘******"*T ' a; • V • icon> ' '/L-A|r%f4,1 YYAM,aa, A T««r ■ «\ M V -' -w*Ok‘ 070/\ *aaeaee*ae#*aaee#aea*aa*aeaaaaaaa*eae«e#aiaae*eaaaa#eeaaWB*aeeaeee*eeeaaaaaaeaeaeaaeaaeeeBeewea XvaV\/Acland, Henry Vivia 
Moore, W. R. Esta 
Eaton/ D. G. .. 
Portcous, Alex,
Rear/ Ethel .. e  306.
X^ ots 4018i 3nd 4019 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaBaaaaaaaa O^aQO
r. . JtfiOtj 4^ 21' aaaa<i4aaaaaaaa»aaaaaaaa»aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa*aaaaaaaaaaaaaayaaaaaaaa
lon.aLot, 4043 aaaaa4aaaaaaaa«4yyaaaaa<^aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa»aaaa**»*aaaai»aaaaaaaaaa#a^aaaav*a******^** ^ ^ * CA
J' 4067 ytfaaaaaaafcaaaa^a^aaaaaiiw—afcg^rmaarafcaaa**^ ;**************************** ■ ■ ■ •^ '1
. r c r ' ”" '
152.67
13.43
8.10
15.75
4.58
52.97
S;25
6.86
2.00
2.00
3.54
4^ 00
3.76
3.06
.72
2.02
7.50
9.75
26.25
6.00
S.2S
6.83
18.38
4.20
Xnt.
36.65)
6.001
6.001
16.251
7,501
i
4.20
4.20 
9.48 
5.25
46.06 
9.15 
4.57 
' .50 
.50 
13.83 
13.73 
15,75 
27.35 
10.00
63.00
37.02
82.69
5.82
3.77
8,26j
2.411
.031
26.981
3.051
3.691
.06)
.661
2.001
1.341
150.00
9.00
9.00
22.50
4.50
3.00
49.50
4.50 
6.75
6.00 
. 6.00 
- 3.00
12.00
25.961
4.951
2.44
.16
,16
7.48
.7.46
6.08
14.83
3.36
2.10
2.10
16.20
5.40
2.70
12.15
8J0|
10.001
32.851
7.501
7.031
27.001
34.201
45.00 
9,00
4.50
1.50
1.50
14.50
13.50
22.50
27.00
30.00
105.00
6.90
6.30
15.75
3.15 
2.10
34.65
3.15 
4.73
4.20
4.20 
2.10 
8.40
9.451
3.481-
10.001
1
S.OOl
12.501
9.261
10.551
1.14
4.54
5v55
.28
1.11
8.66
9.90 
3.30
9.90
6.91
6.62
2.75]
2.70
15.15
6.75
7.86
15.75
15.75
5.63
2.70
L28
1.35
2.25
.90
6.75
1.13 
1.35 
1.58 
1.15
1.13
5.64
11.28
30.50
.6.75
9.93
28.40
3.12
24.49 
2.19
16.32
.43
.78
.78
7.64 
2.50
.95
5.74
3.77
5.64
: 17.481 
2.521 
3.941 
12.761 
18.791 
.841 
.751 
3.641 
1.571 
3.361 
1.261 
- 1.681 
4.161 
8.431 
21.071 
rJ^ 8i 
1.561 
13.051 
25:291 
2.101 
7.391 
6.311 
1.061 
: .251 
.861 
.681 
1.551 
1.981 
.091 
;.S91 
-4.241 
11.361 
25.25
3.65 
2.93
10.50 
1.26 
1.26 
4.69 
LS4 
4.58 
4.21 
3.45
31.50
6.30
3.15
1.05
1.05 
9.95 
9.45
15.75
18.90
21.00
20.35
.95
11.91
1.77;
.42
1.93 
1.68
.16
4.93 
4.50
.84
2.97
.84
2.38
3.37 
.22
1.72
1.41 
.59
11.28
6.84
140.49
2.38 
-1.68
2.04
5.13
3.65
4.42 
- 8.55 
14.21
1.77 
5.96 
3.03 
1.01 
1.46 
, vl.24 
-.93 
.70 
4:10 
2.82 
3.95
9.05
.59
1.39
3.20 
.60
.1.16
1.20 
15.98
2.88 
1.26 
9.67 
19.87 
8.10 
23.76 
13.28 
5.88 
3.65 
6.17 
20.08 
1.51 
. .24
*5.76 
3.42 
9.92 
7.50 
'8.55 
2.74
90.00
86.50
45.00
3.75
3.00
3.00
18.00
6.00
3.00
13.50
9.001
30.001
33.001
22.501 
. 8.501 
30.C0I
30.001
15.001
14.501
14.501
18.001
35.001
19.501
17.001
27.501
150.001
375.001
15.001
18.001 
232.501
450.001 
37:501 
17.001 
14.001' 
3.001 
1.501 
2.251
2.75
15.00
15.00
1.50 
3.00
18.00
27.00
60.00 
18.00
52.50
27.00
22.50
22.50
54.00
18.00
54.00
75.00 
41.25
63.00
31.50
2.63
2.10
2.10
12.60
4.20
2.10
9.45
6.30
21.00
23.10
15.75
5.73
21-00
21.00
5.00
9.95
8.22
23.50
11.50
28.75
15.40
48.60
23.291
103.051
60.00
16.50 
-52.50
13.50 
' 7.50
6.00
30.00
3.00
37.50
15.00
15.00
22.50
15.00
18.00 
60.00
1.50
22.50 
18.00
25.50
45.00
30.00 
1133.75
18.00
30.00
6.00
22.50
45.00
30.00 
105.00
60.00
13.50
45.00
37.50
12.00
18.00
; 4.50 
*4:50
9.00
15.00
6.00
47.00
104.00
7.50
9.00
10.50
7.50
7.50
6.00
48.00
18.00
22.50 
172.50
150.00
24.00
75.00
48.00
18.00
45.00
22.50
60.00 
18.00
4.50
24.00
15.00
75.00
7.50
37.50 
9.00
9.15
7.80
1.65
,83
.68
1.47
8.25
8.25 
.83
1,67
9.90
8.10
33.00
9.90
1026
1.65
29.70 
9.90
29.70
13.01
1.90
12.37
9.18
14.20
14.20
9.46
33;14
18.94
8.19
3.93
:99
1.97 
328 
: 1.32 
10.41
1.64 
1.97 
2.29
1.64
1.64
228
5.24
16.50
9.52
12.37
7.60
228
S2S
3.26
.72
9.37
Costs Total
18.69
1.23
.1.08
2.78
.53
.34
6.10
.53
.83
;72
.72
33
1.47
5.60
1.09
.53
.17
.17
1.72 
1.65 
2.78 
3.34
3.72
11.18
4.97 
5.58
.40
.40
.40
2.23 
.72 
.36
1.65
1.09 
3.75
4.09 
2.80
.99
3.72
3.72 
1.02 
1.20 
1.721 
1.841
4.081 
1.391 
2.01 
429
11.04
28.08
L02
2.99
20.93
30.90
2.56 
1.77
1.57 
• .28
.13
.15
2b
1.91
1.63 
.13 
.30
1.97
2.23 
6.61
1.96
3.58
2.63 
1.62 
1.54
5.93
1.96
5.94 
5.14
3.81
4.12
1.15
3.75 
L94
.51
.40
2.05 
.19
2.56
1.15
1.02
1.54
1.02
1.23
4.12 
.10
2.46
1.79
1.74
4.19
2.05 
82.36
1.23
2.05 
.46
1.54 
421 
2.78
9.76
5.57 
.91
3.08
3.27
.94
1.56
.37
27
.78
1.31
.51
4.04
7.40
.63
.76
.90
.65
.64
.40
3.28
1.38 
1.54
11.80
1R29
2.09
6.38
3.29 
1.23 
3.94 
2.45 
.4.69 
. 1.39
.29 
1.68 
127 
5.14 
, .51 
2.56 
. ..61
1.751
1.75
32.83
46.98
2.75
1.75
1.75
93.58
31.52
167.61
1.75,
1.75
1.75
1.75
32.34
29.13
34.22
27.69
1.751
1.75
1.75
1.75 
*1.75
1.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
708.30
50.13
39.00
89.29
22.92
11.02
234.95
25.73
33.61
17.33
17.33 
17.53 
32.96
‘2.751
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
1.75
2.75 
2.27
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75 
2:75
1.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
1.75
1.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
2.75
219.87
44.24,
22.94
5.63
5.63 
68.23 
65.54 
80.61 
129.97 
80,82
314.42 
109.41 
175.17
11.46
12.13
12.13
76.42 
26.57 
12.86
57.74
29.01 
93.11
155.27
60.32
38.56
127.23
158.46
23.61 
27.70
50.01 
41.86 
88.69.
31.40 
43.94 
92.45
237.62
600.50
30.75 
63.85
449.78
658.94
57.41
68.61
57.43 
12.74
5.98
9.44
10.28
37.00
39.15
5i08
10.40
57.52
96.44 
227.61
53.92 
78.26
100.43 
37.28 
'34.55 
124.97
43.45 
124.87 
112.10
84.93
170.22 
26.85
123.23 
28.96 
13.68
19.08
46.48
6.10
72.74
45.92
24.61 
44.76
24.61
36.36
90.24 
4.67
52.05
41.83
34.08 
130.57
71.64
2092.85
36.36
46.48
20.25 
54.42 
91.56 
73.27
209,95
170.22
27.93 
86.79 
72.87 
22.70 
36.40 
14.63 
11.95 
19.SS 
44.33
24.74 
91.90
y
174.75
16.74
23.22
33.72
16.79
19.82
15.85
135.51 
.42.43 
35.55
254.24
282.91
77.46
229.89
123.32
52.05 
86.61 
75.17
183.52
35.05 
9.28
58,19
42.69
142.81
46.01
88.86
,76.60
C ontrolled
H eat
TIio oven in the 
Kootenay Range la sur­
rounded by an envelope 
of heat which is at every;, 
moment under your in­
stantaneous control. 
With the Kootenay 
Range the heat control 
is so easy and accurate 
you can use all the heat 
from your fuel without 
waste.
FOR SALE BY
priNMtiiiMeoK
London, Toronto - Montreal • Winnipeg
St. John, N.B. Calgary Ilamiltoti Edmonton
Vancouver
Soskatbou 60
PLUM BER &  
T I N S M I T H
W arm  Air Heating &  Ventilation
NAIL STRlippERS, TOILET BOXES AND TANKS MADE, k 
AUTOMO iaiLE RADIATORS, MUD GUARDS AND LAMPS
r e p a ir e d : COILS m a d e  a n d  r a n g e s  c o n n e c t e d ;
S h o p : L a w re n c e  A v e ., n ex t to  K e lo w n a  G arage .
Phones—Business, 164; Residence/ 91. P.O. Box 22.- m k
w m m
CEE AM P R I C E S  from  A u g . /
A T  K E L O W N A — N o . 1, 50c per lb . b u tte r fa t  ;
N o . 2 ,48 c per lb . butterfat. :
K E L O W N A  C R E A M E R Y ,  L I M I T E D
Remittances to soldiem In 
England, Belgium, France 
or Ea^em Countries may 
be made through A e  Bank | 
of Montreal either by cable|^ - 
if haste is essential ; or by - 
Draft or Bank Money Order 
if to be sent by letter post.
WlNNtPfX) BRANCH
D. R. CLARKE,  ^ DaMoaUn, Manager, .Kdownn Bnadbi
Sopt, British Columbia Bmnchea* BRANCHES IN OKANAGAN DISTSICT
VANCOUVER.
ArmiroBf. • Peatlctoa.- • SmaamfaaX
Eadcclqr. - Priaecioa, . •. 'Vbtbm. J V
am piO ii
D e p e n d .a b le lS p a r t r  P lu | ^
Ford Cylinders Rebored
Dunlop T ires and Sundries, V eedol M otor O ils 
Osgood Lenk Storage Batteries Charged and Repaired 
S ta rtin g  & L igh tin g  W ork  a S tyeeia lty
A ccessori^ of all Kinds. Lawn Mowers Sharjpened
Car for Hire Day Might:
^XGllT PHONE 7S3
t :i f
i i O i
»
t M
K E t O W M A  C O U R IE R  A N D  O K A M A O A N  O R C U a R D IS T W E D M E S M y , OCI^OBEJ^ i^ H
G H iN ES E WALIC O U T  ROY SCOUTS’, COLUMN
BUT INDIANS W ALK INI Edited by ”jPionecr,”
How Mr. Geo. Ritchie Got Ovcr| 
Trouble ttt Caweton
Troop First! Self Last!
'8th October, 1918. 
Orders by Coimuand for week end-Tbe chief industrial enterprise at : Cawston, ll.C, is the Cawston can- ^  . ,r>t6
ncry, piirchuscd this year by Kelowna >U|f 19th October, l/io.
interests. 1 he chief owners arc Mr, I —-Orderly Patrol for week,
George Ritchie and '\YoIVes, and also for the week fol-
land, of Kelowna. At. the Cawston duty, Eagles,
cannery, wilh Mr. Ritchie in person- ■ ' , .,i
al charge, it is expected to pack 25,000 Parades—The combined troop will
eases of to’rnatocs tills season. Next I P^ tradc at the Club-room on Wednes- 
ycar, if conditions arc encouraging, a day, 16th October, at 7.15 p.m.
big addition, will be put, up. The Through the kindness of Mr. Lionel 
cannery lias up-to-date ‘-‘OV'pnjcnt for print the fol
V the usual process of scalding, pooling. I portion of a letter dealing with
filling, steaniiiig, capping and cook- J ggeape of our former Scoutmaster, 
ing the toms, fomato pulp I** “*so.^^^ Leggatt, from Germany:—
[Produced for shipuTent to the Coast 
- where it will form the basis for cat* I "Did you know that both Wilmcr 
sup, ' and Cyril Leggatt were prisoners of
j Up to recently a good deal of the v/ar? Wilmcr tried to escape some 
; AVork in the Cawston cannery was I time ago—got away for five days I 
carried on by a force of Chinamen, I think, and was caught. Well, he tried 
They were making from five to seven I again the other day and escaped, 
dollars a day and there were twenty- Isn't »t splendid? He is home look- 
five to thirty of them. Being on ing wonderfully fit. _ He had been 
piece work th<?y'got somewhat care- very kindly treated ■ in Holland, but 
■' less in their desire to roll up their I has many " things to tell, thrilling and 
; wages. Reprimands ■ brought little I otherwise. They tunnelled under a 
change. Then they were given, a I bcanficld, 29 Of them, ten met again 
'warning that they must d9 better in Holland and others may have got 
work or else leave. Promptly they I to Switzerland
all walked out. It was a attendance at the parade on
get their places filled,, but Mr. Ritchie J3
managed to enlist the services of a have chosen the “Owl" as their cm- 
bevy of Indian women and girls, and L^ ,^ ^^  their colours are blue with 
with the assistance also of a number ^ "Koot-koot-koo."
of white employees is managing to 
pull through. But , the labor question The Summcrland troop wished to 
has been more of less acute. Could I haVe a football match with us here 
the cannery have obtained a full staff on Thanksgiving Day, but as the 
of sixty it Would have been able to latter, end of that' week has been 
put up a padk considerably larger fixed for the proposed Boy’s Confer- 
: than the 25,000 cases in prospect. This ence, we did not think it was advis- 
is a year, too, when canned tomatoes able to endeavour to make any 
.bring a big figure, and the bigger the I arrangements' for a football iriatch, 
pack the better for the owners and even if we could raise a team; If we 
for the locality.—"Princeton Star," can raise a team, though, we shall
Name.of Person 
_______/____ _ ___
5. Short Description of Property
Currie, G.............................
Hill, George ......................
Marsham, Geo.....................
Onn, Win. Armitage ..........
Ktllm, Win. ........................
O’Keefe, C. O....... .............
McKinnon, John ..
Pound, W. C........
Scholl, A. E. .......
Campbell, Victor ..
McMullen, A. J. ....‘....
McGill. D. ...... ...........
Elli.s, J. H ...................
Heggie, George .........
Baynes, J. N.......... ....
Johnston, W, J. ct al ...
Morris, W. R. C........
Stewart, Alex. ...........
Richmond. Thomas .....
Ripley, Win,................ .
Ripley, J......... ............
Lewis, Misses E. B. &
Snyder..' A. E. W. .......
Robertson, A. C, V.......
"C. Eishcr" -.................
Rnnkinc, A. ■ E. ........ .
McNeil, D. A.' ............
Tennant, R. E.........;....
McNaughton, Dr. H. J.
Burgess, T .......... ........
Wattele, Miss J...........
Pahkhurst, Miss .Fanny 
Sidner, Mrs. P............
E. L.
.......'Lot 4071 .......................
.......Lot 4073 ........ ..............
.......Lot 4089 ......................
.......Fr. Lot 4218 .................
.......Lot 180, Map 003, Tp. 57 ..........
.......Fr. NW  See. 3, Fr. SW ^  See. 10 and SE Vi See. 10,
Fr. SE '4 Sec. 22, Tp. 8, Fr. S 4  See. 20, Fr. NW  
See. 21, Tp. 9,'Fr. Sec. 19, 20, 28, Fr. Lot 0, G.I., hr. 
Lot 02, G.I., N Lot 19, Lots 24, 25,. Sub. See. Map 
336, Tp. 8; Lots 3, 4, Sub. See. 20, Map 509, Tp. 9; Lots
1, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14, Map 197 .................. .......
.... „.Lots 29, 29a and Part Lot 81, Lot 82, Map 351 ...
...... Lots 42, 43, Map 351 ......i'....... ..... .........
...... Frs, Lots 25, 28, .Sub. E 4  See. 2, Tp. 8 ............
. ..... Lots 3 to 15, Bile. 8; Lots 74-to 88, BIk. 8; Lots 4 to 15,
Blk.. 9, Map 471 ...................... .............. i..........
...... Fr. NW 4  Sec. 3, Tp. 8 .................. .......................
...... Lot 15, Map 20, Tp. 8 ......................... ......... ....... .
Lots 16 to l9, 31 to 34, Map 20, Tp. 8 ......................
.......Lot 49, Sub. SedT Map 780, Tp. 8 .................. ;....
........Lot 19, Sub. See. 20, Map 210,\1>. 9 ................................
•r....-Lots 5 and 6, Sub. See. 22, Map 522, Tp. 9 .......... .............
.... Lots 25, 26, 27, Map 677, Tp. 9 and Lot 13, Map 411, Tp. 9..
....^ i^ -Lot 28, Map 677, Lots 12, 17, Map 41f, Tp. 9....
.........Lots 5, 6, Maj) 509, Tp. 9 ......................a ...................
...... Lot 9, Map 509, Tp. 9 ................... -;:v- av...
.......Lot 1, Blk. 1, Sul). 9 10 291, Map 1294, Ip. 8 ..
. ..... Lots 12, 13, 14. Blk. 1, Man 129L Tp- '9 ............
. ..... r.ot 19, Block 1, Map 1294, fp. 9 ....................
,.r....Lot 29, Block 1, Man 1294, Tp. 9 .....................
....Lots 29, 30, Map 291, Tp. 9 ............ ................
. ..... Lots 3 and 4, Map 411, Tp. 9 ... .......... .... ....
. ..... Lot IS, Map 411, Tp. 9
21b,•Lots 21, 21a,  21c, Ma
... Fr. E,
...,Lot 5, Map 
...Lot 2. S. W;
411, Tp. 
. . .  . Tp. 9
Map 550, Tp. 9 .....
1131, Tp. 9 .......... ......
4  Sec. 11, Tp. 8 ..... ...
n 
Lot S< W. Lot 7, Mty) 530,
■ Lot 7,
9........
Taxes 
to 1915
School
1915
Irit. Taxes [School 
1916’17 1916’17
Int. Costs Total
?() 00 3.96 30.00 2.05 2.75 58.76
. 600 l.OI 18.00 1.23 2.75 28.99
500 .84 15.00 1.02 2.75 24.61
8 50 1.64 15.00 1.02 2.75 28.91
3
1 .
00 .51 9.00 .62 2,75 , 15.88
474.00 92.42 471.30
f '
35.41 2.75 1075.88
* 64.97 14.27 40.00 44.70 5.20 2.75 171.89
• 36.00133.55
8.10
27.07 110.00 93.45 9.61
2.75
2.75
46.85
213.06i
39,30 9.10 , 24.00 1.37 2.75 76.52
2.40 .45 2.40 .17 2.751 8.17
30.25 8.05 7.50 .33 2 75 48.88
66.00 14.85 2.75 83.60
32.40 6.95 . 30.00 36.15 4.15 2.75 70.30
10.80 2.08 13.50 10.80 1.35 2.75 41.28
12.00 1.35 2.75 16.10
12.90 2.81 . 2.75 18.46
23.10 5.17 2.75 31.08
39.00 7.61 39.00 2.93 2.75 91.29
26.94 5.20 30.00 27.12 3.36 2.75 95.37
22.33 • 4.51 15.84 1.17 , 2.75 46.60
1.20 .26 2.75 ’ 4.21
5.40 1.04 5.40 .40 2.75 14.99
1.80 .19 3.00 1.71 .25 2.75 9.70
.90 • .19 1 * 2.75 3.84
20.80 5.25 2.75 28.80
15.00 .62.50 17.56 45.00 30.00 5.16 2.75A 177.97
5.10 1.12 2.75 8.97
36.00 7.02 67.50 35.50 2.67 2.75 151.49
8.16 1.80 2.75 12.71
12.10 2.95 2.75 17.80
4.20 .96 3.50 4.05 .63 2.75 16.09
13.91 " 3.11 . jtr... 2.75 19.77
DATED this 23rd Day of September, 1918. H. F. WILMOT, Assessor.
W INTER IN G  V EG ET A B LES  
FO R  S E ED  PRODUCTION
Some Useful Information for Kel­
owna’s New Industry
K .V .R . T IM E  T A B L E  TO 
GRANGE SUNDAY, OGT. 20
probably .be able to make arrange­
ments for a match later; The Sum- 
merland troop recently lost one of 
their most valued members in the per­
son of Troop Leader Allan Harris, 
who has left to attend the University
The winter time table of the K.V.R. of B.C. We wish him; every duccess 
■Will go in effect on Sunday, October in his University career. ,
20.' In line with the general pro­
gramme for the conservation of fuel i ~ 't IiJorv; , , ., J j . ,.1. for every Scout in the troop, inisIt has been decided to discontinue the I , . ■
daylight trail,. No. 3 and 4 running tha ofticial
hetween Penticton and Ruby Creek, complete with-
We have a Tenderfoot cloth badge 
. Th  
badge is. sewn to the shirt oyer the
.and connecting main line trains 
;i3 and 4. out it.
The Victory Loan drive will soon 
be on and ^ e  trust that we'shall be 
able to do something to assist the
The .tri-w.eekly. service between 
>Nelson^nd Vancouver, which pro­
vides a night run between Penticton, . -r i ...
and the Coast will be approximately j  ^
e^ ,the same as at,present.
The completion of the Y  track at
We lost this morning another of 
our old originals in r the person of 
Patrol Leader Godfrey Groves, who' Boston .Bar,'.opposite Hope, and-the i . . . .  , .,. V r /  1- J • I goes to Vancouver to join the Royalfinishing of the - snowsheds in .- the|°. _  , . ,
-'Hope, inotmtains will ensure Uninter-, Air Force, and from there to Toron­to on Friday next. P. L. Godfreyrupted service through the Coquihal- >f rrmay i.exi.Groves recently completed his Mc­
Gill matriculation examinations andla this winter, it ds said. Notwith­standing the shortage of labor thel'^1** .ry -if 1 1- • :»lwill now put m the nine months..Kei-V. R. has been greatly improved' ^
during the pas  ^season. Tourist traf- training course as a cadet in the Fly-. , . J _ling Corps. May the best of successfie ha$ been heavy and still continues. °«  • r X-* 1 - I attend him in this, new sphere .of
The qoquihalla pass is of particular familiarly known as
interest to travellers and the an-'
houncement of . continued service I Toshie’’ he will be very greatly1. -a. ri.* • a. -II t- 1. M J I missed from our camps and parades. «;;s .w,nter w,ll U  have his name
wi , sa ,s ac ,on. on our Honour Rolf, but at ,the same
time reserve the wish to ourselves
Arrangements are under way for i that the war may be over some time 
TC-opeiiing the Osoyoos Coal Mine at I before'his period of training wilb be 
'Ashofa, about nine miles up the. Sim-{completed, 
ilkanieed from Princeton. Big motor 
trucks will haul the coal into Prince­
ton, from which place it is believed j HINTS FOR
it will find a maeket aS far east as 
•Nelson'and west to the coast. A new 
'one hundred' foot .tunnel is said toj 
have'struck' the finest' quality of Uoal.'
■ A storage dam to provide a larger!
THE DRY BELT OF B. C.
By R. &. Helmcr.
Owing to the^  shortage of help the 
• supply of water for Naramata's in-j harvest question becomes more seri- 
.'Creasing needs will be 'built- for the j ous every year and it behoves "the 
.Naramata Irrigation District by the j farmers to harvest on a system.'Win- 
provincial government at a cost of j ter apples should be off the trees by 
$10,000.: J the first week , in October; the little
Penticton has taken steps to bor-1 that would be lost in colour would 
row the government rock crusher, j be gained in'condition and keeping 
which the PentietPn city council, J qualities. Only send apples to the 
according to the Penticton “Herald,” j packing houses that are fit to pack, 
‘stated was “lying idle near Kelowna/’| don’t make extra work for the pack­
ers by sending culls. Next in order 
comes the mangels, harvest in piles
One of the simplest and most suc­
cessful methods of wintering cab 
bage is to place the plants side by 
side, heads up, in a trench of pit, the 
top of the heads being about six 
inches below the level of the ground, 
the trench being refilled with soil to 
the bottom of the heads. Put about 
a foot of straw over the heads and 
when cold weather sets in put from 
six to' eight inches of.soil over the 
straw. Forest leaves would probably 
prove as satisfactory as straw. When 
winters are not very severe, or where 
a "heavy covering of snow is fairly 
sure, the cabbage may be simply 
heeled in with the-heads above ground 
and the latter covered with leaves or 
straw just before severe frosts.
Good results have been obtained by 
wintering celery for seed purposes as 
follows: The plants are set in a 
trench deep enough so that the tops 
of the celery come even with the -sur­
face of the. ground. The plants are 
set close together in the row, but 
each row is separated by soil. Before 
severe frosts, the plants are covered 
with a heavy layer of straw and when 
cold weather sets in with about fifteen 
inches of soil.
ground and covered with boards 
leaving about five inches of air space 
under the flooring. A sink hole three 
feet deep is dug six feet away fronj 
the pit. An inverted trough-shaped 
pipe connecting this hole with the 
aid space under the pit provides ven­
tilation arid drainage. The roots are 
put in bags to separte them better 
and piled three tiers high; running to 
a peak. A peak roof of boards is put 
over the pit, high enough above the 
bags to allow fifteen inches of straw 
to be packed in between; over the 
roof is put a light coat of straw and 
then fifteeft inches of . soil. A vent 
hole' nine inches square is left in the 
centre of the roof. Before hard frost 
the sink hole is filled with straw and 
covered with boards and twelve in­
ches of soil.
The foregoing information is given 
in a leaflet, written by the Dominion 
Horticulturist, and which can be had 
free from the Publications Branch, 
Department of Agriculture, Ottawa.
W ILL  STORE ABOUT 250
CARLOADS OF APPLES
Big Warehouse Under Construction 
at 'Vemon
HOMEMADE WEATHER GLASS
A test tube about 10 inches long 
and three-fourths inch in diameter is 
fastened to a base or hung up by a 
wire, Irf this test tube arc put two 
drams of camphor, onc-half dram of 
potassium of chloride, two ounces of 
pure alcohol, two ounces of water. If 
the ingredients do not niix easily, the 
tube should be put in warm water pr 
shaken thoroughly. After a cork is 
put in the tube it is ready for work.
Following is the weather which 
the changes in the liquid donate:
air,
Clear liquid—Bright weather.
Crystals at bottom—Thick 
frost in winter.
Dim liquid—Rain. '
Dim liquid with small stars—Tliun- 
derstdrms; ^
Large flakes—Heavy air, overcast 
sky; snow in winter.
Threads in upper part—Windy 
weather.
Small dots—Damp weather, fog.
Rising flakes which remain high— 
Wind in upper air.
Small stars in wintef or bright, 
clear, sunny days—Snow in a day or 
two.
When harvesting beets, carrots, 
parsnips, salsify and turnips, the tops 
should be cut to within two inches 
of the end of'the specimen, thus leav­
ing the central shoot. A pit in which. 
good success has been obtained in 
wintering roots is made as follows: 
A hole is dug of the necessary dimen-- 
sions, six inches. deep, in a well- 
drained place. Poles are laid on the
The big frostproof warehouse 
which is being built by members of 
the 'Vernon Fruit Union, under the 
name of the Vernon Storage Com­
pany, is now well undef way, and W. 
A. Cryderman, who is in supervision 
of the work, expects to have it ready 
for the roof about the end of the 
month.
This building is said' to be the 
largest of the kind in the West on 
either side of the line. It is 400x80 
ieet in size with a ba*sement the full 
sl?e of the building. ’ The basement 
and first story will be frostproof^ and 
made of hollow tile. It will accom­
modate about 250 cars of apples for 
winter storage.
W e
in  s to c k :
W IL L  BE Not Allowed
Trespasserswill be prosecuted
T O
RENT
T O  RENT
Apply:
APPLY-
CO UR IER  O F F IC E
■ a;;,.
Thanksgiving Specials From Our Busy Store.
Monday, October 14th being Thanksgiving Day we shall be closed. Mail your orders into us 
early and ; we guarantee delivery of goods. Remember that we prepay postage or 
express on all Dry Goods Parcels. * License Np. .8-21018
. The Teutonic peoples have built I and cover with leaves if the nights 
up ai great'military machine and arc I are. cold. . If there is frost in the crop 
trained and forced to deny them-j this to come out of the roots
-selves.'In the allied nalinns thcp'fore pulling in the morning. This 
^ ‘ 1 1 . .u • J- -.*4 1 h*®® applies to apples and air fall
dcniaHs left largely to the individual ,^ j ^ rops. Next comes the carrots and
[potatoes. Watch for clean, even hills 
with best shaped tubers, and hills 
that are producing best crops and 
select seed from these as they - are 
1 harvested. When roots of any kind 
I are put in cellars they should have 
1 plenty of ventilation, and in the case 
j of- pits only V a covering of straw 
[should bc.put on until the ropts have 
jhad a-chance to sweat and cool off.
[ A great deal o f' foss is annually ex- 
I pcrienced ‘ by overheating in : cellars 
[and pits.- Just after harvesting good 
ventilation is essential in the. storage 
[of fruit, vegetables and roots. The 
humidity of thc> atmosphere in the 
tellar. should be watched closely and 
if too dry the floor should-be sprink­
led with water now and again to pre- 
Ivent scald and shrinkage.
R AINCO ATS FOR M EN— No better value can be procured
today. They are ideal' in style, 
splendid in fit and correctly fittqd; all sizes. 9  CJlfl
Thanksgiving Speciial .........t p l i t i .O v
LADIES* W AISTS-—Special shipment of good quality voiles.
■ A  range of tucked embroidered designs 
with special large collars. Nfcl C A
Thanksjgiving Special ...... ......... ...........V
W IR E  GRASS M ATS— Some very low prices on these mats
are quoted below. Save your best
carpets with these. Sizes 18x36. Price..... ........ ......... . 65c’
_30x60. Price.....................$1.50. 36x72. -  Price...... $2.95
B O YS ’ U N D E R W E A R — Cotton ^weave, but extraordinary 
_ for warmth; both shirts and draw­
ers. Complete stock to choose from, in sizes 2, 4 and 6 years.
V e r y  Special ................. .................... ............................ . 75c
C H IL D R E N ’S HOSE— Very Strong Cotton Knit Hose, in
•fast, stainless dye, medium ribbed; 
sizes to 10. These are actually worth SOc pair. $ 1 . 2 5
M E N ’S BOOTS— Best quality Urus Calf, in Black and^  Tan, 
with strong bellows tongues, stitched soles, 
which are vefvstrong; special pitch,filling, which makes them, 
as near as pos^ le . waterproof. $ 5 . 0 0
Special, per pair 
B LA C K  CASHIVIERE HOSE— A  Special purchase of all
Special, 3\pairs for
 ^ -wool Black Hose, in the
famous Footwarmer Brand, fast dye and a specially shaped
bose. . $ 2 i 2 0
Special, 3 pairs for 
C H ILD R E N ’S C O M B IN A T IO N S - -'Phese are exceptional 
values in Combinations; 
Yvarm, with a soft wool finish; full rankle length and soft, even 
rib, Reg^ular $2.50 •vjiJue'for Prepaid.........v....... ..4.;.....'——r-
F LA N N E LE T 'T E  G O W N S — These are actually' much less
than the material alone would 
cost. All are nice, rcioirty garments, long sleeves, with V  
^aped  neck, trimmed fancy silk braid. $ 1 . 2 5
Thanksgiving Special
T H E  H O M E  O F  D E P E N D A B L E  M E R C H A N D IS E
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M a s s o n s ’
Supplies
mmiffj U!gi‘jee5j:.‘jat
Hard and 
S6ft CoaJ
f  hone 66 Kelowna, B .C .
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1
4
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Jenkins Co.,Ltd.
Llye ry, feed and Sale Stables 
Always 6 p -to -D a te
Auto Trucks for 
Quick DeliOery
"■" " y " "* t
Heavy Draying a Specialty
- - ' ' ■ ’ ' ' . .  , ' / ' ....
Contracts Taken for . 
Fruit and Vegetable 
Cartage o f All 
Kinds
Pianos Moved
PRO FESSIO NAL
PIANOS AND PLAYERS TUNED, 
REPAIRED & r e g u l a t e d
C h a r l e s  Q u i n n
;p.O. Box 98. KELOWNA, B.C.
\
Authorized Tuner and Repairer for 
Mason & Risch Co., and direct 
from-"their Toronto Factory.
B U R N E  & W E D D E L L
Barrister,
Solicitors and ' 
Notaries Public
E. C. Weddell.' John F. Burne.
- KELOWNA, B.C. '
R .  f i .  K E R R
Barrister
' and Solicitor,
Notary PublL , 
K E L O W N A . - B .C .
H e r g a  A m M e r  '
C O L O R A T U R A  S O P R A N O
will receive a limited number of pupils 
for Vocal' Training; Musical Mono­
logues and Piano. Highest-referehces. 
Apply, care of Mr. J. F. Fumertoh.
F. W . G R O V ES
M. Can. Soc. C. B. .
;■ Consulting Civil and Hydraulic En­
gineer. B. C. Land Surveyor 
• Surveys and Reports on Irrisratlon Works 
Applications for Water Licenses
K E LO W i»A  P.C
Geo. Weaver
Expert Piano Tuner
■A / BERNARD AVENUE  
Box 637 KELOWNA, B.C.
b a k e r s ' .
 ^ A. C. POOLE '
Opp. Post Office.....*....Phone 39
C O N F E C T IO N E R S
A L S G A R D ’S
;; Ice Cream and Confectionery 
S E C O N D  H A N D  STO R ES
•n",:'. v'v':
- A. E. COX
'Cor. Water Street and Lawrence Ave
First Insertion:.. 2 Cents per word; 
ntinitiium cliarac. 25 cents.
Each Additional Insertion: 1 cent per 
word; mrninmm nharuc. 15 cents.
In estimating the coat of an adver­
tisement, subject to the minimum 
charge as stated above, each initial, 
abbrevisition or group of figdres 
counts as one word.
If so desired, advertisers may have 
replies addressed to a box mmiber, 
care of the Courier,” and forwarded 
to tlicir private address. For this scr*- 
vice, add 10 cents to cover postage,
W  ANTEb—Mlscellaneous- .... -■ --- ---...........-.. .........-..
WANTED—To Kent, a Piano, care- 
'ful ' tenant, montlUy • payment in 
advance. Apply Box U, care Courier 
Office. 12-tfc
W A N T E D --W o m an  or Girl, to 
do general housework. Mrs.
H. B. Burtch. ll-4c
WANTED—Strong boy to learn 
pliimbing and 'tinsmithing. W. G. 
Scott, plumber,, Lawrence Ave.’ 6tfc
WANTED—Orders for ^^UBBER 
STAMP.S; made on the premises. 
Courier Office, Kelowna.
I. -1.... -^----------------------1-- I I ■ --- ------ -
WANTED—Men and Women. You 
arc cordially, invited to Jjttcnd the 
SPECIAL REVIVAL SERVICES to. 
be conducted in the BAPTIST 
CHURCH, commencing Monday, 
14th October, Song service each 
evening at 7.45 p.m. , 10-3c
FOR SALE
FOR SALE—One Chevrolet Road- 
i^ ter, practically good as new, 
$600.00. Enquire at Courier Office.
FOR. SALE , Cheap, 10 Acre 
Fruit Ranch, Ellison District. 
A. L. Hay, Kelowna. ll-3p
FOR, SALE , Cheap— Good Gen-.
eral Purpose Team, of Geldings 
and Colt; also 4 Sows with young 
pigs. Apply J. L. Pridham. H-3c
FO R  S A LE — Jersey Heifer, six 
months old. Box Q, care of 
Cpurier. ’ ll-2p
HOUSE FOR SALE—610 Richter 
Street north, 4 rooms, open fire­
place, concrete cellar, good garden 
and outbuildings. Price $1400. Apply 
A. L. Baldock, P.O. Box 493. 9tfc
FOR SALE^—^Twb-seated Dbg Cart, 
in excellent condition. Apply P. 
DuMoulin. 10-3
Near futuref vents 
To Make a Note Of
LOCAL and PERSONAL
Dr, Mathison, dentist. Tele­
phone 89, t.f.
‘‘The Carpenter who Lost an Axe- 
bead” will be the subject of the morn­
ing discourse by tlic Rev. W. Arnold 
Bennett in tlic Baptist Cluircli. Ii 
the evening liis topic will be “ The 
Trail of the Serpent." Rally Day will 
be observed in tbe Rsiptist Sunday 
School next Sunday. Parents and 
friends of tlic scholars arc heartily 
invited, selections will ,bc given by 
tlic school, and an Address of Demon­
stration will be given by the pastor, 
entitled: ‘‘Tlie Wondcrflil Magnet.”
Ptc. iM-ncst Smith, formerly a well- 
known resident of Vernon, has been 
killed in action. .‘‘Smithy” was a 
member of the Vchion Football Club 
as well as of the Knights of Pythias.
The Summcrland Apple Show and 
Fall Fair will be held this year on 
October 30 and 31. ■ The energetic 
residents of the district 'down the lake 
are planning for a high-class exhibi­
tion.
N O T I C E
No Shooting allowed on 
Dr. Boyce’s Camp property
s t r a y e d
STRAYED—Or was driven . on 
Woods. Greek' Range, ,one Bay 
Gelding branded MR on left shoulder, 
thin brazed facb, 2 white feet; fore 
and hind • T0-3p
CENTRAL LAUNDRY
Washes all kinds of materials every 
week with careful attentioii.
Laundry collected on Monday is re­
turned the followingBaturday.
Clothes guaranteed nicely ironed and 
v^en a good appearance.
HOP L E E ,  laiffenGe A ire, Back of Fire Hail
Auction Sale
O R D E R  IN  C O U N C IL
«  . _— —^  .
Government House, Victoria.
September 9th., 1918.
PR E SE N T :
His Honour .
The Lieutenant-Governor in Council: 
W HEREAS by “  An Act respecting Pound 
Districts”  it is enacted that the Lieutenant-Gov­
ernor in Council may, by order in Council made 
public by notice in the British Columbia G ^ett^  
constitute any part of the Province of British 
Columbia not within the limits of a municipality 
into a pound district.
A N D  W H EREAS under the provisions of this 
Act application has been made by proprietors o( 
land to constitute a pound district in that part of 
the Electoral district of South Okanagan in the 
County of Osovoos, to be known as the'Kelowna 
Rural Pound "District and described within the 
following boundaries;
“ According to the registered map or plan deposi­
ted in the Land Registry Office at Kamloops, B.C., 
and being sub-divisions of Lots 1 ,^129,130,136,137, 
140, and 149, Township 26. '
Commencing at the north-west corner of the 
South half of lot 45, being a sub-division of Lot 137, 
then going east to north-east comer of the south 
half of the north-west quarter sertion 20, then 
south to the south-east cosner of Lot 23, sub-divi- 
s ion of Lot 129, then west to south-west comer of 
Lot 24 in I » t  129, then south to the north-east 
comer of Lot 10, sub-division of Lot 147,'then due 
west to the south-west corner of Lot 136, then north 
to north-west comer of said X.ot 136, then east to 
the south-west comer of sub-division 42 in Lot 136, 
then north to point of. comniencenient, viz: north­
west comer of south half of Lot 45 in Lot 137.”
A N D  W HEREAS notice of intention to consti­
tute such district a pound district was riven in 
accordance with the requirements of the Act, and 
no objection has been made by any proprietor 
within the proposed pound district;
On the recommendation of the Honourable the 
Minister of Agriculture and under the provisions 
of the “  Pound District Act ”  His Honour the 
Lieutenant-Governor of British Columbia, by and 
with the advice of his Executive - Council, has 
pleased to order, and it is hereby ordered 
____tne district as above discrlbed, be constitu­
ted a-Pound District.
J. D. M ACLE AN ;
Clerk to the Executive Council.
Department ol Agriculture,
Victoria, B. C.
Sept. 17th., 1918.
WATER NOTICE
Mrs. St. George P. Baldwin left on 
TliurBday morning for Toronto.
Miss M. A. Wiliucr was a passen­
ger on Thursday to Victoria.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Riggs arrived 
ill town on Thursday afternoon.
■ ' I
Mrs. E. Edwards left on Thursday 
inoriilng’s boat fOr Calgary.
Miss Goddard, of Banff, is a visitor 
In ,tlio city.
Mr. Win. Patttrsbn, of Rumsey, 
Alta., arrived in the city on Saturday 
afternoon. ,
Nur.se Miller was a pa.sscngcr on 
Wednesday’.morning to Strathcona, 
Alta. •
Anibngst the returned veterans who 
rcHclied Victoria on Tuesday was Mr. 
H. G, M. Gardiner, of KcloWna.
Mcsfjrs. J. A. Bigger and A; G. 
McGregor were passengers down the 
lake to Pcachlaiid on Monday''after­
noon,
Godfrey Groves was a passtbigcr on 
Tuesday morning to tlic coast, where 
he is joining the flying forces as a 
cadet,
Ml'S- G. Ritchie and son, Tom, left 
on Monday afternoon’s boat for Van­
couver, where Mrs, Ritchie will rc- 
cciyc further optical'trcatmcnti
Miss Mamie Patterson left the lat­
ter part of last week fqr Portland,, 
Oregon, where she will visit her sis­
ter, Mrs. A, Henning.
A boy named Allen caught his hand 
in some machinery at the Orchard 
City Evaporator last week, and as a 
result has been badly injured.
’ Mr, and Mrs. W. S. Young, of Sel­
kirk, Man., who had been the guest 
of the latter’s sister, Mrs. J. B. Fisher, 
of Benvoulin, left on Monday’s boat 
for the coast,■ V •
Mr. Trodden, Customs Officer, an­
nounces that he has on hand a supply 
of the necessary emmjgration forms 
for intending travellers across the 
Line.
Mr. D. Hinkson left on Wednesday 
morning’s boat for Montreal, where 
he will join his father. From Mon­
treal they intend to proceed to Bar- 
badoes.
A meeting of the committee arrang­
ing the Boys’ Conference in Kelowna 
will be held in the Methodist Church 
on Friday evening, at 8 o’clock. Any 
citizens interested in the .movement 
are asked to attend.
Mr. D. Leckie, who is on a business 
visit to Vancouver, has been asked 
by the executive of the . Kelowna 
Board of Trade to attend and repre­
sent, Kelownai at the convention of all 
the boards of trade of the province, 
to be held at Vancouver next Tues­
day.
Unusual D isplay o f  
N ew  Dresses, Skirts and Hats
W c arc iiow featuring a complete collection 
of New Skirts and Drcsse.s for immediate wear.
The Styles included are the Season's T-atest 
and come ill Checks, Stripes and IMaid.s.
, Tlio.se intcrc.stod in Skirts and Dresses of 
- value should soe tliis new assortment.
, A  fiirtlier shipment of Rcady-to-Wcar,Hats 
has been delivered this week. These arc made 
of Silk, Felt and Velvet, and are very attractive • 
models.
Dress Materials
W c have now in stock a large assortment 
of Dress Materials for Suits and l^rcssqs. An 
extensive range of colourings arc being shown 
in the newest fabrics. Sec thorn now on display., .... . ' , s.
ctf f^TYeo.
Phone 361 Kelowna, B.C.
There’s a Warm Welcome FOR YOU
W H E R E  ?  
W H E N ?
IN  T H E  B A P T IS T  C H U R C H  
Commencing M O N D A Y , 14th OCT.
W H A T  F O R  7 s p e c i a l  g o s p e l  m e e t i n g s  
W H A T  T I M E ?  7.45 P.M . E A C H  E V E N IN G  
W h o ’s  S p e a k i n g ?  EVANGELIST ANDREW GRIEVE
“R E P E N T  Y E  T H E R E F O R E ...... Acts 3:19.
THANK DONORS FOR
GIFTS TO HOSPITAL
Acknowledgments for August and 
September
Green T ea  Rooms
E L L I S  S T R E E T . Phone 253 .
R egu la r M eals ^ 'A fternoon  Teas 
Furnished Rooms' to Rent
DIVERSION AND USE
SATURipii^, OC'TOBER 19, 1918
p r o p e r t y  6 f  H. E. ORCHARD
AT AUCTION LOT NEXT TO 
KELLER BLOCK, KELOWNA.
“If it’s made of leather we 
. can fix it.”
The SADDLLR’S; ' ___ _______ ;
(Geo. Tiiomlinson)
S P E C IA L IZ E  H AR N ES S  
A N D  S m t  R EP A IR IN G
“If we don’t do your repairs
1 Oak Extension Dining Tble.
' 1 Sideboard.- 1 Chest of Drawers. 
I Cabinet Sewing Machine. '
1 McLarcy Kitchen Range.
2L.Iron Beds, Springs, Mattresses.
2 .Wicker Chairs. 1 Rocker.
6 Chairs. ' 2 Stoye Boards.
1. Kitchen Cabinet. / Wringer. 
Washing Machine/ -\Vash Tubs, 
- Wash Board, Stove Pipe.
Flower Stands,- Floor' Mats, Dishes, 
Pots and Paris, Curtain Rods. 
Clothes Box. - Lamps. Brooms. 
Dress Maker’s Form. Wood Heater. 
O’Cedar Mop. Tin Lined Barrel. 
Bevel Glass Mirror,
And many other articles.
TERMS—CASH.
Stbckw eirs Ltd.
12-1 AUCTIONEERS.
Patterson, Chandler &  Stephen,
— ——Lim ited— —
16th Ave.& Mato St., Vaocouver. B.C.-
H O N U y E H T S , H EA D S TO N ES  
AND  G E D E T E R Y  F E N C E S
Bt Monumental Works in 
-«theWcst.
306. Warehouse,
Take Notice that D. W. Crowley 
Go., Ltd., whose address is Kelowna, 
B.C., will apply for a license to take 
and use 13 acre feet of water .out of 
an unnamed stream or slough which 
flows westerly and drains into Okan­
agan Lake, about 400 feet north of 
the west end of Cawstoh Avenue, 
Kelowna, B.C. The water will be 
diverted from the stream at. a point 
about 500 feet east and 350 feet south 
of the north-west corner of Block 45, 
Map 462, Kelowna, B.C., and will be 
used for irrigation purpose upon the 
land described as the north 13 acres 
of Blocks 44 and 45, Map 462, Kel­
owna, B.C. This notice was posted 
on the ground on the 24th day of 
Aug. 1918. A copy of this notice and 
an application pursuant thereto and 
to the "Water Act, 1914,” will be filed 
in the office of the Water Recorder at 
Vernon, B.C. Objections to the 
application may be filed with the said 
■Water Rccbrdcr or with, the Comp­
troller of Water Rights, Parliament 
Buildings, Victoria, B. C., within 
thirty’ days after the first appearance 
of thip notice in a local newspaper.
The date of the first publication of 
this notice is 2nd October, 1918.
D. W. CROWLEY CO., LTD.,
Applicant.
ll-15p. By A. CIACGIA. Agent.
P R A C T I C A L
O r g a n .  B u i l d i n g  
P i a n o  T u n i n g
Overhauling, Cleaning 
and Re-Polishing 
-^ J O IN E R Y  —
Albert W h ifi^
Box 608, Kelowna.
Major Feltham returned from Pen­
ticton on Tuesday’s boat.
Mr. Isaac Kerr came in on Satur­
day’s boat to spend the week-end at 
his ranch.
The monthly meeting of the U.F. 
B.C. will be held in the school house 
on Monday, October 14th. .
All ladies in the Valley are invited 
to join the knitting party at Mrs. 
Ritchie’s, Hillside, on Tuesday, Qct. 
ISth.
Mr, and Mrs. H. K. Todd, accom­
panied Mr. and Mrs. J. N. Cushing by 
car to Kamloops, yia Grande Prairie, 
on Saturday, where they visited Mr. 
and Mrs. W. Reed. They returned 
on Monday via Salmon Arm, -Ender- 
by, Armstrong and Vernon.
What happily did not end seriously 
on Wednesday was j the runaway 
which Mr. Geo. Kerr had in the after­
noon, as he was proceeding to town 
with a load of fruit on his wagon and 
a covv^  bitched behind. The neck yoke 
broke, causing the teairi-to run sonie 
distance on the Glenmofe road, but 
they were, fortunately, .stopped by a 
telephone pole.
Gapt. Tait Meets Death
The names of Kelowna, men still 
continue to appear at frequent inter­
vals in the casualty lists, and only tocii\ 
often under the fatal and dreaded 
heading. It is several years since Mr. 
Tait operated his shoe store in Kel­
owna, and many have forgotten him, 
but a list issued last Thursday re­
called him to many. Unfortunately, 
Capt. Tait, of the 158th Batt. was 
lidted among those who have passed 
away in the world-wide struggle for 
liberty. ■
The Kelowna Hospital desires to 
acknowledge with thanks the follow­
ing donations sent during the months 
of August and September:
-August—O. Dendy, box cherries 
and box apricots; Mr. Spall, tomatoes 
and vegetables; Mr." Rankin, plums 
and tomatoes; Mrs. Cameron, flowers, 
peaches, and vegetables; Mrs, Weeks, 
carrots; Women’s Institute Show, 
vegetables; Mrs. Willits, 2 doz. eggs; 
Mrs. Luxton, tomatoes; High School, 
vegetables; Mr. Wasson, vegetables 
and box apples; W, J. Austen, veg­
etables; Mrs. Cosens, vegetables; Mrs. 
DuMoulin, box of pears; Mr. Hohen- 
see, box of peaches; Mrs. Curts, box 
of crab apples; Mrs. Cosens, crab- 
apples and vegetables; Mr, O, Dendy, 
box of plums; Dr. Gaddes, corn and 
tomatoes; and Rev. A. C, Bennett, 
cucumbers.
September—Messrs. Watson Bros., 
apples, squash, corn and. marrows; 
Occidental Fruit Co., 10 boxes of 
peaches; Dr. Gaddes, water melon; 
Mr. Rankin, peaches art® tomatoes; 
Mr. E. Smith, box peaches;'’Mr, F. A. 
Taylor, plums and pears; Mr. Curts, 
peaches and plums; Mr. Austen 
(exhibition), fruit and vegetables; A. 
& T. Asstn. Exhibitorij fruit and 
vegetables; Mrs. Bright, fruit and 
vegetables; Mrs. Ball, 1 dozen quarts] 
of fruit.
Goods Bought and 
Sold on Commission
G. W .
NINGHAM
Warehouse Next to C.R.R. Wharf
FLOUR AND FEED always 
in Stock at Lowest Prices.
Agent for Magnet Sefiafators
“ SU N SH INE”  B O U V ET T E 
GOM ES BACK T O  KELO W NA
"W. Bouvette, originally known to 
the city as “Sunshine,” returned to 
the city on Tuesday, his return being 
heralded with the customary salutes 
of whistles. He looks fairly fit, and 
claims to he better than he looks, but 
all the same he has a limp which 
troubles him more than is pleasant.' 
Bouvette ^ was 6hot through the right 
hip in September, 1917, and had rather 
a bad time of it, but his cheery dis­
position stood him in good stead and 
brought him back to his friends again. 
There was a time not so long ago 
when “Sunshine” delivered telegrams 
round town for jthc C.P.R., but he has 
done some big work since then. He 
is only here for a'lfew days* leavft and: 
has to report at :^onvalescent head­
quarters'at the coast for further treat­
ment. He still ■ has two brothers 
somewhere over there.
B U Y  Y O U R
Gas and Oils
FROM
The OIL Shop
TUBE VULCANISING  
A SPECIALTY
COAL O IL
GOODYEAR TIRES 
AND TUBES
AC C E SSO R IE S
C A R S  for H IRE
Five . Cars Available with 
Expert, Courteous/ DHvera
P H O N R
W A T E B  S T .  Proprietor Rear o f 
8 0 U T n  ' J ,W .B ^ B R 0 W N E  Oak HaU
F R E E  A IR
Every time you buy a thing ;you 
do not need you interfere with: Can­
ada’s war .work.' Every dollar you 
spend'on things, not strictly necessary 
is a dollar not merclYowasted’ but 
used to cmplpy labor on things that 
have nothing to dor with our efforts 
to win. the war for freedom, . ,
f
' (Lat|L .Knapton)
Boot anil Me Depairer
I¥
THft KKtOW MA COURtl^R AND OKAtlAOAtl ORCttAttPiaT WEPME6PAV, OCTOBI2R 0, I
THANKSGIVING SERVICES
Sunday next will t)C observed aa 
TlianUsKlvin/? Day at hotU services in 
tbe United Clmrcli, In tlic evcnyiK 
the choir, tinder the- Icadship of Mf'. 
H. Tod Boyd will render a service of 
flonff, incltidinf? the anthems;' "SiuK 
to.the Lord of Harvest,'', (Mntuider); 
"All Thy Works Shall Praise Thee," 
(Ciare), and "Break Forth Into Joy," 
(Kinn). TI)C Bcrvicc will also include 
Kiplintr’s ‘^ RoceBsionul," hy Mrs. 
Braden, and violin 'selection  ^ by Mr. 
Drury ■ Prince. ';
TO YOU
That you * try W A F F L E  
S Y R U P  on ypur Porridge 
these cool mornings.
It saves Sugar, and , any­
way W A F F L E  S Y R U P  is 
an improvement. '
W e  have it in Bottles in 
Quarts; half-gallon and gal­
lon cans.
T r y  W a f f l e  S y r u p  
o n  Y o u r  P o r r i d g e
Tile McKenzie Go.,Lim ited
Canada Food Board Licence No. 8-7864r- 
Retail Orocer. - ■
Remember, the War Continues
SATURDAVSPECIALS
Vealj Roast Leg
Veal, Roast Loin .......;............29c
VeaL Roast, Shoulder-;.-;.......25c .[
Veal, Stew: ....................::;.........;22c
Veaf Chops. Rib  ...29c
Veal Chops,. Shoulder .....25c
Beef, BoiUng ............ 18c & 20o..|
Beef, Pot Roast ............... -20c
Beef, Roast  ........................22c.
Rump - Roast. .... ......... i—.....22c
Round Steak —.; 2Sc
Loin Steak .....................30c
Beef Suet ...   18c
Corned Pork ...;...^ .....-..-.30c
X|ry Salt Pork . . . . . . . . ...38c
Pork Chop ..—.-.30c
Pork. Steak  ...—....29c
Pork, Roast .-...:30c
Side Pork ............  30c
Leg Tork ;-....„.....30c
Fish ............      2Sc
Canada Food Board 
“ No. 221
License
& Milts
INDEPENDENT MARKET
£ U is  St. P h o n e  268
(Next to Waldron's Grocery.)
S h ^ e  off 
the Barren 
of Ill-Health
i f  you  ate
Weak,
Anemic,
Nervous,
Run-down
A  Xonic.
' Itestorativtf.'
Nerve ■
and Blood'MJdtec
—Combined' in one 
powerful heallb.giv* 
in(  ^ ' medicine con* 
tainintf in mo»t a»> 
Gimilatire form the 
very elenimta of which . . OUT . bodies  ^at« com. - 
poced. Bodoned . by 'Doc tors *v...■noaViuflcrt
P: accept th« t WiiKW ■
« erywhere. noecUenly-. : 
new; beilih WiVocamla oKTerti OEft botUo to-day«
V SowS Size $1.00 -^ L^afSpSim SI.75
Jp!or
S a /*ky
63
P. B. W ILU T S  & CO.
• _ __ ____________________.ja**.
'A
R IT A ' JO U V E T  /in -'LEST WE FORGET"
INCREASE IN FRUIT
PRODUCTION IN B.
Apples Have Increased 350 Per Cent, 
in Five Years, '
Tlic follayvibg extraordinary figures 
given by Mr. A. B. Twcddlc, provin­
cial statician, show the tremendous 
incl'casc in fruit pr6ductior\ which has 
taken place in B.C in the last five 
years: .
Total of Tree Fruits I
In Tons, In Cars
1913 . ...................... 13,362 ' 1,162
1914,. ................. 18,130 1,575
1915 . ................ ' 25,382 , 2,194
1916 .. ..... ........  35,041 2,989
1917 ........................ 40,367' 3,429
Total of Small Fruits
^  In Tons In Cars
1913 ..................  1,282 128
1914 ........... .-...... 1,990 198
1915 ...**-«•****-**«.-*—**■•« 1 166
1916 .............:....  1,890 189
1917 ■..................  1,846 184
Total of Apples
In 'Tons. In Cars
1913 .. ...............  10,164 847
1914 .. ...............  13,692 1,140
1915 ..............19,663 .1,839
1916 ..................  29,945 2,495
1917 ..................  35,492 2,959:
“ I HAVE D EC ID ED ”
SAYS W ILH ELM
Kaiser Offers Pieacc—-But Must Be 
Honorable, He'. Says in Speech
The measure of your love of free 
dom is' your willingness to" deny 
yourself so that the strength of the 
nation for war- effort will be in­
creased. '
GERMANY'S PEACE NOTE
Kaiser Wants to Stop Before 'Worse 
Happens
The text of the note forwarded by 
the imperial -German chancellor,. 
Prince Maximillian, to President Wil- 
soHj through the Swiss government, 
last SatWday, reads as follows:
The German government requests 
the president of the United States to 
take in hand the restoration of peace, 
acquainVall the beligerent states of 
this request and invite them to send 
plenipotentiaries for the purpose of 
opening negotiations. -
" I t  accepts the. program set forth 
by the president of the United States 
in his message to congress-on Jan. 8, 
and his latest pronouncemeiits,vespec- 
ially -his speech of Sept. 27, as.>a‘ basis 
for peace, negotiations. "
“ ^ith  a view, to avoid further 
bloodshed, the government requests 
the immediate armistice on land and 
wqt.cr and in the air.”
It was ^ announced that Turkey will 
tak  ^a similar.step.
Tiic text of the emporcr's proclam­
ation reads:
"For months past the enemy with 
enormous exertions and almost with­
out pause in the fighting, has stormed 
agairist you. Weeks of struggle, often 
without repose, you' have had to per­
severe and resist a numerically far 
superior army. Therein lies .the great­
ness of the task , which has been set 
for you and which you are. fulfilling, 
Troops of all the German states are 
doing their part and arc defending the 
fatherland on foreign soil. Hard'is 
the.task.
‘My navy is holding its own against 
the united enemy naval forces and is 
unwaveringly supporting the army in 
its difficult struggle.
"The eyes of those at home rest 
with pride and admiration on the 
deeds of t"he army and navy. I ex­
press to you the thanks of myself and 
the fatherland. '
"The collapse of the Macedonian, 
front has occurred in the midst of the 
hardest'struggle. In accord, with our 
allies, I have resolved once more to 
offer peace to the enemy, but I will 
only extend my hahd for^an honor­
able peace. We owe that to the 
heroes who have laid down their lives 
for the fatherland and we make'"that 
our duty to our chirdren. ; '
;/Whether aims will be lowered still 
is aL question. Until. then we- must 
not slacken. We must, as hitherto, 
exert all our strength, and unwearing- 
ly hold ' our ground against the 
onslaughts of the enemy. ,
"The hour is grave, but trusting in 
your strength and in God’s'gracious 
help, we feel ourselves to be strong 
enough to defend our Beloved father- 
land.’’
(Signed) "W ILHELM .”
School Column
By JAMKS GORDON, Principal.
I am often asked by parcnlisi why 
n kindergarttm school is not institutcc 
in connection .with our Public School 
There seems to be a certain need for 
such a school. The Ideal would he a 
pretty bungalow surrounded by, 
frarden with a spacipiis lawn und 
plenty of shade tfccs. Such a place 
coiild be found I have no doubt. But 
what would it, cost? The School 
Board could obtain no grant :fpr, such 
a scliool. The tcadier’a nalaiy, would 
come .entirely from ihc parents of 
the children; feir'the Board has no 
power to- levy taxes for kindergarten 
schools^  A good teacher qtmlified in 
kindergarten work would he paid at 
least $1080 per year. The rent of the 
hpusc'ahd grounds would be at least 
$240 per year. The furnishings and 
•equipment would amount to $500 in 
the first year and $50 a year tl\erc 
after; and that is. perhaps too low an 
estimate. Not more than 25 pupils 
could bo. handled. ■ Spreading the 
initial expenditure on furnishings and 
equipment over a period of five ycacs 
you would have an annual fee of 
about $6() for each child. I should 
like to hear from any parent having 
children who Will attain the. age of 
five by the first of September next 
who would be willing to pay such a 
fee. I do not know whether the 
School Board would be willing.to or­
ganize such a scliool or give it coun­
tenance. But I do know that they 
would be interested to know the 
opinion of the people concerned/Pn 
the subject. ; '
Quite a number of children have 
been absent during, the past fortnight 
with influenza. Dr. Knox, the medi­
cal officer for the Kelowna schools, 
has' made some regulations which 
should be strictly observed. In the 
first place, no child shall be admitted 
as a pupil to the school •who has not 
been one week in Kelowna and who 
has not been medically oaamined by 
Dr. Knox. In the second place, no 
child who is suffering from influenza 
or whose family is suffering there­
from shall be admitted to the school 
within two weeks of the outbreak of 
the disease- in the honie unless by 
special permission of Dr. Knox.
saK
ALLIES SMASH HUN ON
20-MILE BATTLE FRON'
THE 1918 APPLE DEAL
Some Notes by Markets* Commis­
sioner James Grant
GUARD AGAINST EPIDEMIC
Provincial and Municipal Health 
Authorities to Deal 'With Spanish 
Influenza
Steps to guard against the possible 
outbreak of Spanish influenza, which 
is spreading rapidly : throughout the 
continent,, -have been taken by the 
provincial health officials in conjunc­
tion with - the various municipal 
authorities throughout the Province.
The Provincial Department points 
out that' the disease is not in itself 
fatdl, and the' attack, while severe, is 
usually jshort' lived .if proper precau­
tions are taken by the patient. There 
is not much danger, but if those 
afflicted treat the attack 'aS merely .a 
bad cold and do not take proper pre­
cautions, the'after -effects are, serious. 
In the East the principal mortality 
.has been • due: to pneumonia. The 
health authorities, here are emphatic 
Tn. their advice that should persons 
feel themselves afflicted with, severe 
cold,' chills and a stuffiness in the 
head, Hhcy should immediately take 
to their beds and call in a physician. 
A  few hours^  delay may-make all the 
difference between a short .attack and 
a serious illness.
Several isolated, cases of the malady 
have , already . appeared in.' British 
Columbia,' andit is of the utmost 
importance - to the 'nation, as ivcll as 
to the individual; that . it docs ' not 
assume the proportions of an 
epidemic.
''The apple deal is beginning to take 
form. Prices for 'Washington C 
grade have all . been- jwithdrawn, ex­
cepting in a few isolated cases. Prices 
from now on. are expected to range 
from $1.50 to $1.55- per box for C 
grade f.o.b. shipping point, . The in­
creased demand and the decreased 
estimates of crop are responsible for 
this condition. - Okanagan crop, re­
ports Macks under the estimate and 
several cancellations of -them have 
already been made. Prices are firm 
and may advance. The prairie job­
bers are receiving quotations on Nova 
Scotia apples, all. grades, in barrels,' 
with 60 per cent.' No. 1, at $4.00 to 
$4.50 per barrel according to variety, 
these are being sold in considerable 
volume owing to the advance in. G 
grade and lack of quotations from 
B.C. Dealers in Nova Scoia are only 
spariTng for an opening, as they have 
not bought the ;bulk of the. winter 
apples from the growers as yet.
Considerable interest is being 
shown in the winter apple deal in 
Saskatchewan and Manitoba, but Al­
berta is still passive.
The U.F.A. have bough ’> a large 
block of apples of the big "/ "  brand 
and have been fortunate in securing 
confirmation before the recent rise. 
This concern gave B. C. the-- first 
xrhance at the plum, but our firms did 
not see the wisdom of placing- so 
large a block of apples at one time 
in one place.
• There is . a demand for Quotations 
of staple varieties in grade lA: Spitzs 
and Spies, in grade ; IB - Wagners, 
Romes, etc. The prairie jobbers fight 
shy of little . known . although 'good, 
.■varieties'^ ' - .*\
Apples such as Mother, Ribston, 
Grccn'ing, '. Belle.' Flower, even : the 
Grimes Golden, have not r6ached-thc 
popular stage, while admitted to be 
one'of the best.
LONDON,-Oct. 8—The British to 
day launcheQ a terrific attack on a 
front of about 20 miles from Cambrai 
southward. American forces co-oper­
ated and the French to the south also 
attacked in conformity •with ,the plan.
BUSINESS AND PLEASURE
A T  BIG W. I. CONFERENCE
(Continued from page 1)
address, ‘‘The Duties of .Women’s 
Institutes ; in Relation - to Public 
Health,’’ by Dr. Helen Ryan, of ‘Vic­
toria; discussion, led by. Mrs., H. Me 
Gregor, of Penticton| and Mrs. A 
Bedford, of Salmon Arm.
A busy programme was still left 
to be carried out on Wednesday even 
ing and the following morning, the 
conference ending at noon on Thurs­
day. A-'report oT the : remainder of 
the conference will be given in next 
week's Courier.
KELOW NA PREPARES FOR
- VICTORY LOAN DRIVE
(Continued from page' 1.)
branches or organization will be - got 
into shape without delay. The Kel­
owna district covers from Okanagan 
Centre down to Okanagan Mission, 
so that sub-centres will have to be 
established at 'such places as Woods 
Lake, Ellison, Rutland, Belgo, Ben- 
vouHn, E. Kelowna, Glenmore, Okan­
agan Mission and so forth.. It is 
naturally expected that such places 
as Westbank and Bear Creek will 
bring their subscriptions into Kelow­
na, but according , to the plan 
arranged by Vancouver, Kelowna's 
district does not extend across the 
lake.-."
The executive met on Saturday 
morning and arranged for furnishing 
the empty store opposite the Post 
Office. Various other detail work 
was likewise arranged for. On Mon­
day, the Tabulating and Indexing 
Committee met, and they, too, pro­
ceeded with their laborious task.
The feeling is prevalent 'that Kel­
owna has a hard and stern task before 
her to raise the' allotted $21Q,000.00, 
but, at the same "time, it is realized 
that the emergency of the war situa­
tion demands that no effort -be spared 
and that no dollar be unspared to 
make the 1918 Loan as successful 
as that of the previous year.
P O U N D  N O T IC E
, Notice is hereby given under Sec­
tion 20 of the "Pound District Act,” 
tl^ at one riolstein cow, with halter 
cut, branded C.P.R. 35, was impound^ - 
ed • in the pound kept by the under­
signed at East Kelowna, on the 7th 
day of October, 1918.
J. C. ANDERSON,
Poundkeeper
CHEVROLET
T I C K  W A R - T I M K  C A R
Wh6rt the C H E V R O L E T  M O T O R  C O M P A N Y  
announced an efficient, graceful, roomy five passenger 
touring car, lower in price than any other electrically 
equipped car in Canada, thousands of the 490 Models were
Thc C H E V R O L E T  490-B— 1919 Model—  has been 
brought Mp-tp-date, and represents today the best value in 
low-priced cars.
To satisfy C H E V R O L E T  owners who wanted a 
more powerful and roomy car than the 490 Model the 
C H E V R (> L E T  C O M P A N Y  built the
B A B Y  G R A N D  T O U R IN G  CAR
which is a light, powerful car, giving every comfort fpr 
the discriminating niotorist,^ 'Th is car represents better 
value than anjr other car in its clpss today.
For men who vyant the ultimate in power, ease of 
control, Speed when necessary, the new
C H EVR O J-ET  E IG H T  C Y L IN D E R  M O D E L  
is the best buy. ' / ^
T H E  C H E V R O L E T  O N E  A N D  O N E -H A L F  
T O N 'T R U C K  is serviceable and strong.
For prices and demonstrations SCO
M .  A ;  A L S C 5 A R D ,  Agent for Kelowna
T h e  K E L O W N A  T H  E A T R E
PICTURES TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY 
MATINEE SATURDAY AFTERNOON AT 2.45
SATURDAY, Oct. 12—‘The Duchess of Doubt,’’with Emmy Wchlen,
MONDAY—Rita JoliVet in “ LEST VVE FORGET,” immortalizing 
Charles Frohman’s words: “Why, fear dekh—it is life’s most 
beautiful adventure.” Children, ISc; Adults, 35c.
rU'ESDAY— "^Thc Lion's Claws”; jCurrent Events; 2-Apt Comedy.
B ..@ m '.
B Now Is The Time _
“ To Prepare For Winter
D Nothingr^ is .more essential than a G O O D  ROOF.
Q ' - I  have had fifteen years’ experience as a Roof Man.
B The value of this experience is at your disposal.
: J. W. H O W E
A t Lakeview Hotel. Kelowna, B.C.
:b  B B .11B
T H E  J O H N S O N  B A R N
L IV E R Y , FEED A N D  SALEST S T A B L E S
- Draying: and Heavy Teaming. Car for Hire. 
W ood for Sale. Try Our N ew  Piano Truck.
Phone 298 Opposite Fire Hall.
Penticton was made a "chief cus­
toms port on October 1 last. Mr. J. 
S. Hcales, who^has been the.cqstoms 
officer there; since the opening:of the 
office, is now chief collector. "Kelow­
na, which has hitherto been , under the 
port o f‘Revelstoke, now comes under 
■*enticton. ; ;^Other outports" .‘arc 
?rinccton, Osoyoos and: Similkameen', 
hese ports V were formerly under 
Greenwood.' -'" '• - .■, - ■'" ^ ■
12-1
-Three - men were 'fined $25.00; c 
at Nelson 'last 'week because 
failed to . carry papers' which pro 
that they were not defaulters ur 
the Military .Service Act. _ v 
'The provincial goal at.Kaihloop 
to .be closed at the end of this me 
for .economic reasons. ■ ' ^
It is for every, one of us toa
BOOST YOUR BU§INK««'»
THRoxj^5tric Shop”
O F ^
how much patrio.tic endeavor, 
much loyal:s'acrifice we lyill make 
iX£s r our money, hy ‘‘doing v.
that “each, day will see a 
dd to our - own/ and 
ngth. \
\
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